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1.0  Introduction
In 1939, Germany invaded Poland to begin the greatest and most 
terrible war the world has ever known. Adolf Hitler’s “Thousand 
Year Reich” did not survive, but six years and sixty million 
lives after the torch was lit, Germany, Italy, Japan and their 
allies had been defeated, much of Europe and Asia lay in ruins 
and the political structure of the world was changed forever.
The Supreme Commander is a game for two or more players 
and represents the European portion of World War II from 
1939-1945. Players represent the Major Powers that drove 
the primary events and military actions throughout the ETO 
(European Theater of Operations). One side controls the Allied 
powers of the United Kingdom (UK), France, the Soviet Union 
(USSR) and the United States of America (USA). The other 
side controls Germany, Italy and their minor allies. 

The game is designed primarily for 2-3 players, but can be 
played with more if desired. The sides can be split in any way 
the players agree on, but usually would be assigned as suggested 
in the following chart:

 # of Players  Axis Allied
 2 1) Germany, Italy 2) UK, France,
      USA, USSR
 3 1) Germany, Italy 2) UK, France, USA
     3) USSR
 4 1) Germany, Italy 2) UK
     3) France, USA
    4) USSR
 5 1) Germany 3) UK
  2) Italy 4) France, USA
    5) USSR
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North Atlantic Transfer Box – Represents an off-map area associated 
with U.K.-controlled Middle East.

Partisan Table – Resolves attempts by the British or USSR player to 
place Partisan units.

Sea Zone Control Boxes – Naval units of each side are placed here to 
fight for control of the seas.

Siberian Reserves Box – Stores the Siberian Reserves as they await 
placement by the USSR player. 

Soviet Annexation Table – Resolves losses associated with annexation 
attempts by the USSR player.

Technology Track – On each Major Power’s record card, tracks the 
current Technology level for each category.

Terrain Effects Chart (TEC) – Lists the modifications to movement 
and combat for each terrain and weather type.

Total Current MSP Level Track – Tracks the current total number of 
Military Spending Points (MSPs) for each player nation.

Total MSP Per Turn Track – Tracks the per-turn Income rate of each 
player-nation.

Turn Record Track – Displays the current turn, the weather for the turn, 
and lists any special events.

Unit Build Chart – Shows the organization of army and army group 
formations in the game.

Unit Cost Chart – Displays the cost to purchase units and the number 
of turns for units to re-enter the game after elimination; either in 
combat or voluntary.

USA and Canada Box – Represents an off-map area associated with 
the USA and Canada.

Victory Point Track – Used to record the current Victory Point total. 

2.4 The Playing Pieces
There are two basic types of colored, die-cut playing pieces; 
military units and game markers. These playing pieces will 
hereafter be referred to collectively as counters. 

2.4.1 Military Units
The military units represent the historical combat and maneuver 
formations. The numbers and symbols on the counters indicate 
the size, combat strength, movement allowance, nationality 
and unit type. 
There are four classes of military units: land units (corps, 
armies, HQs, Forts and partisans); air units (Fighter and Bomber 
wings and their respective Decoys); naval units (Submarine, 
Surface fleets, and Surface fleet Decoys); and Flak units (Flak 
and AAA [Anti-Aircraft Artillery]). Unless further modified 
by “air”, “naval” or “Flak”, the word “unit” hereafter refers 
solely to land military units.
A subclass of land military units are Armor-type units.  Armor-
type units include full strength Mechanized or PzA (Panzer 
Armee Afrika) armies, any other full- or reduced-strength Tank 
army, and all Tank corps. Note that mechanized armies and the 
PzA army when at reduced strength (and thus containing no 
tank steps) are no longer considered Armor-type units, becom-
ing Infantry armies, instead.

2.0  Game Equipment
•  One Rules Book
•  Two Game Maps (one back-printed)
•  Set of 580 Counters
• 46 Replacement counters (see details on page 51)
•  Charts (2x CRT, 6 Force Pool, 1 Diplomatic Level Chart, 

1 Turn Record Track)
•  Two ten-sided dice (“d10”) 

2.1 The Rules
Each major section of the rules is assigned a whole number (1.0, 
2.0,…). Subordinate rules are assigned a corresponding number 
to the right of the decimal place. For example, 2.0.1, 2.0.2,… 
under rule 2.0: and 2.1.1, 2.1.2,… within subset 2.1. This system 
allows quick and easy cross-referencing of the rules.

2.2 The Game Map
The map portrays Europe and Northern Africa in 1939. A 
hexagonal grid has been overlaid on the map to regulate 
the movement and positioning of the playing pieces, and to 
delineate the various terrain features that affect play. These 
hexagons are hereafter referred to as “hexes”. Each hex has 
a four-digit identification number, used for game reference 
purposes only.

Important: Note that ports and capitals are treated as cities 
for all purposes. Capitals are denoted by a red circle around 
the port or city symbol.  

Map Clarification: Hexes comprising only islands marked 
as Prohibited terrain are all-sea hexes for the purposes of 
Amphibious Invasions (12.4); e.g., you can invade from 
hexes 1835 or 1937.

2.3 Charts and Tables
The Map and Player Aid Cards contain charts, tables and tracks 
used to assist players throughout play. These are listed below, 
in alphabetical order:
Air Boxes: East, West, South – Holding box for active Air units and 

those awaiting transfer to another front.
Base MSP Income – Notes any changes to the annual Per Turn Income rate 

for each player nation and lists each nation’s allowed Strategic Moves.
Combat Results Table (CRT) – Resolves ground combat between units.
Convoy Intercept Chart – Resolves attacks on units using Naval 

Transport in a Sea Zone with enemy fleets present.
Diplomacy Chart – Tracks the diplomatic status of the European Minor 

Nations.
Factory Relocation Boxes – Tracks the status of the five Soviet factory/

MSP hexes that can be railed to Siberia.
Force Pool – Holds a Major Power’s units available for purchase.
Naval and Air Combat Table – Resolves combat between opposing 

air and naval units.
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2.4.2 How to Read the Military Units
This is the American 3rd Army. The XXXX identifies 
it as an Army. On its full strength side, it has a Com-
bat Strength of six and a Movement Allowance (MA) 

of four. On the reverse, the combat strength is three. The 
“Mechanized” Unit-type box identifies it as Mechanized, in-
cluding both Tank and Infantry. As such an army, it can take 
advantage of both Tank and Infantry Technology bonuses. 
Corps-sized units are similar, except that they do not have a 
reverse-strength side (exception: Airborne corps;12.5; and 
German and Soviet static Infantry corps; 18.3).
Free French (17.5.5) units are in American color, but with a blue 
center shading and a small French flag in the upper right corner.

2.4.3 Explanation of Military Unit Values
• Combat Strength – The combat value printed on a counter 

to identify the inherent strength in combat. This may be 
modified by Technology level bonuses and other factors to 
reach its Total Combat Strength.

• Total Combat Strength – The value used in combat after a 
unit’s Combat Strength, Technology level bonuses, and any 
terrain or other bonuses are applied.

• Movement Allowance – The maximum number of 
Movement Points (MPs) a unit can spend to move during 
one Movement Phase.

• Unit I.D. – Unit identification number. 
• Unit Size – Located on top of the NATO box, as follows:
  XXXXX: Army Group
  XXXX: Army
  XXX: Corps

2.4.4 Color Scheme, Major Combatants
Major Combatant   Background Color
Commonwealth (UK)  Tan
France  Blue
Germany  Grey
Italy  Light Green
USSR   Red
USA  Green

Note: The terms “Soviet Union” and “USSR” are both used 
to refer to Soviet Russia. Likewise, the term “USA” refers to 
the United States of America, and “UK” refers to the United 
Kingdom. For specific rules pertaining to an individual na-
tion, see 17.0.

2.4.5 Unit Abbreviations
Below is a key to the abbreviations used on the game’s unit 
counters.
Aus Australia
B  Bomber Wing
Bal Baltics
Be Belgium
Bu Bulgaria
Can Canada
De Denmark
F  Fighter Wing
FF Free French
FP Free Poles
Fi  Finland
Gr Greece
Hu Hungary
Ind India

Ire Ireland
Irq Iraq/Iran
Ne Netherlands
No Norway
NZ New Zealand
Po Poland
Por Portugal
PzA Panzer Armee Afrika
Ro Romania
SA South Africa
Sp Spain
Sw Sweden
Tu Turkey
Yu Yugoslavia

2.4.6 Unit and Marker Identification 
Unit Type Front Back

Tank army 
 

Tank corps 
 

Infantry army 
 

Infantry corps 
 

Mechanized army 
 

Headquarters (HQ) 
 

Airborne corps 
 

Cavalry corps 
 

Partisan 
 

Bomber wing 
 

Fighter wing 
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Unit Type Front Back

Surface Fleet 
 

Air Decoy 
 

Naval Decoy 
 

Flak (& AAA) 
 

Fort 
 

Diplomatic Status marker 
 

Game Turn marker 
 

Victory Point marker 
 

Current MSP level 
 (in values of 1, 10, 100)

Other Markers

Declared Attack 

OOS/Bombed! 
 

Technology levels 
   

 Infantry Armor Air

 
  

 Naval Submarine

Total MSP Per Turn 
  

2.5 Abbreviations and Terms
CRT Combat Results Table
CW  Commonwealth
Cg  Conquered German ally
Cw  Conquered Western ally
d10  10-sided die
DoW Declaration of War
DRM Die Roll Modifier
EZOC Enemy Zone of Control
HQ  Headquarters
MA  Movement Allowance
MSP Military Spending Point(s)
NATB North Atlantic Transfer Box
OOB Order of Battle
OOS Out of Supply
CS  Combat Strength
SM  Strategic Move or “Strat Move”
TCS Total Combat Strength 
TEC Terrain Effects Chart
ZOC Zone of Control

2.6 Game Scale
Each turn represents about 1½ months, with summer stretched 
out over a slightly larger number of turns. Each hex represents 
about 60 miles. Military units are armies and corps.

3.0  Standard Procedures
There are several standard conventions and basic concepts 
used in play:

3.1 The Dice
The game uses a ten-sided die—hereafter referred to as “d10”—
to resolve events like combat throughout the game. Sometimes 
only one player (or side) rolls d10, but in other cases both roll 
d10. A roll of “0” is considered a “10” in all cases.

3.2 Cumulative Effects 
In all cases, except where specifically noted otherwise, modi-
fications to a die roll are cumulative. This includes terrain 
modifiers, Technology levels and weather modifiers. 

3.3 Hex Control and Political Entities
Hex control is the term used to describe which side is “in 
control” of a particular hex at each instant during play. Hex 
control is important for Supply and Victory Conditions. Hexes 
controlled by a player’s side are called “friendly controlled” and 
hexes controlled by the opposing side are “enemy controlled”.
Hexes into which a unit exerts a Zone of Control (see 6.0) 
are called controlled hexes (exception: MSP hexes; 9.1.3.1; 
9.1.3.2). A land unit always controls the hex it occupies (even 
if it does not exert a ZOC). Air, naval and Flak units never 
control hexes in and of themselves. If both sides extend ZOCs 
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into an unoccupied hex, both players mutually control the hex. 
All nations control the hexes within their national border at the 
start of the 1939 scenario, unless otherwise indicated. This is a 
nation’s “home country”. Some nations also start with Posses-
sions (17.16) aligned to them (e.g., Gibraltar, Egypt, Sardinia, 
etc). These are not home country hexes, but are controlled by 
the indicated Major Power (e.g., Italy controls all hexes associ-
ated with Albania).

Exception: East Prussia (including Königsburg) is consid-
ered part of the German home country for all purposes.

Example: The Italian home country includes all of mainland 
Italy and Sicily, which are controlled by Italy at the start of 
the 1939 scenario. Albania and Sardinia, while controlled by 
Italy, are not within Italy’s national border and are not part 
of the Italian home country.
The control status of a hex changes (i.e., the hex is captured) 
the instant one of the other player’s units enters and/or moves 
through the hex or exerts an “unchallenged” ZOC into it (excep-
tion: MSP locations must be occupied; 9.1.3.1). An “unchal-
lenged” ZOC is a ZOC into an unoccupied hex that does not 
also have a ZOC from an enemy unit extending into that hex.
Example: The Germans attack and destroy a Polish unit in 
Krakow (hex 2528). Assuming there are no other Polish units 
nearby, when a German unit advances into Krakow, it will 
not only capture Krakow, but also hexes 2428 and 2527 due 
to having “unchallenged” ZOC’s onto those hexes.
The control status of every hex can change back and forth any 
number of times during a scenario.

Important Note: An enemy controlled city (includes port or the 
capital) in an Active nation’s home country that is not occupied 
by enemy units is always considered a friendly supply source for 
units of that Active nation. Supply may be traced to it normally 
(see 7.0), and reinforcements may be placed there. Furthermore, 
the enemy may not trace supply along a rail line (7.2) or use 
Strategic Movement by Rail (15.1.1) through the city.

3.3.1 Political Entities
There are two types of nations in the game: Major Power nations 
and Minor Nations. Major Powers are those countries controlled 
by the players and include France (but see 17.5.4), UK, USSR 
and the USA on the Allied side, and Germany and Italy on the 
Axis side (though Italy has some similarities to a Minor Nation; 
see 17.7). In addition, there are some areas known as Possessions, 
which are allied to or owned by a Major Power or Minor Nation 
at the start of the game (as marked on the map), but do not have 
any military units of their own (17.16). All nations have a home 
country on the map, as defined above. All nations will always 
be in one of the following game states:
• Active Major Power: A Major Power at war with at least one 

other Major Power on the other side: Germany, France and 
the UK begin the game as Active Major Powers;

• Inactive Major Power: A Major Power not currently at war 
with any other Major Power: USSR, USA and Italy begin the 
game as Inactive Major Powers;

• Active Controlled Minor Nation: An unconquered Minor 
Nation at war with at least one Major Power on the other side 
that is not aligned with an Active Major Power on the other 
side: this only apply to Minor Nations declared war upon by 
an Inactive USSR;

• Active Minor Nation Ally: An unconquered Minor Nation 
at war with at least one Major Power on the other side and 
aligned with an Active Major Power (having its Diplomacy 
Marker in their Force Pool): if Germany uses its free DoW on 
Poland, Poland becomes an Active Minor Nation ally of the 
UK per 17.11;

• Inactive Minor Nation Ally: A conquered Minor Nation ally: 
if Germany conquers Poland, Poland would be an Inactive 
Minor Nation ally of the UK; or

• Neutral Minor Nation: A Minor Nation not currently at war 
with any other Major Power and who’s Diplomatic marker is 
still located on the Diplomatic Chart.

A Possession is treated like a Minor Nation ally for all pur-
poses, even though it does not have a Diplomacy marker or 
military units.
Military units from all Active Nations on the same side are 
considered friendly units, while military units from Active Na-
tions on the other side are considered enemy units.

3.4 Losses in Combat
Losses are taken in steps, which represent the fighting capability 
of units. All corps have only one step, while most armies and 
HQs have three steps. Units are eliminated when they lose their 
last step. When most non-corps are eliminated in the game, they 
are placed on the Turn Record Track a number of turns after the 
current turn, according to the “Return Time in Turns” on the Unit 
Cost Chart. On that turn, the unit returns to its nation’s Force 
Pool (see 9.3.2). Corps that are eliminated are placed directly 
into the owning player’s Force Pool (exception: Airborne corps 
are treated differently, see 12.5.3).
As noted above, most armies and HQs have three steps on their 
full strength side and two steps on their reduced strength side 
(indicated by a “reduced strength stripe” on the back of the coun-
ter). The UK “H” HQ has only two steps, with the back showing 
a “1-0” HQ, and Forts have two steps, with no reduced strength 
side. When a full strength multi-step unit is required to take a 
step loss, flip it over to its reduced strength side. If a reduced 
strength army or HQ is required to take a step loss, remove it 
from the map and place it on the Turn Record Track (13.2.3.1), 
then place a corps of the type indicated under the “1st step” in 
the hex where the removed unit was located (if available; if not, 
no corps is received but this “phantom corps” does count as an-
other step loss). For armies formed from multiple nationalties, 
the owner decides which corps is placed on the map.
To build a reduced multi-step unit back up to full strength, consult 
the Unit Build Chart and add a corps of the “3rd step” type to 
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the unit (10.6) (exception: the UK “H” HQ would add a corps 
of the “2nd step” type).
Example: On the Nov-Dec 1941 turn (turn 21), a full-strength 
Soviet Infantry army and one corps are attacked and suffer four 
losses. A retreat is not possible so all four step losses must be 
taken. The army is placed on the Apr-May 1942 box (turn 24) on 
the Turn Record Track and the corps is removed and placed in the 
Soviet Force Pool. If it there had been a Surface fleet lost on that 
same turn, it would be placed on the Jul-Aug 1942 space (turn 27).

3.4.1 Major Power Losses
If two friendly players have units in a single combat (air, naval or 
ground) and a loss is called for, and both have the requisite unit 
types in the hex, then those players must come to an agreement 
as to which nation’s unit or units are eliminated to satisfy the loss. 
If they cannot come to an agreement, their opponent(s) decide.

4.0  Preparing For Play
Refer to the scenario setup instructions for setup locations and 
the Reinforcement Schedule. Setup locations are identified by 
the 4-digit hex number.

5.0  The Game Turn
The Supreme Commander is divided into a number of game 
turns depending on the scenario. Each full game turn is divided 
into several player turns, one for each Major Power, which are 
again subdivided into a series of phases. Note that each player 
often conducts their player turn simultaneously with other 
players on their same side; e.g. the French player turn, UK 
player turn, US player turn and USSR player turns are all done 
simultaneously during the “Allied Player Turn”. The sequence 
of play must be followed in the order presented below. Once a 
player has finished a given phase and gone on to another, the 
player may not go back to perform a forgotten action or redo a 
poorly executed one unless the opponent permits it.
Each side plays its active allied nations by phase, simultane-
ously. For example, during an Axis Player Turn, Germany and 
Italy conduct the Organization Phase simultaneously. When 
both are finished, they move on to the Strategic Bombing 
Phase, and so on. 
While the Sequence of Play may look a bit long and detailed, 
it actually plays out quite fast as not all steps are performed 
during a single turn.

5.1 Sequence of Play

I. Strategic Phase (performed by all players 
simultaneously in the order recited)
1. Collect MSPs
• Add a number of MSP equal to that on the Total MSP 

Per Turn Track to each nation’s Total Current MSP level 
(9.1.1).

2. Strategic Naval Phase
• Both sides roll for Initiative (9.2.1).
• Both sides place all desired naval units, Initiative side 
 decides who first, then reveal them (9.2.2).
• Perform Naval Combat (9.2.3, 9.2.4), Initiative side 

decides order.
• Surviving Surface fleets stay in Naval Box.
• Surviving  Subs perform Sub Warfare then stay in Naval 

Box (9.2.7).
3. Reinforcements
• Both sides place new and returning military units into their 

respective Force Pools (9.3.1).
• Players conduct German-Italy Aid (17.7.2) & Italian 

Militarism (17.7.3), USA Lend-Lease (17.15.1) and/or 
Murmansk Convoy operations (17.13.5).

II. Axis Player Turn (performed by Axis players 
simultaneously in the order listed)
1. Axis Organization Phase
• Check for Major Power collapse (10.1).
• Purchase and place new military units (10.2).
• Purchase Technology (10.3).
• Perform any Diplomacy actions (10.4).
• Perform any DoWs (Declarations of War) (10.5).
• Combine units into Forts, armies or HQs if desired (10.6; 

18.4).
• Break down Forts, armies or HQs into corps if desired (10.7).
• Voluntarily remove your units or Forts. May flip one 

appropriately marked Infantry corps to its Static side 
(10.8).

2. Axis Strategic Bombing Phase
• Available Axis air units can be placed in range of an enemy 

MSP location (11.2).
• Place Allied available, in-range Fighters if desired.
• Flip air units (11.2).
• Perform Air Combat (11.2), then resolve Flak (11.2.1).
• Surviving Bombers roll for Damage (modified by weather 

and cannot exceed target city’s MSP value ~ 11.3).
3. Axis Movement Phase
• Movement: The Axis player moves his land units and 

any air units (that were not used for Strategic Bombing) 
according to the movement rules (12.0). 
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• Perform Naval Transport: Corps-sized units that have not 
moved by ground can be moved via Naval Transport (subject 
to Intercept) (12.2).

• Perform Invasions: Corps-sized units that have not moved 
by ground or transport can perform Invasions (subject to 
Intercept) (12.4).

• Place available, in-range Airborne corps if desired (12.5.1).
• Move air units that are in a Front’s Transfer box (12.6).
4. Axis Combat Phase
• The Axis player resolves combat against adjacent Allied units 

where desired and according to the combat rules. 
• Declare all attacks (13.2.1).
• Players may place available, in-range air units, Axis player 

first (13.2.2).
• Resolve air combat.
• Resolve ground combat (13.2.3).
• Add MSP to the Total MSP Per Turn Track equal to that listed 

as locations are captured (if applicable). Remove the same 
number from the original controlling nation, again if applicable 
(9.1.3).

• Both sides move any used air units back to an appropriate 
Front Air Box (11.1), and leave them face-up.

5. Axis Follow-up Combat Phase (Clear weather only)
• Axis Armor-type units or units stacked with an Armor-type 

unit (corps or army) may attack adjacent Allied units where 
desired and according to the Follow-up Combat rules (14.0).

6. Axis Strategic Movement Phase
• Axis players may move land, air and Flak units via Strategic 

Movement up to their national limit, paying the MSP costs 
for each move (11.2.1; 15.1).

7. Axis Political Phase
• Check for surrender or liberation of Minors (16.1.3).
• Perform any desired DoWs at no MSP cost (10.5).
• Return Surface fleets performing Invasions to port (12.4).

III. Allied Player Turn (performed by Allied players 
simultaneously)
• Same as Axis except roles are reversed, Soviets check for 

Siberian Reserves during Organization (17.13.2) and Soviet 
Factories may be moved in the Movement Phase (9.1.10). 
UK and Soviets may conduct Partisan Activation (18.0).

IV. Final Mutual Phase (Performed by all players 
simultaneously in the order recited)
• Check for Victory (see Scenario Victory Conditions).
• Return all naval units from Sea Zone Control Boxes to a 

friendly port or ports located in the same sea zone as the Sea 
Zone Control Box they were placed in. They are flipped back 
to their “hidden” or unknown side. Soviet player selects Baltic 
or Black Sea for each of their naval units.

• Move all air units in Front Air boxes to the main section of 
their Front Air box. Flip all air units to their “hidden” side.

• Advance Turn Marker to the next turn.

6.0  Zones of Control and Stacking
Zones of Control are hereafter referred to as a “ZOC”, or in 
the case of an enemy Zone of Control, “EZOC” (exception: 
Collapse; 17.13.4, 17.14.1).
Each land unit exerts a ZOC into the six hexes surrounding 
it (exception: Partisans units do not exert a ZOC). Air, naval 
and Flak units do not exert a ZOC. It is possible that both sides 
exert a ZOC simultaneously into the same hex. A friendly land 
unit in a hex containing an EZOC negates that EZOC for the 
purpose of tracing supply lines into and through the hex. Note: 
Friendly ZOCs do not affect the movement of other friendly 
units (however, see 6.2). ZOCs extend across all hexsides except 
all-sea hexsides (even if crossed by a strait).
Example: A corps in hex 1733 would exert a ZOC into hexes 
1633, 1634, 1734 and 1834, but not into Copenhagen (hex 
1732) because Copenhagen and hex 1733 are only connected 
via a straits hexside.

6.1 Entering an EZOC 
There is no additional MP cost for a unit to enter an EZOC. 
However, units must stop immediately when entering an EZOC. 

6.2 Leaving an EZOC
It does not cost any additional MP to leave an EZOC if the unit 
begins the turn there. Normally a unit may not move directly 
from one EZOC to another EZOC, though a unit that leaves 
an EZOC may enter an EZOC later during its move, but must 
then stop (6.1).
However, a unit may move directly from one EZOC to a hex 
in another EZOC if, and only if, a friendly land unit occupies 
this second hex in an EZOC. The unit must immediately stop 
and end its movement in this second hex.
Multiple EZOCs into the same hex produce no additional effect 
beyond those above (6.1; 6.2). Units that are Out of Supply still 
exert a Zone of Control.

6.3 Stacking
Stacking refers to the placement of more than one unit in a 
single hex. The stacking limit is six total corps equivalents. 
A full sized or reduced strength Army or HQ is equal to three 
corps equivalents. 
• Army or HQ = 3 corps
• Corps or Fort = 1 corps (max 1 Fort per hex)
In addition to the above, a maximum of two naval units may 
also occupy a single hex. Flak units do not count for stacking 
limits, but a maximum of one Flak unit may occupy a hex 
(11.2.1). Note: Air units are not based on the map, but in Front 
Air boxes. However, only two air units may trace range from 
a single Air Base (11.1). Stacking in the NATB is as if it was a 
single hex, above (12.2.3). Stacking in the USA/Canada Box 
is unlimited (12.2.5).
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6.3.1 Different Nations Stacking Together
Minor Nation units may not stack with another Minor Nation 
unit. A Major Power unit may always stack with a Minor Na-
tion ally unit on their side. See 18.5 for Major Power stacking 
restrictions with other Major Power units.

Exception: If France was conquered and then liberated by 
the Allies, all Free French units may then stack with other 
Allied Minor Nation units.

6.4 Overstacking
If more than six corps equivalents are found in the same hex 
at the end of placing new units onto the map (10.2.1), a Move-
ment Phase, or advance after combat, the owning player must 
eliminate the excess unit(s). Units may move through a hex in 
violation of stacking limits; for example, an army may move 
through a hex that already contains two full strength armies. 
They may also move there and stop if one of the other units 
moves away in the same phase. Units may never end a phase 
overstacked.

7.0  Supply
Units require supply to operate at full effectiveness. Units are 
always either in supply or out of supply (OOS). It is permitted 
to move units into hexes where they will, or may, become OOS. 
Air, naval and Flak units are always in supply.

7.1 When to Check Supply
Supply effects apply at all times during each game turn. 
Supply is judged for each unit whenever the player 
wants it to perform an action, including defending 

against an attack. Players may place an “Out of Supply” marker 
on a unit or stack to indicate this, but since supply is judged con-
tinuously remember to remove any “Out of Supply” markers the 
instant a unit or stack is found to be in supply. Just because a unit 
was in supply during the Movement Phase doesn’t mean it will be 
in the Combat Phase. However, note that a unit’s status is not 
determined while moving, only upon completion of its move.

7.2 How Units Are Supplied
A unit is in supply when it can trace a supply path to an ap-
propriate supply source.  HQs are vital to supply.  They have 
greater flexibility in tracing supply to a rail hex or port, and 
help other units trace supply.
HQs are in supply if:
• They are within four hexes of a supply source (7.2.1) or
• They can trace a supply line up to four hexes* to a hex 

containing a rail line (hereafter “rail hex”), which can then 
trace a path over any number of contiguous rail hexes back 
to its supply source; or

• They are in any port or can trace a supply line up to four 
hexes* to a valid port, which can then trace over any number 
of Sea Zones to its supply source (the port may not be in a 
non-negated EZOC); or

• They are in, or adjacent to a supply source, provided that 
supply source is not in a non-negated EZOC; or

• They are in any port or can trace a supply line up to four 
hexes* to a rail hex or valid port which then traces along 
one or more Sea Zones, valid ports and/or contiguous rail 
hexes (in any order, and multiple segments of each allowed), 
ultimately ending up at its supply source.

Non-HQ land units are in supply if:
• They can trace a supply line up to four hexes* to an in-supply 

HQ on their side; or
• They are on or adjacent to a rail hex which can then trace a 

path of contiguous rail hexes back to a supply source; or
• They are in any port, or adjacent to a valid port, which can trace 

supply over any number of Sea Zones to a supply source; or
• They are in, or adjacent to a supply source, provided that 

supply source is not in a non-negated EZOC; or
• They are in any port or on a rail hex, or they are adjacent to 

a rail hex or valid port, which then traces along one or more 
Sea Zones, valid ports and/or contiguous rail hexes (in any 
order, and multiple segments of each allowed), ultimately 
ending up at a supply source.

• They have just conducted an Amphibious Invasion this, or 
a previous, player turn and are being supplied by a Surface 
fleet (12.4).

* Only three hexes in Snow and two hexes in Mud, if tracing unit not 
in a desert hex. 

Supply lines are restricted as follows:
• No supply line can enter hexes occupied by enemy units.
• No supply line can enter hexes containing EZOCs unless 

there is a friendly unit there to negate that EZOC for supply 
purposes. This also applies to rail lines and ports.

• No supply line can enter hexes in a Neutral nation.
• No supply line can enter prohibited, lake, or all-sea hexes or 

hexsides, nor may it cross a strait except as part of the supply 
line not on contiguous rail hexes.

• Supply cannot be traced along a rail line through an 
unoccupied city in an Active enemy Nation.

• Once a supply line begins to trace along rail hexes, it may 
not leave the contiguous line of rail hexes other than to use 
a valid port to travel across one or more Sea Zones to enter 
another valid port that is either on a rail line or is a supply 
source for the tracing unit.

• Tracing supply through Sea Zones is subject to restrictions 
12.2.1 and 12.3.2.

• For a port to be a valid port, it must either be in a home 
country of an Active Major Power or of an (In)Active Minor 
Nation ally on the same side, or be occupied by a land unit 
on the same side.

Example 1: A German army in an enemy Active Major Power 
(Russia) would be in supply if on, or adjacent to a rail line that 
could trace supply back to a city in Germany. An HQ within 
two hexes of the rail line in MUD would allow the army to be 
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an additional two hexes away from the rail line, as it could 
trace two hexes to the HQ…if the HQ is in supply along that 
rail. If any city in Russia along the rail path is unoccupied 
by Axis land units, the HQ would be OoS and the army could 
not trace to it.
Example 2: A unit may be on or adjacent to a rail hex, trace 
to a friendly port, then across the sea to a home country port 
and be in supply. An HQ in range to that same rail hex, then 
to the same port would extend that supply line as usual.
Example 3: The UK has invaded Sicily at Palermo, a port in 
an unconquered nation on the other side. As long as a UK unit 
remains in Palermo, it is in supply. If the unit leaves Palermo 
and enters Messina, it will be out of supply until another Al-
lied controlled unit occupies Palermo; at which point it can 
use rail back to Palermo, which can then trace supply across 
the sea back to England.
Example 4: The UK has invaded Cagliari, in Italian-con-
trolled Sardinia (hex 3737). If the UK unit leaves Cagliari 
it will be out of supply. If another Allied controlled unit oc-
cupies the hex, it will be in supply if adjacent to Cagliari, 
but not further away since there is no rail path back to the 
port of Cagliari.
Example 5: A French unit next to a rail line that traces back to 
a supply source in France is in supply. If not adjacent, it will 
be out of supply unless there is an in-supply US, UK, USSR 
or FR HQ within four hexes (modified by weather).

7.2.1 Supply Source
A Supply Source for a unit is any friendly controlled city, capital 
or port in the unit’s home country (3.3).  Soviet units may also 
trace to any East map edge hex in the U.S.S.R.

Important: A city, capital or port in a nation’s home country 
that is not occupied by enemy units is always considered 
a friendly supply source. Supply may be traced to it, and 
reinforcements may be placed there.

7.3 Out of Supply Effects
Units that are Out of Supply suffer the following penalties:
• –3 to Total Combat Strength of attacking or defending stack 

(not per unit).
• –2 to movement allowance, to a minimum of 1 hex. A unit 

is always allowed 1 hex, subject to ZOC rules.
• Corps cannot combine at all (10.6), but appropriate units 

may break down.
• Technology level bonuses do not apply to OOS attacking 

units.
Exception: Airborne corps are always considered in supply 
in the player turn in which they drop. 

8.0  Weather
The weather for the current turn is illustrated on the Turn Record 
Track and is one of three types: clear (yellow), snow (blue) and 
mud (brown). The effects of weather on movement and combat 
are shown on the Terrain Effects Chart. Other effects are as 
follows and are in addition to any terrain effects:

Clear
• No effect
Snow (ignored in all desert terrain hexes)
• –1 Combat DRM
• Supply Range –1 (Adjacent to a rail is still in supply)

 

Exception: Supply Range for Soviet units is unaffected 
(17.13).

• Airborne assaults are not allowed
• Snow reduces the number of surviving air units able to 

provide Ground Support (13.2.2.1) by one (i.e., if only one air 
unit, there will be no modifier; two air units for the attacker 
generate a +1 DRM; etc.)

• Snow reduces the number of surviving Bombers able to 
conduct Strategic Bombing by one, and each Strategic 
Bombing attack has a –1 DRM

• Advance After Combat limited to one hex
• Amphibious Invasions: In the North Atlantic, North Sea or 

Baltic Sea, only allowed into an unoccupied port or city
• Amphibious Retreats: Not allowed
• Winter Freeze: Marsh hexes no longer provide any defensive 

Combat effects and rivers in Russia, Finland, Sweden, 
Norway and the Baltic States are negated for Combat and 
Movement purposes. If any river hexside is located within 
one of these nations, then the river is subject to Freeze. Rivers 
located on the border only are not subject to Freeze. E.g. The 
Kura river, near the border of USSR and Turkey is subject 
to Freeze, while the Dniester, near Odessa, is not.

Mud (ignored in all desert terrain hexes)
• –2 Combat DRM
• Supply Range –2 (Adjacent to a rail is still in supply)
• Airborne assaults are not allowed
• Mud reduces to one-half (rounded down) the number of 

surviving air units able to provide Ground Support (13.2.2.1) 
(i.e., if only one air unit remains, there will be no modifier 
for that player; two or three air units for the attacker generate 
a +1 DRM; etc.)

• Mud reduces to one-half (rounded down) the number of 
surviving Bombers able to provide Strategic Bombing, and 
each Strategic Bombing attack’s result roll is halved (rounded 
down)

• Advance After Combat limited to one hex
• Amphibious Invasions: In the North Atlantic, North Sea or 

Baltic Sea, only allowed into an unoccupied port or city
• Amphibious Retreats: Not allowed
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9.0  Strategic Phase
During the Strategic Phase, both players collect MSPs, conduct 
Naval Combat in contested Sea Zones and if applicable, conduct 
Submarine warfare against enemy production. Additionally, 
military units entering the game as reinforcements or returning 
from the Turn Record Track after elimination are placed in their 
respective Force Pools.

9.1 Military Spending Points (MSP)
MSP drive the economy of the game. With them, you purchase 
new units, issue declarations of war, and conduct diplomacy. 
A Major Power’s Total MSP Per-Turn may never fall below 0.

9.1.1 Collect MSP
At the start of each turn, each Major Power receives a number of 
MSP during the Strategic Phase based on the number recorded 
on its Total MSP per Turn Track. This number equals the Base 
MSP Income for the Major Power, as listed on the Base MSP 
Income Track, plus any increases gained during play. Scenarios 
beginning after 1939 will list the starting Total MSP per Turn 
and Total Current MSP Level for each Major Power. Some 
Major Powers get an Annual Increase to their Total MSP per 
Turn during certain years. Apply the full increase even if at 0 
Total MSP Per-Turn. The Base MSP Income Track also lists 
the number of Strategic Moves available to each player (which 
changes for Italy, but is constant for all other player nations).
These additional MSP are added to the current amount remain-
ing on the Total Current MSP Level Track. These points can be 
saved or used to purchase new units, research new Technology, 
or apply Diplomatic pressure to neighboring nations during the 
appropriate phases.  

Exceptions: Vichy French cities (9.1.8) and spending by 
France after liberation (17.5.4).

The Total Current MSP Track is adjusted up every turn for new 
MSP Income, and adjusted down as MSPs are spent.
Example: It is 1942 and Germany has been successful in her 
ventures, having a Total MSP per Turn of 290 and a Total Cur-
rent MSP Level left over from last turn of 60. At the beginning 
of his turn, the German player adds another 290 MSP to his 
60, adjusting his Total Current MSP Level to 350. The Total 
MSP per Turn remains at 290…it will only change if he gains 
(or loses) MSP locations during the upcoming turn.

9.1.2 MSP Markers
Each Major Power has two sets 
of numerical markers to track 
MSP.  The MSP 1, MSP 10s and 

MSP 100s markers are used to track a power’s Total Current 
MSP Level.  The “Income Per Turn” markers are used to track 
each nation’s Total MSP per Turn. 
Example: If Germany has a Total Current MSP of 135 MSPs, 
then the MSP 100 marker is placed on the 1 space, the MSP10 
marker on the 3 and the MSP 1 marker on the 5.

9.1.3 MSP Income and the Capture of MSP Locations
The Total Current MSP Level might be considered a player’s 
bank account; while the Total MSP Per Turn is the amount of 
new Income a player can expect each turn. Each of them may 
go up and down based on events in the game.
The Total Current MSP Level changes due to spending, MSP 
location capture or loss (see below), allying Minors Nations 
(9.1.9), Strategic Bombing (11.0), defeat of Major Powers 
(9.1.7), submarine warfare (9.2.7), Lend Lease (17.15.1) and 
German-Italian Assistance (17.7.2.) It may also go into deficit 
through purchase or bombing (10.2.2).
The Total MSP per Turn changes based on Annual Increases 
per the Base MSP Income Table, MSP location capture/loss 
(see below), Soviet factories (9.1.10), or Soviet annexations 
(17.13.7).  

9.1.3.1 Capture of Enemy MSP Locations
Any hex with a small number in a tan square is an MSP location. 
The number in the tan square is the MSP value of that location. 
The first time a side occupies an MSP location in an enemy 
Major Power home country or an enemy aligned Minor Nation, 
the player taking control of the hex adds 2x the MSP value to 
their Total Current MSP Level and increases their Total MSP 
per Turn by the MSP value of the location.
Example: When Germany first occupies Warsaw, Germany 
increases their Total Current MSP Level by ten (2 x 5) and also 
increase their Total MSP per Turn value by five (representing 
five MSPs per turn that they will get from Warsaw, until they 
lose control of the hex).
Each time a player loses an MSP location in a Major Power 
home country or the first time in a Minor Nation ally, they 
subtract the MSP value of the MSP Location from their Total 
MSP per Turn value (but do not adjust their Total Current MSP 
Level).
Example (cont): Assuming Poland is controlled by the UK, 
the UK would reduce their Total MSP per Turn value by five, 
representing the loss of Warsaw’s MSP production.

9.1.3.2 Recapture of Friendly MSP Locations Under 
Enemy Control
If a player’s side re-occupies (“recaptures”) an MSP location 
located in an aligned Minor Nation ally of a Major Power on 
that side (even if that Minor Nation is conquered), they do not 
add anything to either MSP track for recapturing the hex, but 
they do cause the MSPs per turn to be deducted from the side 
that originally conquered it.
Example (cont): Germany will collect the five MSPs per turn 
for Warsaw until, for example, the USSR recaptures Warsaw. 
As the USSR is on the Allied side, and Warsaw is located in 
Poland—a conquered Minor Nation aligned with the UK, 
also on the Allied side—the USSR does not gain any MSP for 
recapturing Warsaw (either the 2x or the “per turn” increase). 
However, Germany would still reduce their Total MSP per Turn 
value by five (representing the loss of the resources coming 
from Warsaw).
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If a player’s side recaptures an MSP location located in a Ma-
jor Power home country on that same side (9.1.5), the Major 
Power whose home country the hex is in adds the MSP value 
to their Total MSP per Turn value (no player adds to their Total 
Current MSP Level). The Major Power who lost control of the 
hex (determined per 9.1.5) reduces their Total MSP per Turn 
value by a corresponding amount.
Example: Dnepropetrovsk is recaptured by the USSR. The 
Soviet player restores five MSP to his Total MSP per Turn 
track. No other points are awarded. The Axis player removes 
the five MSP points from the German Total MSP per Turn 
track, and play continues. 
To put it another way, if you take new MSP locations from your 
enemies, you gain MSPs. If you are retaking MSP locations that 
you lost outside your Major Power’s home country, you don’t 
gain anything (other than denying those MSPs to the enemy), 
and if you are retaking lost locations in your Major Power’s 
home country, you don’t gain an immediate MSP increase, 
but will regain the per-turn MSP benefit of the MSP location.

9.1.4 MSP Locations Captured by an Allied Minor 
Nation
If an MSP location is captured by an Active Minor Nation ally, 
the controlling Major Power (10.5; 16.1) receives the points 
for capture. 
Example: If a Hungarian unit is the first to capture the city of 
Dnepropetrovsk, and Hungary is a German Minor Ally, then 
Germany is awarded the points for capture.

9.1.5 Recapture if Multiple Enemy Major Powers in 
Nation
If a Major Power MSP location is recaptured, then the per-turn 
points are removed from the opposing power with the most 
units in the country. The double points awarded for the initial 
capture are not awarded again.

9.1.6 MSPs for Surrender – Minor Nations
A Minor Nation surrenders when, at the end of the Political 
Phase, enemy land units physically occupy its capital (if one) 
and all MSP locations. There is no additional MSP benefit for 
causing a Minor Nation to surrender.
If multiple Major Powers are involved in taking control of the 
last MSP location in a Minor Nation, then those players decide 
which Major Power is the conqueror. When a Minor Nation is 
conquered, its Diplomatic marker is placed in the original con-
trolling Major Power’s Force Pool, face-up (i.e., not displaying 
the “Ally” side of the marker).

Note: This is important if the original controlling side later 
regains control of hexes in that Minor Nation (per above) or 
liberates the Minor Nation (16.1.3).

Exception: Vichy French cities (9.1.8).

Example: The Axis invades Turkey from the south via the 
Mediterranean and on a subsequent turn, Germany captures 
the capital Ankara. Ankara’s MSP value is 20, so the Axis 

player immediately adds 40 MSP (20x2) to the German Total 
Current MSP Level and adds 20 MSP to the Total MSP per 
Turn Track. Since Adana and Istanbul have not yet been 
captured, Turkey is not conquered. If on a following turn the 
Axis captures these two cities, Turkey is conquered. The Axis 
player adds 20 MSP to the German Total Current MSP Level 
Track (five for Adana and five for Istanbul x2) as they are 
captured, and then adds ten MSP to the Total MSP per Turn 
Track for those same two cities.

9.1.7 MSP for Collapsed Major Powers
For Major Power collapse, refer to each nation under section 
17.0. MSP gains for MSP locations in Major Powers work the 
same as with Minor Nations with one exception. When a Major 
Power collapses, MSPs are not received for MSP locations that 
are still under the control of the collapsing Major Power. They 
remain under the control of the collapsed Major Power as part 
of the armistice agreement. 

Exception: Vichy French cities (9.1.8) and spending by 
France after liberation (17.5.4).

Example: Germany has invaded the UK and has taken Lon-
don and Bristol, but not Liverpool. If the UK collapses per 
17.14, Germany would not get the ten MSPs associated with 
Liverpool, as that would be still under the control of the UK.

9.1.8 MSPs for Vichy French MSP Locations  
If Vichy France is created, the Axis does not add the MSP for 
Marseilles (hex 3239) or Algiers (hex 3942) towards per-turn 
MSPs. If these MSP locations have been captured by the Axis 
prior to the fall of France, the 2xMSPs that were acquired for 
capturing them are not returned, but any points added to an 
Axis Total MSP per Turn track for Marseilles or Algiers are 
deducted at the moment of Vichy France’s creation. Vichy 
France is considered a Neutral Minor Nation and these MSP 
locations belong to it.

9.1.9 MSPs from Minors and Diplomacy
When a Minor Nation becomes an ally to a Major Power (when 
its Diplomacy marker is moved to Ally on the chart, or because 
of an attack by an enemy Major Power), the sum total of all MSP 
locations in that Minor Nation’s home country, and any hexes 
controlled by that Minor Nation, are added to the controlling 
Major Power’s Total MSP Per Turn track.

9.1.10 Soviet Factories
Five cities in the USSR have Factory markers instead 
of MSP values on the map. They work just as normal 
MSP locations except:

• Beginning in the Soviet Movement Phase after Germany and 
the USSR are at war, the Soviet player may flip one factory 
over per turn, removing its 5 MSP from the Soviet Total MSP 
per Turn Track. The Factory marker remains on the map until 
the following Soviet Movement phase. Once started, it must 
move and may not flip back over.

• The following Movement Phase, it is placed on the Turn 
Record Track one turn ahead. During the Reinforcement 
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Phase of the turn it returns, the 5 MSP Income is returned 
permanently to the USSR. Place the factory in the appropriate 
Factory Relocation Box.

• If the Axis capture a Factory while on map, in any state, 
the Axis gain MSPs and the Soviets lose MSPs normally 
(9.1.3). The Factory marker remains on the map and may 
be recaptured by the Soviet player.

• If the factory is no longer present, capture or recapture of 
the hex does not generate any MSPs for either side (2x or 
“per-Turn” MSPs).

Example: Germany declares war on the USSR on turn 17. 
Beginning on the Soviet player turn of turn 17, the Soviet 
player may begin flipping factories—deciding to start with 
Kiev. The Soviet player removes 5 MSPs from the Soviet Total 
MSP per Turn Track and flips the Factory marker in Kiev over, 
but leaves it on the map. During the Soviet Movement Phase 
of turn 18 it is removed from the map and placed on the Turn 
Record Track to arrive on turn 19. In the Reinforcement Phase 
of turn 19, the Soviet player places the Factory marker in the 
Kiev Factory Relocation Box and adds 5 MSPs to the Soviet 
Total MSP per Turn Track. If the Germans capture Kiev after 
the marker was removed on turn 18, they would get no MSP 
benefits from the hex.

9.2 Strategic Naval Combat
At this time, both players may place their naval units into Sea 
Zones to attempt to restrict enemy naval transport or to ad-
versely affect enemy production through Strategic Submarine 
Warfare.

9.2.1 Roll for Initiative and Place units
Both sides roll one d10 for Initiative. Each side, Axis and Allied, 
adds its combined Naval and Submarine Tech level bonuses to 
its die roll, using the bonus for the Major Power with the highest 
combined naval Technology.
Example: The British and French have ships available for 
use. The UK has Naval Tech 1; the French have no Naval 
Tech. Use the UK total of 1.
The side with the highest result has Initiative. The Initiative 
player decides who must place their naval units first and the 
order in which Strategic Naval combats occur. In the case of 
a tie, the side with the highest total Tech level has Initiative. 
Otherwise, roll again.
First, the Initiative player decides which side must place all 
desired naval units in all desired Sea Zones.  The indicated 
player places their inverted (i.e., “hidden”) naval units and any 
available decoys if desired, both Surface and Sub, into the Sea 
Zone Control Box of each desired Sea Zone.  Then, the other 
side does the same. Units may only be placed in a Naval Box 
that the unit is adjacent to. For example, naval units in Bremen, 
Germany may only be placed in the North Sea. Naval units in 
London may be placed either in the North Atlantic, or North Sea.
For each Sea Zone where Active Powers on both sides have one 
or more naval units, Strategic Naval combat will occur. The 
Initiative player decides the order in which to resolve each of 

these Strategic Naval combats. Simply designate a Sea Zone 
and proceed to 9.2.2.
Example: The Allied player has Initiative. He states that he 
wishes the Axis naval units to be placed first, and after all 
naval units of both sides have been placed, decides that the 
Eastern Mediterranean is resolved first. .

Note: Some ports are adjacent to—and are considered part 
of—two Sea Zones: Copenhagen, London, Antwerp, Kiel, 
Gibraltar, Malta, Istanbul and Scapa Flow. These ports are 
marked on the map by having their entire hex surrounded 
by white dots.

9.2.2 Reveal Units
Both players flip their naval units to their revealed side. Decoy 
units are immediately returned to port, face-up.

9.2.3 Submarines’ First Shot  (First Round Only)
In the first round of naval combat, the German 
player totals his Submarine strength in a Sea Zone 
Box (number of Sub fleets + Tech level bonus). This 

will be his “Hit Number”. Roll one d10; any result equal or less 
than the Hit Number eliminates one enemy Surface fleet. A 
Surface fleet suffering a hit is immediately placed on the Turn 
Record Track, and will not get to fire in later phases. 

9.2.4 Surface Fleet Combat
If both sides have Surface fleets, they immediately 
contest for control. Any German Sub fleets are ig-
nored for this combat. If the German player has Sub 

fleets only, skip to 9.2.5.
Each side totals its strength (number of Surface fleets + Tech 
level bonus; if multiple friendly nations are involved, use the 
highest Tech level bonus). Each side rolls on the Naval and 
Air Combat Table, using the appropriate column based on its 
strength vs. the enemy to achieve his result. This combat is 
considered simultaneous. The results are as follows:

 – No Effect
 A One fleet aborts and returns to port 
  (remaining face-up)
 HIT One fleet is eliminated

Any Abort or Hit results are chosen by the owning player(s), 
however, they must be of the appropriate type; i.e., if a Surface 
fleet is lost during surface combat, a Submarine fleet may not 
absorb a loss or abort unless it was active in the combat (9.2.5).

9.2.5 Surface vs. Sub Combat
If the German player had only Sub fleets remaining in a zone 
with opposing Surface fleets, combat occurs normally as above, 
using the Air and Naval Combat Table. The Allied Surface fleets 
have the opportunity to retreat before this combat but if they 
remain, they will receive +1 to their total strength (not +1 per 
Surface fleet) for combat vs. subs alone. If any German Surface 
fleets were present, skip to 9.2.6.
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Example: One German Sub fleet with one Sub Tech level 
bonus faces two UK Surface fleets with one Naval Tech level 
bonus in the North Sea. First, the Sub fleet would perform 
its First Shot (1+1 Tech=2). Roll the die; on a 1 or 2, a UK 
Surface fleet is eliminated. The German player rolls a 4; a 
miss. Now in Surface Fleet Combat, the German Sub fleet 
would still have a strength of 2; the UK Surface fleets (2 +1 
Tech +1 Surface vs. Sub Combat bonus for a total of 4.) The 
UK player would roll on the +2 column; the German player 
on the –2. If the German sub survives, they both would decide 
whether to continue in the second round.

9.2.6 Round Two
Either side may first retreat back to an in-zone, friendly port 
at this time (remaining face-up). The non-Initiative player side 
decides first. Where applicable, conduct another round of com-
bat just as before, but skipping the “Sub First Shot”.
After the second round, all surviving naval units remain face-up 
in the Sea Zone Control Box and will remain there throughout 
the turn, available for Convoy Intercept (if applicable). Any 
surviving Submarines follow 9.2.7 below. If additional Strategic 
Naval Combats remain to be resolved at this point, the Initiative 
player now designates the next Sea Zone to resolve the combat. 

9.2.7 Conduct Strategic Submarine Warfare
Surviving German Submarine fleets in the North Atlantic (only) 
conduct Strategic Sub Warfare against enemy production. This 
may be conducted against the UK, France, or the USA if they 
are an Active Major Power, at the German player’s discretion. 
Roll one d10 for each Sub fleet in the North Atlantic. Add the 
German Submarine Technology level to each die roll. Remove 
that number of MSP from the enemy nation’s Total Current 
MSP Level. Strategic Submarine warfare may not be conducted 
against the USSR.
Submarines in the North Sea do not conduct Strategic Warfare, 
but do affect the Murmansk Convoy; see 17.13.5.
Example: The German player has two subs in the North At-
lantic on Turn Six. He may target either the MSP of France 
or the UK, or both (one sub roll vs. each Major Power).

9.2.8 Naval Units Returning to Base
During the Final Mutual Phase of each turn (5.1: Section IV), 
return all naval units (face-up or face-down) remaining in a 
Sea Zone Box to a friendly port or ports located in the same 
sea zone as the Sea Zone Box that they are coming from per 
12.3, including elimination if no valid port exists (exception: 
Soviet fleets may be placed in other Sea instead of elimination 
if a valid port exists in the other Sea; 17.13.6). Then turn all 
naval units back to their “hidden” or face-down side. At this 
point all on-map naval units should be face-down in a port.

9.3 Reinforcements
Units enter the game at this time.

9.3.1 New Units
Many units begin the game neither on the map nor in a nation’s 
Force Pool, but enter the game on particular turns according to 
the Order of Arrival. These units are placed in the owning nation’s 
Force Pool during the Strategic Phase and are immediately avail-
able for purchase or build-up.

9.3.2 Returning Units
Per 3.4 and 13.2.3.1, units eliminated either in combat or vol-
untarily are placed on the Turn Record Track a number of turns 
from the turn in which they were eliminated as listed in the Unit 
Cost Chart. On that turn, they are once again placed in the owning 
countries’ Force Pool.
Example: A UK Mechanized army eliminated in combat dur-
ing turn 42 would be placed on the Turn Record Track four 
turns ahead (on the turn 46 space); at which point it would 
be returned to the UK Force Pool to be built-up again.

9.4 Active Minor Ally Reinforcements
During the January-February Turn of every year, each Active Minor 
Ally receives one corps of any type if available in the controlling 
player’s Force Pool. 
Place this corps in a city in its home country or add to a reduced 
army. Minor Nation reinforcements may also be purchased nor-
mally, every turn, by the controlling nation if there are units avail-
able in the Force Pool. If there is no corps available in the owning 
player’s Force Pool, then none is received. An on-map reduced 
army may be brought up to full strength if no corps is available 
in the Force Pool (simply flip the reduced strength Minor Nation 
army back to full strength—regardless of the location of the army).

10.0  The Organization Phase
10.1 Check for Major Power Collapse
Check for collapse for each Major Power; see section 17.0. Note 
that Germany and the USA never collapse and all other Major 
Powers can only collapse once each game.

10.1.1 Allied Units in a Collapsed Major Power 
Land or naval units may be present in an allied Major Power 
home country, its allied Minor Nations or its Possessions when it 
collapses. Naval units must immediately be moved to the nearest 
friendly port as if an enemy unit entered their hex (12.3). 
Historical Example: The BEF in France, 1940.
After the collapse of the nation is resolved, the player that owns 
the unit(s) allied to the collapsed country must immediately either 
roll for evacuation, or choose to stay.
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10.1.1.1 Evacuation
If the choice is an evacuation each army or HQ present are first 
reduced to the appropriate number of corps (if available from the 
Force Pool) and the army or HQ is placed on the Turn Record 
Track normally. 
Roll vs. the “+6” column on the CRT, with a –1 DRM for
• each Fighter on that player’s side in that Front Air Box (not 

in the Transfer portion);
• each Surface fleet(s) on that player’s side in a port or in the Naval 

Box in any adjacent Sea Zone(s) to the country that collapsed 
(regardless of whether they are face-up or face-down).

Each Surface fleet or Fighter so used must be shown to the opponent 
to confirm it is not a Decoy.
Use the result from the “Defender” side of the slash. Immediately 
place a number of corps equal to this result into the Force Pool. 
Any surviving units are immediately placed in one or more friendly 
ports that share a sea zone with the collapsed nation.

Exception: Cannot be placed back into the collapsed nation.

If no such port exists, they are instead eliminated.
Example: Paris falls, France collapses and Germany declares 
Vichy. The BEF army is at full strength in France. It is reduced 
to three UK or CW corps and the BEF is placed three turns 
out on the Turn Record Track per the normal reduction rule. 
There are two UK Fighters in the West front box, one surface 
fleet in the North Atlantic box, one surface fleet in the port 
of Bristol and one UK surface fleet at Malta (all three are 
considered “adjacent” to ports in France.) This would give 
a –5 DRM. The UK player rolls a 9; with the DRM the result 
is a 4 and a 0/1 result. One corps is placed in the UK Force 
Pool and the other two are evacuated to any friendly port 
or ports in the adjacent Sea Zones; one could be placed in 
London and one in Malta, for example.
Air and naval units that were not used previously in the turn but 
were considered for the DRM in this instance are not flipped over 
to their “used” side.

10.1.1.2 Remaining in a Collapsed Major Power
Instead of evacuating, a player may decide to keep units in their 
current hexes inside the collapsed Major Power home country, its 
allied Minor Nations or its Possessions. The ramifications of this 
action depend on which Major Power has collapsed.
• France: Vichy France immediately becomes a German 

Active Minor Nation ally. In addition to the three corps 
placed upon the creation of Vichy, the German player places 
the following four additional French Infantry corps:

• one in Syria;
• two (total) in Morocco, Algeria and/or Tunisia; and
• one in Vichy France.

• UK: The USA may keep units in a collapsed UK, its allied 
Minor Nations or its Possessions, and may conduct combat 
against Axis units without changing the UK’s status.

• USSR: If USA or UK units are present in the USSR when it 
collapses and they refuse to evacuate, the USSR immediately 

allies with the Axis as a Major Power. The USSR retains its 
Total MSP per Turn Income for any cities it, or the Germans, 
currently occupy, and any Soviet units in the Siberian Reserves 
box are returned to the Soviet Force Pool. The Germans retain 
control of any Russian cities they currently control, but must 
subtract the MSP values of any MSP locations in the USSR 
from their Total MSP per Turn Track. The MSP values of any 
Soviet MSP locations held by the USA or UK are immediately 
added to the Total MSP per Turn Income of the USA or UK, 
depending on who controls the hex.

• Italy: There are no penalties for any Major Power remaining 
in Italy, regardless of which side Italy is aligned to. Note that 
Italy will switch from the Axis side to the Allied side upon 
collapse (but not vice versa).

10.2 Purchase and Place New Units
Note: The basis of the Production system is the Military 
Spending Point (MSP). These are based on the GNP of the 
individual nations during World War II and the percentage 
of it that went to military spending. These points keep the 
offensives, counterattacks and defensive operations fed and 
fueled.

10.2.1 Purchasing New Units
New military units are purchased during each player’s Organiza-
tion Phase in whatever order the player desires (note that this has 
ramifications for Deficit Spending; 10.2.2). Their cost is listed on 
the Unit Cost Chart and that cost is based on the current Technology 
level of the unit type purchased. New units are placed in a friendly, 
supplied home country city or port (naval units must be placed 
inverted in a port), immediately when purchased (exception: SA, 
Ind, NZ and Aus CW corps arrive in the NATB per 17.3). They 
may also be placed with a supplied Headquarters unit within their 
home country. Stacking limits always apply, and an EZOC (3.3; 
6.0) alone never prevents placement. New Air units are placed 
inverted in an Air  zone that contains a friendly city or port of 
their Home Country. 
The Soviet player may place new units in Siberia, off map (keep 
them separate from any Siberian reserves per 17.13.12). Newly 
built Soviet units or those previously placed in Siberia per the 
above may enter during the Allied Movement Phase from any East 
Map edge hex in USSR.
Example: A newly purchased British unit may be placed in 
London, but not in Gibraltar, as Gibraltar is not part of the 
UK home country.
Example: The Allied player(s) wish to purchase a new Infantry 
corps for the UK. The UK Infantry Tech level is three. The 
new Infantry corps will cost 45 MSP. He places it in London.
Units may also be purchased for an Active Minor Nation ally if 
they can trace a path via rail and/or port-to-port from a friendly 
city or port in the controlling Major Power to a friendly city 
or port in the aligned Minor Nation. Spend the base level cost 
(no Technology) of the corps and place the unit in any friendly 
city of that Minor Nation (16.1.4).
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Note: If a city or port in a player’s Major Power home 
country is enemy controlled but currently unoccupied, newly 
purchased corps may be placed there! Remember, all ports 
and capitals are cities for all purposes

Example: If the Air Unit is German, they may begin in either 
the East or West Air Box, but not the South.

10.2.2 Deficit Spending
A nation may make a single purchase that will put its 
Total Current MSP Level into the negative. However, 
if they do so the amount it spends over its current avail-

able total will be doubled. It cannot spend any MSP until the total 
is back in the positive. Flip the MSP markers to note deficit spend-
ing. 

Note: Check French Deficit Spending ramifications; see 17.5.3.

Example: The UK has 79 MSP available and it wishes to pur-
chase a Fighter unit. Its Air Tech is currently at level 1, so this 
would cost 85 MSP. The UK reduces its Current MSP Total to 
–12 by flipping its markers (85–79=6, x2 for deficit spending).

10.3 Technology 
Each level of Technology adds one or more bonuses to 
the specific military unit type and applies during the 
applicable phase or action. Increasing a nation’s Tech-

nology level is achieved by spending MSP according to the Unit 
Cost Chart. In combats involving Powers with differing Tech 
level bonuses, always apply the highest of each type unless indi-
cated otherwise.

Additionally, Air and Naval “Decoy” support units are 
made available at certain Technology levels. When re-
ceived, these units are immediately placed on a friend-

ly-controlled city or port as applicable. They have no combat 
value, but can be placed in combat situations to fool the enemy. 
They are never eliminated (however, see 12.3). These and other 
bonuses are detailed below in 10.3.2.

10.3.1 Technology Limits
A player can only spend MSP on one level of a particular Technol-
ogy in a single turn. 
Example: If Germany has a level 2 Infantry Technology, the 
Axis player(s) may spend MSP to move that marker to the 
level 3 Infantry Tech space on the track. They cannot then 
buy level 4 Infantry Tech in this same turn.

10.3.2 Technology Bonuses
Technology level bonuses are never directly applied to Corps-size 
units, only Army and Air and Naval Support units.

Exception 1: If a corps-sized unit of a nation with an appli-
cable Tech bonus (i.e., a Tank corps if the nation has an Armor 
Tech level bonus) is stacked with an army on the same side of 
the appropriate type (i.e., the same type as the corps, or a full 
strength Mech army with either an Infantry or Tank corps), the 
bonus is applied. Remember, the PzA army is considered only 
a Tank army at full strength, but an Infantry army at reduced 
strength. Mech armies are considered both a Tank and Infantry 
army at full strength.

Example: If the UK player has an Infantry Tech level bonus 
of +1 and they have an Infantry corps stacked with a French 
Infantry army, the +1 is applied even if France does not have 
the same Technology level in Infantry.

Exception 2: The +1 movement bonus gained at Infantry Tech 
Level 4 is applied to all Infantry types: armies, corps, Airborne 
corps, full and reduced strength Mechanized armies, and the 
reduced strength PzA army (2.4.1).

10.3.3 Purchasing Existing Technology Levels
If any other nation already has the same Technology at a higher 
Tech level, subtract 25 MSP from the cost to purchase it for each 
level the other nation is higher than your current level. 
Example: If the German player has Tech 3 in Infantry and 
the UK wishes to raise his Infantry to Tech 2 from Tech 1, 
then it will cost the UK player 100 MSP instead of 150 MSP, 
as the German Infantry tech is two levels higher than the 
current UK level. 

Note: Full strength Mechanized armies receive both the 
Infantry and Tank bonuses (reduced strength Mech armies 
are treated as Infantry armies for all purposes; see 2.4.1).

•  Infantry: Add the indicated Tech level bonus to 
the combat strength of that nation’s full or reduced 
strength Infantry or Mech armies for each Tech 

level. When two qualifying armies are stacked together, only 
apply the Tech bonus once. At Tech level 4, add +1 to the 
movement factor of all Infantry and Mechanized units, corps 
and army, of that nation (this includes Airborne corps).

• Tank: Add the indicated Tech level bonus 
to the combat strength of that nation’s full 
strength Mech armies and full or reduced 

strength Tank armies (exception: the PzA army becomes an 
Infantry class army at reduced strength) for each Tech level. 
When two qualifying armies are stacked together, only apply 
the Tech bonus once, to the total strength of the stack. 

• Aircraft: Add +1 to the range and total air combat 
strength to that nation’s air units for each Tech 
level. If more than one unit is in air combat, add 

the Tech bonus once to all units, not each one. They also 
receive a Decoy Fighter Wing at Tech level 1 and a Decoy 
Bomber Wing at Tech level 3. In addition, +1 is added to all 
Strategic Bombing damage rolls for each Tech level. All 
Decoys are identical in function.
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• Naval: Add +1 to the total strength of that nation’s 
Surface fleet units for each Tech level. If more than 
one unit is in combat, add the Tech bonus once to 

the all units, not each one. They also receive a Decoy Naval 
unit at Tech levels 1 and 3 (though see below for Germany 
and their Submarine Technology).

• Submarine: Add +1 to the total strength of that 
nation’s Submarine fleet units for each Tech level. 
If more than one unit is in combat, add the Tech 

bonus once to the all units, not each one. In addition, +1 is 
added to all Strategic Warfare die rolls for each Tech level. 
Germany also receives their two Decoy Naval units at Tech 
levels 1 and 3, but receive the first one when either (not both) 
of their Naval or Submarine Tech level reaches level 1. They 
receive the second Decoy Naval unit when one of these two 
Technologies first reaches level 3.

Example: Germany starts at Submarine Tech level 1, so starts 
with their first Decoy Naval unit. They later build their Naval 
Tech to level 1, as well. They gain the +1 to strength, but not a 
Decoy Naval unit. Later, they build their Naval tech to level 2, 
then to level 3. When it reaches level 3, they gain their second 
(and last) Decoy Naval unit.

Note: Ignore the “Advanced” on the back of the Tech level 
markers; they are for a possible future expansion.

10.4 Diplomacy Actions
Diplomacy in the game is abstractly represented by the applica-
tion of influence (i.e., use of MSPs) toward the Minor Nations on 
the game map. Major Powers, represented by the players, may 
declare war on Minor Nations—or each other; as in the case of 
the USSR—or, may conduct diplomatic actions to improve their 
relations. Eventually they may bring them into the game as an ally.
After the first turn, France and the UK will be considered to be 
at war with Germany, whether they go into Poland or use another 
strategy (16.2). Germany is not at war with Poland, but has the 
option of declaring war in the first turn of the game at no cost. 
This does not have to follow the historic sequence of events, but 
in either case France and the UK will enter the war.

Diplomatic relations are tracked on the Di-
plomacy Chart. Each Minor country has a 
marker with its name and flag on it. The chart 

has a track on it noting each country’s current diplomatic status; 
A1, N, G2, etc.: “A” for Allied, “G” for German (and Italy) and 
“N” for Neutral. The higher the number associated with a side, the 
better the relations. If a player obtains one positive result past three, 
the nation will become an Active Minor Ally.
Certain nations begin the game on a particular status box; for ex-
ample, Italy in G2 (two steps from Active Minor Ally). The green 
shaded spaces are the starting status box for scenarios beginning 
on game turn 1.

Note: Italy is a Major Power in the game and may be a player 
nation. However, Italy does not begin the game as an Active 
Axis ally and may not enter voluntarily. Similarly, the USA 
is a Major Power in the game and a player nation that does 
not begin the game as an Active Allied ally. The USA also 
may not enter voluntarily (they enter automatically on turn 
23). Note the contrast with the USSR, a Major Power in the 
game that—like the USA—is a player nation that does not 
begin the game as an Active Allied ally. However, unlike the 
USA and Italy, the USSR is free to declare war on any Axis 
Major Power whenever they want, though it is not always 
the prudent thing to do…

There are also certain special conditions and diplomatic events that 
are discussed in detail later; see 16.0.

10.4.1 Select Target Country
Select an Inactive Minor Nation (or Italy) you wish to target for 
your diplomatic attempt. There are a couple of restrictions:
• The nation must be adjacent to (i.e., sharing a common land 

border with) at least one of the following: your home country, 
a Possession (17.16) of yours, an Active Minor Nation ally 
of yours, or a nation that you have conquered (9.1.6) [this 
may require some bookkeeping, if necessary]. The NATB is 
considered adjacent to Iran/Iraq for diplomacy actions.

• Only one Diplomacy roll may be made per turn by each side, 
Allied and Axis—not by each nation. 

10.4.2 Diplomacy Cost
A single diplomacy attempt costs 5 MSP. Additionally, players can 
pay 10 MSP extra for each –1 DRM to the die roll, to a maximum 
of –5. No sharing of cost between nations is allowed. 

10.4.3 Roll for Diplomacy
The Target Number needed is the current diplomatic level of the 
selected Target Country. A nation friendly to your side (i.e., at G1, 
G2 or G3 for an Axis attempt at Diplomacy, or A1, A2 or A3 for 
an Allied attempt) has a diplomatic level equal to the number after 
the letter ‘A’ or ‘G’ (i.e., G2 means a diplomatic level; and hence, 
a Target Number, of ‘2’ for a German Diplomacy attempt). A na-
tion friendly to the opposing side has a negative Target Number; 
i.e., –1, –2, –3. Neutral nations (‘N’ on the chart) have a Target 
Number of zero.  
Roll one d10. Subtract any modifiers purchased according to 10.4.2 
from the result.  A result equal or less than the Target Number level 
is a success; move the target Minor Nation’s marker one toward 
your own faction. 

Note: An unmodified roll of one always succeeds.

Example: If Germany is rolling, and the current status for 
the target minor is G2, they need a net die roll of 2 or less.
Once a Minor Nation (or Italy) becomes an Active Minor Nation 
ally (or Active Major Power in the case of Italy), it can no longer 
be affected by Diplomatic attempts. An opponent can only affect 
that nation’s status through combat, and surrender. When a neutral 
Minor Nation or Major Power becomes Active on a side, they im-
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mediately become at war with all Minor Nations or Major Powers 
already at war with that side.  
Example: The Allied player attempts diplomatic negotiations 
with Spain, which is adjacent to France. They spend 5 MSP 
for the base roll, plus 50 MSP to modify the die roll for a total 
cost of 55 MSP. Spain’s diplomacy marker began the game in 
the G1 space and resides there currently, so the Allied player 
needs equal to or less than a –1 to succeed. The Allied player 
rolls a 4: Modified by –5 with the purchased DRMs is a net 
minus one (–1) result. Success! The Spain marker is moved 
to the N, or Neutral space.

When a Minor Nation (not Italy!) becomes an Active 
Minor Nation ally, either through diplomacy or a DoW 
(10.5; 16.1), place its Diplomacy Marker in the control-

ling Major Power’s Force Pool, “ally” side face-up.

10.5 Declaration of War
Major Powers (or their Active Minor allies) may declare war on 
any Inactive nation, even if it is an Inactive Minor Nation ally 
(16.1.2), or an Inactive Major Power on their side (e.g., Italy or 
the USSR). In addition, the USSR may declare war on Active Axis 
nations within the restrictions of 17.13.

Exceptions: No player may declare war on the USA or 
Switzerland.

To Declare War during the friendly Organization Phase, inform the 
opposing player(s) that you are doing, so then pay 50 MSP. If the 
Germans are the aggressor, the USSR, UK or France will control 
the new Active Minor Nation ally (exception: Italy, if declared 
war upon by Germany, is a separate Major Power player nation). 
If the target nation is adjacent to one of them, that Major Power 
takes control, if Active. If not, then it falls under the control of 
either France or the UK at their discretion. The target nation is 
now an Active Minor Nation ally. If the Allies are the aggressor, 
if the nation is adjacent to either Germany or Italy then that Major 
Power controls it, if Active. If adjacent to both or neither, then it 
is at the players’ discretion, but the controlling nation must be an 
Active Major Power.  

The controlling player places the new Minor Nation 
ally’s Diplomacy Marker in his Force Pool, “ally” side 
face-up. He then immediately places all of that country’s 

units per 16.0. Check section 17.0 for any special considerations.
To Declare War during a friendly Movement Phase on an Inactive 
Minor Nation ally on your side, you must make this DoW prior to 
entering any hex inside the home country of that Inactive Minor 
Nation ally.  See 16.1.2 for the resolution of this DoW.
A player may also perform a Declaration of War (DoW) during 
his Political Phase at the end of his turn at no cost. It is performed 
exactly as the above mentioned DoW during the Organization 
phase, except that there is no 50 MSP cost to the player. A single 
DOW brings in all nations on that side.

Design Note: With an end-of-turn DoW, your opponent will 
have a chance to meddle with your attempted conquest during 
their player turn, before you can take any action.

10.6 Combining Units
At this point, players may combine corps stacked together to form 
up into armies, HQs or Forts, per the Unit Build Chart. A minimum 
of two corps must be combined, which forms a Fort or a reduced 
strength army or HQ (exception: the U.K. “H” 2-0 HQ only has 
two steps), assuming the appropriate corps are used. Similarly, three 
of the appropriate corps stacked together can form a full strength 
army or HQ per the Unit Build Chart.
In addition to forming armies and HQs from scratch, one corps may 
also combine with each reduced three-step army or HQ to bring it 
back to full strength—if stacked with the reduced strength unit and 
if the corps is the same type as listed under the “3rd step” column 
on the Unit Build Chart.
The make-up of all units capable of being formed by combining 
corps is illustrated on the Unit Build Chart. For example, if a player 
wants to bring a two-step tank army to full strength, then the third 
step from the chart (a Tank corps) would be required. Any corps 
combined into an army or HQ as above are removed from the map 
and returned to the player’s Force Pool.
All corps must be from the same nation of the unit being built, un-
less stated otherwise on the Unit Build Chart or if forming a Minor 
Nation army lacking the total number of corps in their Force Pool 
(16.1.3; 17.2; 17.6).

Exceptions: The Allied 15 and 21st HQ units and the 1st 
Canadian Army may be multi-national (player’s discretion); 
PanzerArmee Afrika (PzA) must include both German and 
Italian steps.  See Unit Build Chart for details.

10.7 Unit Breakdown
After all combining is complete, Armies and HQs (not Forts) can 
now break down into the appropriate corps as desired and if the 
proper same-nationality corps (only) are available in the Force 
Pool (exceptions: 17.2, 17.6). Per the Unit Build Chart, units can 
break down into their respective corps or (if a full strength three-
step unit) into one reduced army and one corps corresponding to 
the 3rd step. HQs always break down to Infanry Corps no matter 
what was used to build them.
Any unit that was broken down is removed from the game map and 
placed on the Turn Record Track as if eliminated in combat (3.4).

10.8 Build Forts, Static Infantry
At this time, a player may build Forts and, in the case of the Ger-
man and Soviet players, Static Infantry.

10.8.1 Build / Flip Forts
As well as being created by combining two Infantry corps (10.6), 
Forts can be built for a cost of 50 MSP. Place the Fort into a 
friendly-controlled hex that includes a land unit from that nation 
(18.4), which may be the corps just combined. A Fort which is 
voluntarily eliminated (10.10) must be placed on the Turn Record 
Track as listed on the Unit Cost Chart as if eliminated in combat 
(3.4). For their effects, see 18.4.
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10.8.2 German and Soviet Static Infantry
German and Soviet Infantry corps may be 
flipped to their “Static” side. Once flipped, 
the unit may not move and may not be re-

verted back to mobile Infantry, unless it is voluntarily eliminated 
(10.10). A maximum of one unit may be converted to Static 
Infantry per player turn. For their effects, see 18.3.

10.9 Soviet & UK Partisans
If Partisan units are available, the Soviet or 
UK player may spend 5 MSP to roll once per 
player turn to attempt activate them using the 

Partisan Table; see 18.1, 18.2. If unsuccessful, the 5 MSP cost must 
still be paid. 

10.10 Voluntary Elimination
At any point in the Organization Phase, a player may voluntarily 
eliminate any military units of their Major Power or of any aligned 
Minor Nation allies. Corps, other than Airborne corps, are returned 
to the Force Pool. All other units must be placed on the Turn Record 
Track as if eliminated in combat (3.4).

11.0  The Strategic Bombing Phase
Strategic Bombing [a bombing attack to decrease production] is 
performed apart from regular combat, in its own phase. Any air 
units used for strategic bombing may not be used for further air 
actions in the turn, nor can they use air movement.
Strategic Bombing is performed very much like Air Ground Sup-
port of a Combat. However, there are no declared land combats 
and each Bomber remaining over an enemy MSP location at the 
end of the phase will roll to reduce the enemy’s available MSP, 
adding the Air Tech level bonus.

In this phase, the current phasing player, or “attacker”, 
declares each combat as it takes place. They do not have 
to declare each attack ahead of time if multiple strategic 

bombing attempts are to occur. Simply conduct one attack per 
11.2-11.3 and then decide whether to make another. However, a 
single city may be the target of only one Strategic Bombing attempt 
in a single player turn (if necessary, use the “Bombed!” markers 
to denote which cities have already been subject to a Strategic 
Bombing attack).

11.1 Air Bases and Air Unit Range
The thick red lines divide the map into three 
Air Zones (West, East and South) and air units 
are normally kept in the associated Front 

Boxes. The Front Boxes are not considered part of the map and 
ground units may move through any hexes overlapped by the Front 
Boxes without affecting the air units.
Air units begin a turn flipped to their “Support” (i.e., unknown) 
side and are only revealed during combat. Once an air unit is used 

for any reason, it is flipped to its revealed side and may not be used 
again until the next game turn. 
Only friendly controlled ports, cities, or capitals can serve as Air 
Bases.  An Air Base for a Major Power air unit must meet one of 
the following two requirements:
• Be in the home country of that Major Power; or
• Be occupied by an in supply land unit of that Major Power.
Note: The USA and UK may always use each other’s Air 
Bases.

Example: London does not need to be occupied by a UK unit 
to be used as an Air base. 
Active Minor Nation ally air units may use Air Bases of its control-
ling Major Power, or friendly controlled port, city or capital that 
meets one of the following two requirements:
• Be in the home country of that Active Minor Nation; or
• Be occupied by an in supply land unit of that Active Minor 

Nation.
Range to or from combat is traced from an Air Base.  Range for 
air units is:
• Fighter: 3 hexes + Tech level bonus
• Bomber: 5 hexes + Tech level bonus
Example: If the UK player wants to use Paris as an Air Base, 
then a UK unit must be located in Paris. For a Minor Nation 
ally, if Romania is active, and is used in ground combat, a 
Romanian land unit must be involved in the combat but a city 
occupied by a German land unit may provide the Air Base, as 
long as it is also in-range- assuming Germany is the control-
ling Major Power of Romania.

Design Note: This represents the logistical commitment 
involved to support the large force these air units equate to.  

Two air units of any type, including Decoys, may trace range from 
an Air Base in a player turn regardless of the presence of other 
friendly unit types.
Count the range from the Air Base to the Target Hex. The oppos-
ing player may request that air unit basing is designated for each 
air unit used in the phase. If all air units cannot be based properly, 
then any excess air units are returned to the applicable Front Air 
Box, and may not be used again in the player turn (flip them to 
their face-up side).
The Air Base itself must be in the same front as the Front Air Box 
the air unit was drawn from, but the Target Hex may be in another 
front. Conversely, after the phase is complete, air units may be 
returned to any Front Air Box for which there is a valid Air Base, 
within the air range of the air unit. No more than two air units may 
return to a single Air Base (and then a Front Air Box), as well.
After the Strategic Bombing Phase (or Combat Phase if flying 
Ground Support) is complete, all air units are returned to applicable 
Front boxes, face up to note they have been used this turn.
During the Final Mutual Phase of each turn (5.1: Section IV), all 
air units in the Transfer portion of a Front Air Box are moved to 
the main section of the Front Air Box and all air units are turned 
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back to their “hidden” or face-down side. At this point all on-map 
air units should be face-down in their appropriate Front Air Boxes.

11.2 Strategic Bombardment Air Combat 
Procedure
• The attacker first places any available, in-range air units 

(including Decoys) hidden side up that he wishes to use onto 
the Target Hex, which for Strategic Bombing must always be 
an enemy-controlled MSP location hex. The attacker is not 
required to include any Bombers in this deployment; i.e., the 
player can send only Fighters and/or Decoys.

• The defender may then intercept to the Target Hex with 
any in-range Fighter units at war with the attacker (Decoys 
committed at this time will have no affect).

• After all air units have been placed, both sides flip their air 
units to their revealed side.

• If both sides have Fighters committed (even if all Bombers 
were Decoys), air combat is resolved first. A side’s air combat 
strength equals the number of Fighters involved plus their 
aircraft Tech level bonus. If the attacker has no Fighters in 
an air combat, that side’s air combat strength is one plus their 
Tech level bonus, and each enemy Fighter counts as two for 
determining combat air strength.

– No Result
A One enemy air unit must Abort
 (return to an Air Base)
HIT One enemy air unit is eliminated

 On an “A” result, one enemy air unit (owner’s choice) must 
return to an Air Base, and then a Front Box and turn face-
up (to its revealed side). On a “HIT” result, one enemy air 
unit (owner’s choice) is eliminated and placed on the Turn 
Record Track a number of turns ahead as listed on the Unit 
Cost Chart.
Example: Germany, with two Fighter units and an aircraft 
Tech level bonus of +2, is fighting against the UK. The UK 
only has a single Fighter unit, but also has an aircraft Tech 
level bonus of +2. German air combat strength is 2+2 = 
4; UK air combat strength is 1+2 = 3. The German player 
will roll on the ‘+1’ column and the UK player on the ‘–1’ 
column.
Example: If the attacker has three Bombers and a Tech 
level bonus of +2 versus two enemy Fighters at a Tech 
level bonus of +3, the attacker would fire on the –4 column 
([1+2=3] – [2x2 +3 = 7] = –4) while the defender would 
fire on the +4 column.

• After the first round, if one or both sides still have Fighter 
units available, they both declare whether they will fight a 
second round or withdraw; the attacker deciding first. If a 
side withdraws, apply an Abort result to all of its remaining 
air units.

• If the defender did not intercept or after the second round, 
air-to-air combat concludes; all surviving Fighter units are 
returned to a friendly Air Base (and then a Front Air Box). 

• Surviving Bomber units check for Flak (11.2.1)
• Apply results of the attack per 11.3. 
11.2.1 Flak and Anti-Aircraft Artillery

At the end of any air-to-air combat, any remaining at-
tacking units are subject to fire from any Flak unit in the 
hex.

A Flak unit fires at only one of the attacking aircraft units. The 
owner of the Flak unit chooses the target. Use the Naval and Air 
Combat Table, firing once on the “Even” column. Results are ap-
plied as in 11.2, above. The target aircraft unit does not get to fire 
back at the Flak unit.
Flak units do not exert a ZOC (6.0), do not control hexes (3.3) 
and only one Flak unit may be placed in a hex. They may only be 
moved via Strategic Movement and they do not count for stacking 
purposes. Flak units alone in a hex do not affect the MP cost of 
enemy units and are eliminated if one enters.

Important Note: Anyone at war with the attacker/defender may 
intercept/escort, respectively.

11.3 Strategic Bombing Results
If the attacker withdraws at any time, the combat is over and no 
further action takes place. However, if the attacker has surviving 
Bombers over the Target Hex after the air combat is resolved and 
there is no enemy Fighter in the Target Hex (through combat or 
withdrawal), the attacker may roll for damage to enemy production.
If the weather is Mud, the attacker must halve the number of 
surviving Bombers (rounded down). If the weather is Snow, the 
attacker reduces the number of his surviving Bombers by one. If 
after applying these effects the result is zero Bombers, then the 
combat is over and no further action is taken.
Otherwise, for each weather-modified surviving Bomber over the 
target, roll one d10 adding the following modifiers:
• + the current aircraft Tech level bonus;
• –1 if Snow;
Halve the result rolled (round down) if Mud.  The final result can-
not exceed the MSP value of the Target Hex.
The result is the number of MSP immediately deducted from the 
Total Current MSP Level of the Major Power who controls the 
hex (the controlling Major Power if the Target Hex is in an enemy 
Minor Nation ally).
Strategic Bombing can force a Major Power into deficit (see 
10.2.2); however, the amount that drops into negative is not doubled 
as with spending.
Example: Two UK Bombers remain at the end of the phase 
over Le Havre in German-controlled France. Each rolls for 
a total result of 13 MSP losses. However, Le Havre is only 
a 5 MSP location, so that is all that is subtracted from the 
German Total Current MSP Level.
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12.0  The Movement Phase
Land units move during a player’s Movement Phase and Strategic 
Movement Phase. Each land unit (except Forts) has a Movement 
Allowance (MA) printed in the bottom-right corner of the counter. 
The MA is the number of Movement Points (MPs) available to the 
unit in a single Movement Phase. During a player’s Movement 
Phase, he may move friendly units up to the limit of their available 
movement points. Units are moved one at a time through a path of 
contiguous hexes (no “skipping” of hexes is allowed). Units may 
not move across all-sea hexsides. Flak units, and some land units 
have a MA of zero – they may only move via Naval Transport (12.2) 
and Strategic Movement (by Rail or Overseas; 15.1). Units may not 
enter any Neutral Nation. They are prohibited from all other types 
of movement, including Amphibious Invasions or Advancing after 
Combat. Forts may never move by any means (18.4).
Once a unit completes its move, it is done for the player turn and 
may not move further that player turn, except as a result of Ad-
vance After Combat and/or Strategic Movement. Movement Points 
cannot be accumulated from one turn to another, nor can they be 
transferred between units. A move may not be redone unless the 
opposing player consents. A unit may always move a minimum of 
one hex as long as that move is not prohibited.

12.1 Terrain Effects on Movement
The movement costs to enter a hex or cross a hexside are listed on 
the Terrain Effects Chart (TEC). The cost to cross a hexside is in 
addition to the cost of the hex being entered.
Capitals, cities, Forts and ports all replace the terrain cost of the 
hex (hexside terrain still applies).
Example: Moving into a Forest hex across a river in Mud 
costs 2 +2 = 4 MPs.
A unit moving from one hex to an adjacent hex along a connected 
path of adjacent, contiguous rail hexes uses the movement cost 
listed under the “Rail” column on the TEC.  Note that rail lines 
never cross strait hexsides and, in Mud, armies and HQs may not 
use the Rail movement cost, even for negating the river hexside 
MP cost. Suez may only be crossed at the strait.
Example (cont): If the unit doing the above movement was a 
corps and moving along a path of adjacent, contiguous rail 
hexes, the cost would only be 1 MP, as the rail negates the cost 
of the river hexside and allows entry at the Rail cost of 1 MP.
Friendly units have no effect on movement except per the stacking 
limits (6.3) and negating EZOC (6.2).

Note: Half hexes on the map are playable.  

12.2 Naval Transport
Only land units (including those with a MA of zero, but not Forts) 
may use Naval Transport. A unit must begin the Movement Phase 
in a port hex to embark and move via Naval Transport. 
Enemy Surface or Sub fleets in each Sea Zone that entered or 
crossed for naval transport may intercept; see 12.2.2. 

Each friendly face-down Surface fleet can transport one friendly 
corps (see 18.5 for Major Power restrictions)—Cav, Tank or Infan-
try. To transport a corps, flip the Surface fleet over to its “revealed” 
side. Such transporting Surface fleets may be accompanied by 
escorting Surface fleets which do not transport a corps. Escorts do 
not need to begin in same port as the transporting fleet(s). Each 
Surface and/or escorting fleet may:
• Transport a unit that began in the same port, move it to 

another friendly port or amphibious invasion destination via 
contiguous sea hexes and according to 12.2.1, then, if not 
invading, return to the same or another friendly port (ending 
on its revealed side), or

• Move to another port, pick up a unit then transport it to 
another friendly port and end its move in this destination 
port on its revealed side.

Units that begin the movement phase in the North Atlantic Transfer 
Box (NATB; see 12.2.3) may be moved to either Suez or Basra 
(if controlled by the Allied side) using their entire movement al-
lowance without using a Surface fleet. Other naval moves or an 
Amphibious Invasion requires a Surface fleet. They may also move 
“Around the Cape”; see 12.2.4.

12.2.1 Sea Boundaries and Naval Transport 
Limitations
Land units using Naval Transport may enter multiple Sea 
Zones within the restrictions below (see also 12.3.2). Note 
that the NATB is connected to the Eastern Mediterranean and 
the Persian Gulf.
• Gibraltar must be friendly controlled to move from the North 

Atlantic into the Mediterranean or vice versa, except for 
Subs; see 12.3.1.

• Suez must be friendly controlled to move from the North 
Atlantic Transfer Box directly to the Eastern Mediterranean 
or vice versa; see 12.3.2.

• Istanbul must be friendly controlled to move from the 
Mediterranean to the Black Sea or vice versa.

• Copenhagen or Kiel must be friendly controlled to move 
from the North Atlantic to the Baltic Sea, or vice versa.

• Only units on the Allied side may enter the NATB or the 
Canada/USA Box.

Other sea boundaries have no such restrictions, however units us-
ing Naval Transport or Overseas Strategic Movement (15.1.2) are 
subject to Convoy Intercept in each Sea Zone they enter.

12.2.2 Convoy Interception
Land units moving via Naval Transport are subject to Convoy 
Interception, both during the Movement Phase and the Strategic 
Movement Phase. After moving the unit to its destination, the 
enemy side reveals all of their naval units in the Naval Box(es) of 
the Sea Zone(s) the unit moved through and, separately for each 
Sea Zone, totals their Surface and Submarine fleets (face up or face 
down, but not Decoys) to determine which column they will use 
in each Sea Zone. They roll one d10 on the appropriate column 
on the Convoy Intercept chart; the result gives the number of hits 
received by the moving player. 
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Applying Hits:
• Apply each hit to a Surface fleet of the transporting units, 

starting with escorting Surface fleets. No additional effect is 
applied for a hit on an escorting Surface fleet.

• Any hit on a Surface fleet carrying a land unit results in the 
elimination of that land unit. Note: No Surface fleets are 
eliminated in Convoy Interception.

Example: The German player uses two Surface fleets to 
transport an Infantry corps from Oslo, Norway to Bremen, 
Germany (one of the fleets is escorting). There are two UK 
Surface fleets in the North Sea Naval Box. The UK refers to 
the “2” column on the Convoy Intercept Chart and rolls a 
7, resulting in one hit. There is no damage as the hit is first 
applied to the escorting Surface fleet. If he had rolled a 9 or 
10, the result of “2” would have eliminated the Infantry corps 
as hits would have been applied to the escorting Surface fleet 
and the Surface fleet carrying the corps.

12.2.3 North Atlantic Transfer Box
The North Atlantic Transfer Box (NATB) is a holding box for 
naval and land units on the Allied side that may move to specific 
destinations listed below. No Axis units may ever enter the NATB 
and no land combat to, or from, the NATB may take place.
The NATB is adjacent to the North Atlantic Sea Zone and to Iraq/
Iran for diplomatic purposes (10.4.1).
The NATB acts as a port with the same stacking restrictions of any 
city; six stacking points and two fleets. Units may only move to 
or from the box from the North Atlantic Sea Zone or a friendly-
controlled Suez or Basra. One unit per turn may move directly 
from the NATB to either Suez or Basra (or vice versa) in the 
Movement Phase per above (12.2). This move does not require a 
Surface fleet. One additional corps may be moved from the box in 
the Strategic Movement Phase at normal MSP cost; this does not 
require a Surface fleet. Other navel moves in/out and Amphibious 
Invasions out of the NATB require a Surface Fleet just like as if 
from a regular port hex.

12.2.4 Around the Cape
Allied units may be moved via Naval Transport “Around the Cape” 
(Africa) between the NATB and either a port on the North Atlantic 
or the USA/Canada box. This uses the entire movement of a Surface 
fleet (i.e., the Surface fleet must end in the NATB or destination 
port), and is subject to all naval movement rules and restrictions. 
The unit avoids any naval intercept in the Mediterranean (but still 
is subject to Naval interception in  the  North Atlantic)  and  it  
finishes  its  movement  with  the transported unit in the NATB or 
destination port.

12.2.5 USA/Canada Box
Similar to the NATB, only Allied units may enter the USA/Canada 
Box and combat never takes place to, or from the USA/Canada Box. 
Stacking in the USA/Canada box is unlimited. The USA/Canada 
Box is treated as being adjacent to the North Atlantic Zone (only) 
for Strategic Naval Movement purposes.

12.3 Naval Movement
Naval units (Surface fleets, Sub fleets or Decoys) may only be 
located in a Sea Zone, a port or an all-sea hex supporting an Am-
phibious Invasion (12.4). They do not move on the map hex-by-
hex like land units. Naval units not in port are either placed into a 
desired Sea Zone during the Strategic Naval Phase (9.2), or moved 
per 12.2 to either a destination port or a destination all-sea hex to 
support an Amphibious Invasion (12.4).
Face-down naval units may move from a port to another port by 
simply placing the naval unit at the new port—subject to normal 
movement restrictions (12.2.1; 12.3.2), then turn the naval unit 
face-up. Naval units moving alone are not subject to Interception 
(but see below).
Naval units in port are not subject to enemy combat. If enemy 
ground forces enter their port, they must immediately move to a 
friendly port following all boundary limitation rules that apply to 
Naval Transport (see 12.2), as well as the restrictions on Surface 
fleets (12.3.2). If more than one valid port, the owning player 
chooses… if no valid ports, the naval units are eliminated (Decoys 
come back the following player turn as a reinforcement).
Naval units face-up in a port may not be used for any activity ex-
cept Overseas Strategic Movement (15.1). Naval units are flipped 
back to their hidden side in the Final Mutual Phase of a game turn 
(5.1; 9.2.8).

12.3.1 German Subs and Gibraltar
German Sub fleets may attempt to pass through an Al-
lied-controlled Gibraltar from the North Sea into the 
Mediterranean (only… not vice versa). Roll for each 

Sub fleet attempting to sail pass the Strait of Gibraltar using the 
“1” column of the Convoy Intercept Chart. On any “Hit” result, 
the Sub fleet is eliminated; place it on the Turn Record Track 
normally. If it is not eliminated, it must move to any friendly port 
in the Western or Eastern Mediterranean.

12.3.2 Naval Unit Movement Restrictions
Surface fleets may move to any friendly port, but they may not 
move into sea zones through Gibraltar, Copenhagen, Kiel, Istanbul 
or Suez unless friendly controlled (exception: German Sub fleets; 
see 12.3.1). Naval units moving alone also have the same move-
ment restrictions as listed above (12.2.1).

12.4 Amphibious Invasion
Units conducting Amphibious Invasions are subject to Convoy 
Intercept, if applicable; see 12.2.2.
• Embark a corps with a MA > zero using Naval Transport 

as normal, subject to all rules of Naval Transport including 
stacking, naval intercept, and movement restrictions (12.2.1). 
Units must begin the turn in the same port as the transporting 
and escorting Surface fleet(s).

• Instead of moving to a port, place the corps in an all-sea 
hex adjacent to a land hex of their choosing. Infantry corps 
may land in any hex except an enemy-controlled capital 
hex. Armor corps may only land in a clear terrain hex (with 
or without a city or port, but not into an enemy capital). 
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Available, in-range friendly air units may be placed with the 
invading corps as support if the hex is enemy occupied. Corps 
coming from an all-sea hex in the North Atlantic, North Sea 
or Baltic Sea can only invade an unoccupied port or city in 
mud or snow (8.0).

• If the chosen adjacent hex has no enemy land units, then 
during the upcoming friendly Combat Phase, all invading 
corps move onto the hex. These may be used to Flank.

• If the chosen adjacent hex is occupied by enemy land units, 
amphibious ground combat occurs in the upcoming friendly 
Combat Phase; see 13.0. This combat proceeds normally, 
except invading units’ Total Ground Strength is reduced by 
two. Available in-range, friendly and enemy air units may join 
the fight as in normal ground combat. If invading units do not 
clear the defender’s hex, they are eliminated. If all defenders 
are eliminated or retreated, any surviving invading corps may 
advance into the chosen adjacent hex, only (13.2.3.4).

• Armored units, and any units stacked with them, that have 
successfully entered the chosen adjacent hex are eligible to 
fight during the Follow-Up Combat Phase (14.0).

• Naval units used to invade or supply an invasion (see below) 
return to port at the end of the player’s turn (5.1: phase II.7).

If units are placed after an amphibious invasion and do not have 
a valid supply path (7.2), at the end of the turn after the Surface 
fleet(s) return to port (9.2.8) they are considered out of supply. To 
put them back in supply, on the next player turn a Surface fleet 
must be placed adjacent as if invading once again, whether they are 
actually carrying a unit or not. If the Surface fleet is again carrying 
a unit, that unit does not advance onto the hex until the Combat 
Phase, and cannot participate in any combat in that phase. It may, 
however, participate in a Follow-Up Combat Phase, if applicable.

12.4.1 Amphibious Retreat (the “Dunkirk Rule”)
Corps with a MA > zero may retreat from a coastline much like 
an amphibious invasion in reverse. Perform a move with Surface 
fleets to an all sea hex adjacent to a friendly unit or units on a 
non-port clear terrain coastal hex (i.e., any hex with a portion of 
at least one hexside touching a Sea Zone). The Surface fleets are 
subject to Convoy Intercept when carrying the ground units from 
the hex in question back to a friendly port. All rules of Naval 
Transport and Invasions apply, except no Amphibious Retreat 
may be conducted in the North Atlantic, North Sea or Baltic Sea 
during mud or snow (8.0).

12.5 Airborne Corps
Airborne corps perform in every way like a normal In-
fantry corps, except when making an airborne assault.  

12.5.1 Airborne Assault Procedure
During the Movement Phase, an Airborne corps not on its para-
chute side that has not moved previously during this player turn 
may conduct an airborne assault. To perform the assault, simply 
place the Airborne corps in any valid target hex within 4 hexes of 
its original hex. This range is increased by the Aircraft Technol-
ogy level bonus. A valid target hex is any Fort, city, port or capital 
hex, or any other non-woods, mountain or marsh hex, whether it 

is enemy occupied or not (yes, Airborne corps can drop into Fort, 
city, port or capital hexes, regardless of the terrain in the hex).
For the Airborne corps to land successfully, a player must have 
control of the air over the target hex. In-range enemy air units may 
attempt to intercept the Airborne corps over the target hex. Resolve 
this air combat per 11.2, with the following changes. First, the 
Airborne corps is eliminated if ever left facing an enemy Fighter 
without an escorting friendly Fighter; and second, if any enemy 
Fighters remain after the second round of air combat is completed, 
the Airborne corps is eliminated. E.g. if an Airborne corps is placed 
on a hex unaccompanied by a friendly fighter, and a non-decoy 
enemy fighter unit intercepts, the Airborne corps is eliminated.  If 
a Flak unit is present in the target hex, the Airborne corps must 
survive Flak fire (11.2.1) before being considered to have suc-
cessfully dropped (a ‘Hit’ eliminates the Airborne corps and an 
‘A’ result aborts the Airborne corps—return it to its original hex).
Only Fighters of the same nationality as the Airborne unit may 
escort and only Fighters of the same nationality as any defending 
land unit may Intercept. If no defending land unit, any Fighters at 
war with the Airborne unit’s nationality can Intercept. All escort-
ing/Intercepting Fighters are used for the turn.
If the hex is enemy-occupied, the Airborne corps will add its com-
bat strength to the attack strength of any friendly forces attacking 
that hex during the Combat Phase. If the attacker fails to capture 
the hex, the Airborne corps is eliminated. If the hex is cleared of 
enemy units, it will occupy the drop hex with any advancing units 
up to the stacking rules (the Airborne corps is placed first). An 
Airborne corps may be used to satisfy a step loss requirement in 
combat. If the hex is empty, the Airborne corps lands and may not 
participate in combat until the Follow-up Combat Phase (if stacked 
with a friendly armor-type unit)
An Airborne corps attacking a hex with other attacking units ne-
gates any river terrain effects.

12.5.2 Airborne Assault Supply
On the friendly player turn that it is dropped, the Airborne corps 
is considered to be in full supply and can perform combat, etc. 
without penalty. 

12.5.3 Airborne Unit Return
After resolving any combat in the target hex, surviving Airborne 
corps are flipped to their “Air Drop” (parachute) side, to show 
they have already been used. At the owning player’s discretion, it 
may be immediately placed on the Turn Record Track (TRT) as if 
eliminated, except if removed in this manner place it on its “para-
chute” side on the TRT. When it returns to the game it is placed in 
any friendly city within stacking limits at no MSP cost, and does 
not have to return to the Force Pool. 
If the player chooses not to remove the Airborne corps, it remains 
on its parachute side in the target hex. It may move and function 
per its listed unit values. During any subsequent Organization 
phase, the owning player may place it on the TRT per the above. 
In any case, until it cycles through the TRT, it may not be used for 
an airborne assault.
If eliminated in combat or while trying to drop (12.5.1), it is placed 
on the TRT on its front side. When it returns, it is placed in the 
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owning player’s Force Pool and must be purchased like any other 
unit in the Force Pool to be used again.

12.6 Air Unit Movement
Air units (Fighters, Bombers and Decoys) can be moved from one 
Front Air Box to another during the Movement Phase.  
Any air unit that was not used in the Strategic Bombing phase may 
be placed into the “Transfer” section of any other Front Air Box, 
“hidden” side up. These units are not available for ground combat 
support during the current turn. During the Final Mutual Phase (5.1: 
section IV) at the end of the current turn they are moved out of the 
transfer box, and are available next game turn. They can also be 
moved via Strategic Air Movement (15.0).

12.7 Minor Ally Movement & Stacking
Units of an Active Minor Nation ally may not end the turn stacked 
with a unit of another Active Minor Nation ally. They may move 
through a hex occupied by such a unit.
Additionally, units of an Active Minor Nation ally may not enter the 
home country of any Minor Nation ally, active or inactive, or Active 
Major ally during the movement phase, but may pass through via 
Strategic Movement (15.0) or Retreat (13.2.3.3).

13.0  The Combat Phase
Combat is performed during the Combat Phase of a player’s turn. 
Combat is always voluntary and is always from one player’s units in 
a single hex against an opponent’s units in another single, adjacent 
hex. The only exception is if there is an Airborne corps involved 
that has been dropped onto the Target Hex.

13.1 The Attacking Hex and Target Hex
A hex occupied by enemy units that is selected as the target of 
the current attack is called the Target Hex. Units used for flank 
bonuses (see 13.2.3) are not considered as part of the attacking or 
defending force. Any terrain modifications that will affect combat 
are cumulative and are based on the terrain located in the Target 
Hex, and any terrain on the hexside between the attacking and 
defending hex; for example, straits or rivers.
Example: If the Germans attack the French “Maginot Line” 
Fort in hex 2536 from hex 2535 in clear weather, the French 
defense would add +2 (for the Fort), +2 (for Mountain) and 
+1 (for the river). If an Airborne corps drops into the hex, 
it would negate the +1 defensive benefit for attacking across 
a river.”
Only the units in one hex may attack the Target Hex and may not 
attack across an All-sea or Prohibited hexside, including Suez canal, 
or into a Prohibited (P) hex. A hex may only be attacked once in 
a single combat phase, though it may be subject to attack again in 
the Follow-up Combat Phase; see 14.0.

13.1.1 Headquarters (HQ) and Combat
First the attacker, and then the defender, may add the 
Combat Strength (CS) of a single HQ unit within range 
to the defending hex (count from the HQ’s hex, exclu-

sive, to the defending hex, inclusive). A HQ’s range may be 
counted through any terrain, including all-sea hexes, enemy units 
or EZOCs and is equal to its printed CS.
Example: The US 12th HQ has a range of four, so if it is sit-
ting in London it could affect a land combat in Rotterdam or 
Paris, even if Axis units were in Calais and Le Harve.
An HQ may add its CS to one battle per phase, as long as it 
has not been itself attacked in the same phase and the combat 
includes a unit of its Nationality. Joint HQs like the US/CW 
HQ may support both the US and CW. HQs may also provide a 
Flanking bonus to the same combat (only) if it meets all other 
requirements. It may not add its CS if another friendly HQ is 
already involved in the battle (in the defending hex or provid-
ing support). If an HQ is used in a combat, it is subject to the 
effects of that combat.
Supply status does not affect an HQ combat strength or range.

13.2 Combat Procedure
Combat is performed by following these steps:
• Declare all Combats (place markers)
• Place desired air units for every combat
• Air Combat (same basing requirements as in 11.1)
Then resolve the following two steps for each Combat before 
moving to the next Combat.
• Ground Combat
• Advance after Combat
13.2.1 Declare Combat
The phasing player must declare all combats before any are 
resolved. Simply place a Declared Combat Marker onto each at-
tacking hex, with the arrow pointed towards the Target Hex. Once 
all combats are declared, Air Combat begins.

13.2.2 Air Combat
Air units must fly from an Air Base per 11.1.
This step is similar to Strategic Air Combat (11.2), but is not 
identical.
Players place available, in-range air units (i.e., from an Air 
Base within range of the Target Hex), including Decoys, that 
they wish to use onto one or more of the declared Target Hexes 
via the following procedure. Per 18.6, an air unit may only be 
committed to a Target Hex if at least one of that same nation’s 
land units is involved in the combat.
Within each Air Front (Attacker’s choice on order), if each side 
has the same number of air units available, the Attacker places 
one first, then the Defender and so on, until all air units are 
placed. If not, the player with more air units in the current zone 
(counting Decoys) places the number of air units exceeding the 
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opponent’s air units first. Then the Attacker places one air unit, 
then the Defender places one, and so on until all are placed.
Example: The Soviet player has one Fighter, one Bomber 
and no Decoys in the East Front Air Box, while Germany has 
three Fighters, two Bombers and two Decoys. Germany has 
more air units (seven) than the Soviets (two) and will place 
up to five air units first. If Germany is attacking, they’ll also 
have an option to place their sixth, then the USSR will have 
an option to place one of their two air units. Finally, Germany 
will decide on their last air unit with the Soviet player getting 
the last placement option.
During each placement phase, a player may set aside units for 
use in a later phase or turn. They may use as many air units 
in a single combat as they wish, but after Air Combat, only 
a maximum of two will provide modifiers to ground combat 
(exception: weather effects; see 8.0). Players may not pass – 
they either commit an air unit to a Target Hex, or designate as 
not being committed this phase.
After all air units have been placed or designated as not being 
committed this phase, both sides flip their placed air units to 
their revealed side and resolve air combat one Target Hex at a 
time, in an order chosen by the attacker. Air combat is resolved 
as follows. 
Air combat is resolved in a similar manner as in Strategic 
Bombing—the shaded bullet items below are resolved in an 
identical manner as in Strategic Bombing, only the non-shaded 
bullet items are different.
If both sides have only Bombers, all Bombers survive and skip 
to the ‘checking for Flak’ bullet, below.
• If both sides have Fighters committed, air combat is resolved 

first. A side’s air combat strength is equal to the number of 
Fighters involved plus their aircraft Tech level bonus. If 
a side has no Fighters in a combat, that side’s air combat 
strength is one plus their Tech level bonus, and each enemy 
Fighter counts as two for determining combat air strength.

 The attacker subtracts the defender’s air combat strength 
from his combat strength to determine which column in 
the Naval and Air Combat Table he will use.  Similarly, the 
defender subtracts the attacker’s strength from his strength 
to determine his column on the Naval and Air Combat Table. 
Each player rolls one d10, cross referencing the result with 
the proper column. Results greater than “+4” are resolved 
on the “+4” column. Results less than “–4” are resolved on 
the “-4” column. The result are:

– No Result
A One enemy air unit must Abort
 (return to an Air Base)
HIT One enemy air unit is eliminated

 On an “A” result, one enemy air unit (owner’s choice) must 
return to an Air Base, and then a Front Box and turn face-
up (to its revealed side). On a “HIT” result, one enemy air 
unit (owner’s choice) is eliminated and placed on the Turn 
Record Track a number of turns ahead as listed on the Unit 
Cost Chart.

• After the first round, if one or both sides still have Fighters 
available, they both declare whether they will fight a second 
round or withdraw, the attacker deciding first. If a side 
withdraws, apply an Abort result to all of its remaining air 
units.

• If the defender did not intercept, all attacking Fighter and 
Bomber units remain over the target hex as surviving air 
units. 

• If air-to-air combat concludes after a second round; all 
surviving Fighter and Bomber units (attacker and defender) 
remain over the target hex. 

• Surviving attacking Fighter and Bomber units check for Flak, 
resolved per 11.2.1.

• Determine the results of the air units providing Ground 
Support per 13.2.2.1. 

• Additionally, if an Airborne assault is being conducted, check 
for survival of any Airborne corps involved (see 12.5.1.).

13.2.2.1 Ground Support Results
If only attacking air units remain, they will contribute to the 
attack on the hex. If only defending air units remain, they will 
contribute to the defense of the hex. If both sides have air units 
remaining, modify the surviving air units for weather (see be-
low), and then subtract the smaller number from the larger to 
determine the net DRM.
Example: A German defender has four surviving air units 
against two surviving UK air units. The net DRM is ‘-2’ in 
favor of the defender.
If the weather in the Target Hex is Clear, each of the attacker’s 
surviving non-Decoy air unit adds a +1 DRM and each of the 
defender’s surviving non-Decoy air units adds a –1 DRM. If 
the weather is Mud, each side must halve their surviving non-
Decoy air units (rounded down) before determining their DRM. 
Snow reduces each side’s number of  surviving non-Decoy air 
units by one before determining their DRM. If after applying 
these effects the result is zero surviving non-Decoy air units, 
then there will be no DRM added to the combat (this also would 
be the case if the two DRMs are equal, and hence cancel each 
other). The maximum/minimum net DRM is +2 or –2.
Example: The weather is Mud and after air combat, the 
attacker has three non-Decoy air units remaining and the 
defender has one non-Decoy air unit remaining. Both sides 
halve their surviving air units, rounding down, leaving the 
attacker with one air unit and the defender with zero air 
units. The attacker adds a +1 DRM and the defender adds a 
–0 DRM, for a net DRM of +1 to the combat.

13.2.3 Ground Combat Procedure
Perform ground combat for each declared attack. All declared at-
tacks must be resolved.

Important Note: Be aware of the national restrictions on air 
units in combat; see 18.6. Tech bonuses only apply to Armies, 
not corps except that a corps can lend its nation’s Tech Bonus if 
stacked with an appropriate allied army; see 10.3.2.  
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• Total the combat strengths of all attacking units in the 
attacking hex (Airborne Assault; 12.5.1). Add any available 
Tech Level bonuses, Infantry or Tank or both if applicable 
(e.g., full strength Mech armies). Not all the units in a hex 
must attack, but all units in a defender’s hex must defend.

• Add any HQ bonus if in range. Each HQ can only influence 
one combat per phase.

• Flank Support Bonus (applies to both attacker and defender): 
After other modifiers have been applied, add +1 to the combat 
strength for each additional hex (other than the Defender’s 
hex) occupied by friendly units (supplied or out of supply) 
that are adjacent to the enemy units involved in the combat 
(including Paratroopers but not Partisans) which are both:

 a) not involved in any other combat in this phase, and 
not prohibited from attacking the enemy’s hex, 

  and,
 b) not adjacent to any enemy unit (including Forts) 

other than the enemy units involved in the current 
combat.

• If the attackers or defenders are out of supply, subtract three 
(–3) from their combat strength.

• If the attackers are conducing an Amphibious Invasion, 
subtract two (–2) from their combat strength.

• The result is the Total Combat Strength of the attacking units 
(which can be a negative number).

• Do the same for the defenders in the Target Hex, adding the 
above listed bonuses with the same limitation. Now add the 
terrain bonus for the appropriate terrain type in the defender’s 
hex (exception: Airborne corps making an Airborne assault 
negate river effects; 12.5.1).

• The difference between the two dictates the column to use 
on the CRT. Differences less than –7 are resolved on the ‘–7’ 
column and differences greater than +7 are resolved on the 
“+7” column. The attacker (only) rolls one d10 and cross-
references the result on the CRT. 

• Apply any weather DRM (–1 for Snow, –2 for Mud).
• Apply the net Ground Support DRM for fighters and bombers 

remaining in the hex, for both the attacker and defender 
(13.2.2.1).

• Modified results below ‘1’ are treated as a ‘1’; modified 
results above ‘10’ are treated as a ‘10’.

Example: On the May-June, 1941 turn a 1-4 corps unit is at-
tacked, supported by an in-range, 2-3 headquarters unit. After 
the air combat, the defender has one Fighter and a Bomber 
remaining in the hex and there are two adjacent hexes with 
friendly units—one out of supply and one in supply—that are 
not being attacked, and are not adjacent to any other enemy 
unit. A three combat strength plus two for the flank bonus 
would equal a Total Combat Strength for the defending units 
of five. There is also a –2 DRM for air support.

13.2.3.1 Losses
To the left of the slash is any required Attacker loss, to the right 
are the Defender losses. Each side applies its own losses to units 
of its choosing. The defender does not roll during ground combat.

• Attacker losses: Always taken in steps. Remove a number 
of corps equal to the loss number. Losses may be taken by 
any units involved in the combat. but an Infantry, Cavalry or 
Armor type unit must always take the first loss. If a multi-
step unit must take a loss, use the Unit Build chart. Remove 
the 3rd step type first, then the 2nd, then the 1st if necessary 
(3.4).

• Defender losses: If there are defender losses, up to half of 
these losses (rounded down) may be taken by retreating; see 
13.2.3.3, below. Take step losses first; and then retreat all 
surviving units.

Note: If at any time a step loss or losses requires the removal 
of an army and replacement by a corps unit, and a proper 
type corps is not available in the Force Pool, the corps unit 
is still considered lost. No type-switching, such as Tank for 
Infantry, or Infantry for Tank, is allowed. The reduced army 
lost would count as two losses in the combat. This can result 
in a player taking more losses than what is called for.

Corps units are returned to the Force Pool when eliminated in 
combat; others are placed on the Turn Record Track per the “Return 
Time in Turns” on the Unit Cost Chart, as noted in 3.4.
Example: In an attack on the +2 column, the attacker rolls 
a modified ‘0’, which is resolved as a ‘1’ result. The attacker 
takes two step losses to one for the defender. If the attacker 
only had a full strength Tank army, he would lose the 3rd 
step first (equivalent to losing a Tank corps); flipping his 
full strength Tank army to its reduced strength side. Next, he 
would remove the reduced strength army (placing it four turns 
ahead on the Turn Record Track) by losing the 2nd step next 
(also equivalent to losing a Tank corps). If an Infantry corps 
was available in the Force Pool, he would place it on map 
where the army used to be (representing the 1st step of this 
three-step unit). However, if no Infantry corps was available, 
he would be forced to lose it, too… effectively losing three 
steps in the combat.

13.2.3.2 Losses Applied to HQ
Any loss to a headquarters unit, whether by choice or 
forcibly, applies as follows:

• One step loss: Flip the HQ to its reversed side that says 
“HQ”. It still operates as a Headquarters unit, but consider 
it a “1-2” HQ until built back to full strength (exception: 
the UK “H” HQ functions as a “1-0” HQ).

• Two step losses: Remove the HQ and placed it on the Turn 
Record Track normally. Replace it with a one-step Infantry 
corps of the same nation (if able). If adjacent to or in the 
combat hex, a third loss could be applied to the corps.

Example: An HQ’s combat strength is added to a single corps, 
and the corps receives 3 losses in combat; two of those losses 
would have to be applied to the headquarters unless they are 
the defender, and a retreat is chosen. Of the three losses, a 
one hex retreat could be taken by both the corps and the HQ, 
but then two losses would have to be applied. One could be 
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taken with the corps, and with no other units to take a loss, 
one by the headquarters.

13.2.3.3 Retreat
For each step loss taken as retreat, all units (including non-adjacent 
supporting HQs) must retreat one hex and a unit or stack must 
always retreat toward a friendly supply source (7.2.1) whenever 
possible. No unit may retreat off the map or through enemy oc-
cupied hexes. Units that are stacked together during combat may 
retreat to different hexes, as long as all other retreat requirements 
are met. No unit may enter the same hex twice (including the initial 
hex it began its retreat in) and retreating units must end a number of 
hexes from the initial hex equal to the number of step losses taken 
as retreat; if unable, the difference must be taken as step losses.
Retreating units may not enter a hex containing an EZOC unless 
there is a friendly unit in the hex or unless there is no other path. If 
the only retreat path is through an EZOC (with or without a friendly 
unit in the hex), the defender must take one additional step loss 
(not retreat hex) for each such hex entered (this is one additional 
step per retreating stack, not per unit).
A unit may never retreat into or through terrain that it may not enter 
during normal movement. If forced to do so, it is eliminated instead.
If units must finish a retreat into a friendly hex which causes over 
stacking, the retreating units must all retreat one additional hex. 
If the only possible hex once again causes over-stacking, they 
continue until this is no longer the case.
A unit may retreat into a hex that is marked for a future combat, 
but its defense is not added to the strength of that hex. However, 
it may be subject to any losses or retreats which occur.
By order of priority, use the following path of retreat:
• Into or through hexes that do not cross EZOCs, whether or 

not they are negated, towards a friendly supply source.
• Into or through hexes that cross negated EZOCs towards a 

friendly supply source, causing step loss(es).
• Into or through hexes that will cause over stacking, towards 

a friendly supply source.
• Into or through hexes that lead away from friendly supply 

sources.
• Into or through hexes that enter un-negated EZOCs, causing 

step loss(es).
13.2.3.4 Advance After Combat

The attacker may advance any attacking units with a 
MA > zero up to the stacking limits into a vacated de-
fender hex if applicable. Any Armor-type units not 

conducting amphibious invasion may advance a number of hexes 
equal to the number of hexes retreated by the defenders. If all 
defending units are eliminated by the CRT result (including any 
additional step losses associated with retreats- see 13.2.3.3, above), 
Armor-type units that are not invading may advance two hexes. 
Units that provided a flanking bonus may not advance.
Example: If the loss number for the defending units was four, 
they took two step losses and retreated the remainder (two 
hexes), the attacker’s Armor-type units may advance two hexes 
if they were not invading. 

Once an advancing unit enters an EZOC, it may not advance any 
further. 
The first hex entered must be the Target Hex. After that, if the 
Armor-type units are not in an EZOC, they are free to advance 
where they wish up to the limit explained above, but they must 
stop if they enter any EZOC.
If enemy naval units are in a hex that ground units are advancing 
into, they must move to another port in range (12.3).

13.3 Capture of Victory Locations
Victory locations are noted by a gold star in the hex. Each time the 
Axis side gains control of one of these locations, move the Vic-
tory Point marker up by one. If the Allies recapture the location, 
immediately lower the Victory Point total by one.

14.0  The Follow-Up Combat Phase
Follow-up combat only occurs on Clear weather turns; never on 
Mud or Snow turns.
Follow-up Combat is performed exactly the same as combat in the 
Combat Phase with a few exceptions. Only Armor-type and units 
stacked with Armor-type units may attack. Remaining available 
(i.e., still on their “hidden” side) air units may be applied, follow-
ing all the rules for air combat and Ground Support; see 13.2.2. 
All other combat rules apply as well (including flank support by 
any valid units per 13.2.3). No Airborne assaults are allowed in 
Follow-up Combat.
However, there are two important differences in Follow-up Combat:
• If the attacker is required to take any loss in combat, the first 

step lost must an Armor-type step loss. Any further losses 
are up to the owning player.

• Additionally, if there is an advance after combat available, 
only Armor-type units may advance.

15.0  The Strategic Movement Phase
15.1 Procedure for Strategic Movement
There are three types of Strategic Movement: Strategic Movement 
by Rail of land and Flak units, Overseas Strategic Movement of 
land and Flak units, and Strategic Air Movement. Each Strategic 
Move costs 5 MSP per unit and each nation has a limit as to the 
number of units that may make Strategic Moves per turn (as listed 
on the Base MSP Income chart). This limit is the combined total 
of all Strategic Movement—by rail, overseas, or air—per turn.
Example: The UK is limited to two Strategic Moves per turn. 
This could be two units moved by Rail; one unit moved by 
Rail and one air unit by Strategic Air Movement; or two units 
moved by Overseas, etc.
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15.1.1 Strategic Movement by Rail 
Any Flak unit or land unit, except Forts, may be moved from one 
supplied Rail hex, through any number of adjacent, contiguous Rail 
hexes, to another friendly controlled Rail hex. This path may not 
enter EZOCs, all-sea hexes, any hex belonging to a Neutral Na-
tion, or a city hex in an Active enemy Nation that is not physically 
occupied by a friendly land unit, nor may it cross all-sea hexsides 
or straits. The unit may not begin or end Strategic Movement in 
an EZOC. Friendly units do not negate EZOCs for purposes of 
Strategic Movement. 
Example: A unit in hex 1733 could Strategic Move by rail 
south through Germany, but could not Strategic Move into 
Copenhagen (hex 1732), as that would be crossing a strait 
hexside.
Units may only use Strategic Movement into enemy territory along 
a rail line up to the last friendly unit on or adjacent to that rail line; 
i.e., when using Strategic Movement by Rail into an unconquered 
enemy nation home country, the destination hex must be a rail hex 
that is friendly controlled and along a path between the moving 
unit and another friendly unit further away from the original hex 
(counting along adjacent, contiguous rail hexes).
Example: During Barbarossa, Russia is still unconquered and 
German units occupy Kiev (hex 2421), Rostov (hex 2714) and 
the rail hex south of Kharkov (hex 2516). Italy uses Strategic 
Movement by Rail to send a unit to hex 2515 south of Khar-
kov, as (1) hex 2516 is friendly-controlled and occupied; (2) 
the path does not cross any restricted hexes or hexsides; and 
(3) the path is along a rail line up to the last friendly unit on 
or adjacent to that rail line (i.e., the unit in hex 2516) even 
though some of the rail hexes may be USSR controlled.

15.1.2 Overseas Strategic Movement 
Additionally, Flak units and non-Fort, corps-sized land units may 
begin movement in a friendly supplied port and move over any 
number of sea hexes to another friendly supplied port to end its 
move there. It may move through multiple Sea Zones if not re-
stricted by 12.2.1 and 12.3.2 and ignore EZOCs in the start and 
end hex. For example, the British may use Strategic Movement to 
move an Infantry corps from London to Gibraltar, then to Malta, 
and finally to Alexandria by paying for one Strategic Move. The 
German player could not do this unless they control Gibraltar.

Important Note: A player is restricted to a number of naval 
strategic moves equal to the number of applicable friendly Sur-
face fleets (not Subs or Decoy units) currently in the zone, or in 
ports bordering the zone, in which that move begins, regardless 
of whether or not those Surface fleets were used for transport 
or Amphibious Invasion earlier in the turn (i.e., regardless of 
whether the Surface fleet is face-up or face-down).  Exception: 
Remember that no Surface fleet is required for one unit mov-
ing to/from the NATB and a friendly-controlled Suez or Basra 
(12.2.3) — but the MSP cost still applies.

Units moved via Strategic Movement are subject to Convoy In-
tercept when applicable and can be escorted if escorting Surface 
Fleets are declared prior to moving the unit(s). 

Example: The German player wants to use Overseas Strategic 
Movement to move his three corps in Genoa, Italy to Tobruk in 
Libya. There is currently one Italian Surface fleet in Rome and 
one in the Western Mediterranean Naval Box. In this case the 
German player could move two corps via Strategic Movement 
in this turn, not all three. In addition, the two corps would be 
subject to Convoy Intercept in both the Eastern Mediterranean 
and the Western Mediterranean.
Army-sized units, including Headquarters, may never move via 
Overseas Strategic Movement. The cost for transport is paid by the 
owner of the unit being moved, regardless of which Fleet provides 
the movement capability.
Note that the only requirement is that the fleets are Active and 
friendly; e.g. a Soviet Fleet could allow the transport of a Minor 
Nation ally of the UK.

15.1.3 Strategic Air Movement 
Strategic Air Movement may be used to move any air unit not in a 
Transfer box of an Air Front. Regardless of whether the air unit was 
already used this turn, simply spend the MSP cost and place the air 
unit in the desired Air Front Transfer Box. Flip it to its “revealed” 
side; it will flip back face-down (“hidden”) during the Final Mutual 
Phase (5.1: section IV), ready for use in the following turn.

16.0  Politics
16.1 Activation of a Minor Nation
A Minor Nation converts from a Neutral Minor Nation to an Active 
Minor Nation ally if:
a) A player successfully moves the Minor Nation’s Diplomatic 

marker one step beyond the highest favorable level on the 
track, through diplomacy. For example, if Bulgaria is at level 
G3 and the German player moves it successfully one more 
step. 

or
b) The Minor Nation is the target of a DoW by an enemy Active 

Major Power.
Alternatively, a Neutral Minor Nation may become an Active 
Controlled Minor Nation if Russia declares war on it while 
Russia is an Inactive Major Power (see 16.1.6).

16.1.1 Minor Nation Unit Placement
All units of most newly activated Active Minor Nation allies are 
placed immediately, in or adjacent to any city or cities within their 
borders, one unit per hex maximum. Some have limitations that are 
listed in 17.0. Be aware of the stacking, movement and cooperation 
restrictions of Minor Nation allies in section 12.7. Note that Iran 
and Iraq are treated as one for game purposes.

Note: Remember, ports and capitals are cities for all purposes!
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16.1.2 Minor Nation Surrender and Inactive Minor 
Nation Allies
A Minor Nation surrenders when, at the end of the Political Phase, 
enemy land units physically occupy its capital (if one) and all MSP 
locations. When this occurs, all remaining military forces of the 
conquered Minor Nation are removed from the map and placed 
in the Force Pool of its controlling Major Power (the controlling 
Major Power does not change upon conquest).  The Minor Nation 
control marker remains in the controlling Major Power’s Force 
Pool, but is now flipped over so that it no longer shows the “Ally” 
side. The Minor Nation is now an Inactive Minor Nation ally for all 
purposes. Its units and hexes remain associated with the controlling 
Major Power, but may not be used or built until the Minor Nation 
is liberated (16.1.3.1).
Alternatively, the controlling Major Power may declare war upon 
the Inactive Minor Nation ally at any time prior to entering a hex in 
the Inactive Minor Nation ally’s home country (a controlling Major 
Power cannot declare war upon an Active Minor Nation ally!). 
This declaration of war has no MSP cost and may be made at any 
time, even in the middle of movement. If a Major Power declares 
war upon an Inactive Minor Nation ally in its Force Pool (or in 
the Force Pool of another Major Power on its side), the controlling 
Major Power changes per 10.5. In addition, as the Minor Nation is 
now an active enemy aligned Minor Nation ally, all benefits of the 
capture of MSP locations also apply (9.1.3). All units are moved 
from the old controlling Major Power’s Force Pool to the new 
controlling Major Power’s Force Pool. They are available for this 
new controlling Major Power to build, but do not start on map. 

16.1.3 Minor Nation Liberation
During the Political Phase, a player may liberate any Inactive Minor 
Nation ally on their side that was conquered by the enemy in a 
previous player turn, by occupying its capital and all MSP loca-
tions. When this occurs, the conquered Minor Nation immediately 
becomes an Active Minor ally once again, except that no units are 
placed initially. They must be purchased normally or rebuilt through 
the free annual Minor Nation replacement corps. 

Exception: See below, German Minor Allies.

If a Minor Nation has an army but fewer than three corps, its army 
may be rebuilt by adding a Major Power corps.

16.1.3.1 German Minor Allies and Italy Special Rules
Units from Italy and German Minor Nation allies (hereafter, 
“German-aligned nations”) may not enter or move through any hex 
in Germany or in another unconquered German-aligned nation’s 
home country. However, units from these nations may always move 
through such hexes via Strategic Movement (15.0), provided they 
do not end their Strategic Movement within a restricted nation. 
Example: Italian units can enter any hex in Italy, France (a 
conquered enemy) or a hex that is controlled by Italy (e.g., 
Albania or an Active Minor Nation ally of Italy). However, it 
cannot enter or end a Strategic Move in a hex inside Germany, 
Hungary or Rumania.  Likewise, a Hungarian unit could 
Strategic Move through Rumania, but could not otherwise 
move through or end any type of move in Rumania…unless 
Rumania has been conquered by the Allies.

If the Allies conquer Hungary, Romania, Bulgaria or Finland, the 
corresponding Diplomacy marker is placed on the A3 position. 
The nation is still considered conquered, but Diplomacy may 
be used by the conquering Major Power (only) to make them an 
Active Allied Minor Nation ally; however, as with other liberated 
minors they do not mobilize their units, but must enter the game 
as per 16.1.3. The controlling Major Power is always the Major 
Power that conquered the Minor Nation (9.1.6). Be sure to check 
all individual rules for these nations in section 17.0.
Example: It is mid ‘44 and the Axis empire is crumbling. The 
USSR takes both MSP locations in Romania, thereby conquer-
ing them. All Romanian units are removed from the map and; 
instead of being placed back in the German Force Pool as an 
Inactive Minor Nation ally, are put aside. Romania’s diplomatic 
marker is placed on the Diplomacy Track on the A3 position, 
but the USSR maintains control over all hexes in Romania. 
Should the USSR align Romania via Diplomacy (i.e., move the 
marker one additional space in their favor), the Romanian units 
will get added to the Soviet Force Pool for them to build. No 
other changes will occur, but from that point on, Romania will 
be treated as an Active Minor Nation ally of the Soviet Union.

16.1.4 Minor Nation Reinforcements
Every Active Minor Nation Ally that is not currently conquered 
receives one corps, or step, per year during the Reinforcement 
Phase of the Strategic Phase in the Jan-Feb turn. If available, place 
a corps in a city of that Minor Ally or add a step to an in-supply, 
reduced army that is already on the map (the army does not need to 
be in its home nation to receive such a reinforcement and a corps 
does not need to be in the controlling Major Power’s Force Pool). 
An active allied Minor Nation’s corps may also be purchased by 
the controlling power, however they must trace a path via rail or 
port-to-port from a city or port in the player’s Major Power nation 
to a city or port in the Minor Nation. Expend the base level cost 
(no Technology) of the corps and place the unit normally, in a city 
of that Minor Nation.

16.1.5 Western Allied Belligerence 
If a Western Allied Major Power (UK, France, or US) declares war 
on (or becomes at war with due to another Major Power’s DoW) 
any one of the following nations, then ALL of the others currently 
Neutral on the list shift one towards the Axis. This is applied for 
each and every nation that is declared war upon.
 Belgium  Denmark Iraq / Iran
 Ireland  Luxembourg Netherlands
 Norway  Portugal  Spain
 Sweden
Example: If France declares war on Belgium, and Denmark’s 
and Ireland’s diplomacy markers are currently on A2, then 
they would be moved to the A1 space; and any of the other 
applicable diplomacy markers from the list would likewise 
shift. If France were to also have declared war on Netherlands 
this same player turn, then Denmark and Ireland would shift 
from A2 to N, for example.
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If a Western Allied Major Power declares war on (or becomes at 
war with due to another Major Power’s DoW) Italy before Italy 
is an Active Major Power (which would automatically place 
them at war with that nation), apply all the shifts listed above, 
then shift the diplomatic markers of all of the following nations 
(if Neutral) one step towards the Axis on the Diplomatic Track:
 Bulgaria Finland Hungary Norway
 Romania Spain Sweden

Note: This means Spain, Sweden and Norway will shift twice.

16.1.6 Soviet Belligerence 
If the USSR declares war on (or becomes at war with due to another 
Major Power’s DoW) any one of the following nations, then all of 
the other Minor Nations currently Neutral (i.e., not Active) on the 
following list shift one towards the Axis. This is applied for each 
and every nation that is declared war upon.
 Finland Germany Hungary Iraq / Iran 
 Poland Romania Sweden

16.1.6.1 Active Controlled Minor Nations 
If the USSR declares war on a Neutral Minor Nation per 17.13 
while an Inactive Major Power, the Minor Nation diplomatic 
marker remains on the Diplomatic Track, but is flipped to its “ally” 
side. If not already in the G3 box, it is moved there. It is now an 
Active Controlled Minor Nation. While on this box on its “ally” 
side, the following apply:
• The diplomacy marker may not be moved and will remain 

there until Germany and the USSR are at war (at which point 
it becomes a Minor Nation ally of Germany).

• No other Allied side Nation may declare war on the Minor 
Nation or enter the Minor Nation with military units.

• No Axis units may enter the Minor Nation without first 
declaring war on the USSR..

• Germany controls the military units of the Minor Nation, but 
German military units may not enter the Minor or attack the 
Soviet military units until Germany is at war with the USSR. 
Germany may spend MSPs to build the Active Controlled 
Minor Nation’s military units, but the Minor Nation’s military 
units are not added to the German Force Pool at this time.

• The USSR loses the five MSPs per Turn associated with any 
Annexation of territory that is part of the Active Controlled 
Minor Nation (e.g., if the USSR annexed Bessarabia and then 
declares war on Rumania, the Soviet player would lose the 
five MSPs per Turn associated with Bessarabia).

• The USSR can get MSPs per 9.1.3, but Germany does not add 
or subtract any MSP’s from either of their tracks at any time 
until the Minor Nation is a Minor Nation ally of Germany 
(even upon the Soviet DoW on the Minor Nation).

• For each MSP location conquered by the Soviets in the Minor 
Nation, the first time the Axis recaptures it, and only if prior 
to turn 31, the Germans may add the MSP value back to their 
Total MSP per Turn track (i.e., the Germans will not lose 
these MSPs permanently if they are able to recapture them 
by the end of 1942).

16.2 War with Germany
On Game Turn 1, Germany has the option to issue a free DoW on 
Poland. If they do so, Poland is treated as an Active Controlled 
Minor Nation per 16.1.6.1 with the UK as the controlling Major 
Power. E.g. place Poland’s Dip marker on the Ally side in the A3 
box of the Diplomacy track, then once UK and Germany are at war, 
move Poland’s marker to the UK force pool (turning it face-down 
if Poland has been conquered prior to the UK DoW). 
If they decline, Germany may spend 50 MSPs to issue a different 
DoW or issue a “free DoW” at the end of their turn against any 
nation, including Poland. The UK and French DOW on Germany 
comes in the Politics Phase of the Allied player turn. UK and 
France can spend 50 MSP if they want to DoW at the start of their 
first turn, instead. Per 16.1.6.1, the UK can build Polish units at 
the start of their turn, but only if they meet the requirements of 
building Minor Nation units (10.2.1).

17.0  Nation-Specific Rules
The following rules apply only to specific nations, in alphabetical 
order: 

17.1 Baltic States  
Dashed grey lines separating the individual countries have no 
effect on play. The Soviet player may annex the Baltic States on 
or after April-May 1940 (Turn 6), provided they are a Neutral 
Minor Nation. 
To do this, the Soviet player moves at least two corps (any type) 
into the Baltic States during his movement phase. Immediately 
after moving into the area, roll one d10 on the Soviet Annexation 
table for losses. The Baltic States are now considered an Inactive 
Minor Nation ally of Germany (16.1.2).
Any surviving Soviet unit(s) must remain there until Germany 
and the USSR are at war. Additional units may move in as well. 
Immediately add five to the Soviet MSP Per Turn track; the Soviet 
player will begin to receive them on the following turn. Also add 
five to the Total MSP per Turn track for controlling Riga (no 2x 
MSP is added for “capture”, however).
If the Baltic States were annexed by the USSR, treat them as a 
normal Inactive Minor Nation ally, including the ability of Ger-
many to Declare War prior to entering a hex in the Baltic States 
(10.5; 16.1.2). As with any DoW on an Inactive Minor Nation ally, 
the Dip control marker and Baltic States corps moves to the new 
controlling Major Power’s Force Pool (the USSR) and Germany 
will add the MSP for Riga as normal for a conquered enemy MSP 
location (9.1.3).
If Germany accepts the Baltic States as a Minor Nation ally, the 
Baltic States corps is placed in the German Force Pool when the 
Axis control both Riga and Tallin. The German player gets no 
MSP for Riga (9.1.3), but the unit may be built like any other al-
lied Minor Nation corps.
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17.2 Bulgaria 
If Bulgaria is activated as a Minor Nation ally, place two Bulgarian 
corps in or adjacent to Sofia, one per hex, on the turn it becomes 
an Active Minor Nation Ally. Its army is placed in the controlling 
Major Power’s Force Pool.
To build the Bulgarian army to full strength in one turn, the con-
trolling Major Power must use one of its own Infantry corps (there 
are only two Bulgarian corps). 
If an Axis Minor Nation ally, Germany may not have more than 
one army or headquarters unit in Bulgaria until they are at war with 
the USSR (corps are not limited), and see 16.1.3.1 for restrictions 
on Axis Minor Nation ally movement.

17.3 Commonwealth Nations   
Commonwealth Nations include the UK, Canada, New Zealand, 
Australia, India and South Africa. These units perform in all ways 
as UK (British) corps with a few special rules.
• AUS, NZ, IND and SA units are always placed in the NATB 

when purchased.
• CAN units are always placed in the USA & Canada box when 

purchased.
• The Canadian Army can be formed with all three CAN 

corps, or two CAN corps and one from any other CW nation 
(including the Free Poles); see Unit Cost Chart for specifics.

17.4 Finland 
Finland is adjacent to Sweden and Norway even though it does 
not appear that way on the map and should be considered as such 
for Diplomacy purposes.
The Soviet player has the opportunity to conduct a limited war 
with Finland on or after Nov-Dec 1939; Turn 3 if Finland is still 
a Minor Neutral Nation. Move Finland’s Diplomacy Marker one 
step in favor of Germany if this war is conducted.
To do this, the Soviet player moves two corps (any type) into the 
marked spaces at the Finland-Soviet border. Roll one d10 on the 
Soviet Annexation table for losses. 
Any surviving Soviet unit(s) must remain there until Finland enters 
the game as an Axis Minor Nation ally. Immediately add five to the 
Soviet MSP Per Turn track; the Soviet player will begin to receive 
them on the following turn.
In the Organization Phase of the turn immediately following an 
attack by Germany on the USSR, move the Finnish Diplomatic 
marker one step in favor of Germany. If Finland becomes an Axis 
Minor Nation ally due to this, see 16.1.3.1 for restrictions on their 
movement of units.
If Finland becomes an Active Minor Nation ally, add its total MSP 
level to the owning player’s MSP Per Turn track immediately and 
place four Finnish corps in or adjacent to Helsinki, one per hex. 
The Fighter is placed in the East Air Box and its army is placed in 
the controlling Major Power’s Force Pool.

17.5 France 
The three Forts placed at start on the Franco-German border are 
considered the Maginot Line. If any of these units are eliminated 
in combat, they are removed from the game permanently and are 
not returned to the French Force Pool. France starts the game as 
an Active Major Power on the Allied side—place its Diplomatic 
marker in its own Force Pool—it is not “aligned” to any other 
Major Power at this time. 

Note: The French fleet may not end a turn in the port of 
another Major Power.

When Paris is first captured by the Axis player(s), the German 
player has a choice to either:
• Immediately create Vichy France 

or
• Fight on, attempting to capture all of France.
17.5.1 Creation of Vichy France 
If the choice is to create Vichy France:
• The French Diplomacy marker is placed in the G1 space (this 

now represents Vichy France).
• Vichy France is that part of the French home country 

encompassed by the Vichy partition line, including Marseille, 
and all of the French Possessions (Morocco, Algeria, Tunisia 
and Syria). France is now considered to have Collapsed 
(10.1.1.1) After resolving any evacuations (10.1.1.1), all 
other French controlled hexes not occupied by units at war 
with the Axis revert to any original controlling Axis nation 
(if any) or are considered German controlled hexes. MSP 
locations follow 9.1.3.1, including first time capture if so.

• The German player receives no per-turn MSP for Marseille, 
Beirut, Tunis or Algiers. They may have received the MSP 
points for capturing the cities prior to taking Paris; if so these 
points are not subtracted from their Total Current MSP Level, 
but are subtracted from the Total MSP per Turn track if they 
were added previously for capture.

• France still exists as a Major Power—now “Free France”—
but is no longer a player nation and its Base MSP Income, 
Total MSP per Turn and Total Current MSP Level are all set 
to zero. Move any Inactive or Active Minor Nation allies in 
the French Force Pool to the UK Force Pool (maintain their 
facing and adding any MSP values associated with Active 
Minor Nation allies to the UK Total MSP per Turn track). 
Any Free French units (17.5.5) are controlled by the USA 
player. MSP hexes in the French home country outside of 
Vichy are subject to recapture by Allies (9.1.3) and do not 
generate any MSP benefits for the player recapturing the hex. 
However, add the MSP value of the hex to France’s Total MSP 
per Turn track. France will accumulate these MSP and these 
MSP may be used to build French military units once France 
is liberated (see below). MSP locations taken by the allies in 
Vichy France add the 2x MSP benefit upon capture, but it is 
the French Total MSP per Turn track which is increased by 
the MSP value of the hex.

• Three French Infantry corps are placed by the German 
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player in one or more of Vichy France, French North Africa 
(Morocco, Algeria or Tunisia) or Beirut. These units are 
considered to belong to a Neutral Minor Nation; they cannot 
move unless Active and must always end their movement 
in a Vichy French home country (3.3) if controlled by the 
Axis.

• Any Axis units that are in the Vichy area when it is declared 
are immediately moved to the closest hex outside the border 
of Vichy France. If two are an equal distance, then it is up to 
the owning player which to move to (though see Collapse; 
10.1.1).

• France is liberated immediately after the Allies capture three 
cities within mainland France (including those within Vichy).

• Free French units are received by the Allies according to the 
Reinforcement Schedule (see Scenarios).

• Vichy France areas may be used as a German basis of 
adjacency for Diplomacy purposes per 10.4.1.

• Vichy France is thereafter treated as a Neutral Minor 
Nation. All other French (not Free French) military units are 
removed from the map (however, see 10.1.1.2) until France 
is Liberated (17.5.4). If Vichy is attacked by the Allies, the 
three Vichy Corps from the Vichy force pool may be rebuilt by 
their controlling Major Power. If the Allies did not evacuate 
France (10.1.1.2), the Vichy force pool size is seven corps. 
If built, they appear in Lyon or Marseille.

17.5.2 Complete Conquest of France
France is completely conquered if the following three cities are 
taken by the Axis: Paris, Marseille and Algiers. If this happens: 
• Follow hex control changes per 17.5.1, bullet 2. Germany 

receives all per-Turn MSPs for MSP locations inside France 
while it is conquered, including those for Marseille.

• The French Diplomacy marker is placed in the A1 space (this 
now represents any unconquered French Possessions; e.g., 
Syria, Morocco, etc, which revert to being a Neutral Minor 
Nation upon the complete conquest of France; see 17.16). 
All French (not Free French) military units are removed from 
the map until France is Liberated (17.5.4).

•  France still exists as a Major Power—now “Free France”— 
but is no longer a player nation and its Base MSP Income, 
Total MSP per Turn and Total Current MSP Level are all set 
to zero. Move any Inactive or Active Minor Nation allies in 
the French Force Pool to the UK Force Pool (maintain their 
facing and adding any MSP values associated with Active 
Minor Nation allies to the UK Total MSP per Turn track). 
The USA player controls any Free French units (17.5.5).

• The Allies immediately receive one Free French Infantry 
corps that would normally have appeared on Turn 41. Place 
it in the UK.

•  France is liberated immediately after the Allies capture any 
one city in mainland France. Remember, ports and Paris are 
cities.

17.5.3 French Deficit Spending
If France is in deficit spending, that is, if its MSP total is in negative 
numbers when it falls, through the creation of Vichy or complete 
capture, that amount is immediately removed from the Total Cur-
rent MSP level of the UK.

17.5.4 Liberation of France
If the Allies liberate France, it becomes an Active Minor Nation ally 
of the USA (or the UK if the USA is not yet an Active Major Power) 
and is no longer a Major Power player nation—place its Diplomatic 
Marker in its new controlling Major Power’s Force Pool. Vichy, if 
still around, ceases to exist and all Vichy French hexes and units 
become French. If France was completely conquered prior to this 
liberation, any Neutral Minor Nation Possessions (17.5.2; 17.16) 
become Active Possessions of France again (i.e., controlled by the 
Allied side). If France has any MSPs, they may buy units as if it 
were a player nation again, however there are two distinctions; it 
may now stack freely with units of its controlling Major Power 
and it may not make diplomatic moves of its own.
After liberation, and unlike other Minor Nation allies, when a MSP 
location in the French home country is recaptured, treat the hex as 
if it was recaptured in a French Major Power home country; i.e., 
no addition to any player’s Total Current MSP Level, but add the 
MSP value to the French Total MSP per Turn track.

17.5.5 Free French Units
While France is not liberated, the green Free French units are built 
by the US and appear in either the UK or a French mainland city (if 
any are liberated). Once France is liberated, the FF units become 
French units and are built solely by France (though still controlled 
by the US, as liberated France is a Minor Nation ally of the US). 
If France has not been conquered by Turn 22 (Jan-Feb 1942), all 
Free French (FF) are immediately added to the French Force Pool. 
Even though they are in US colors, they are now considered French 
units for all purposes until France is conquered or Vichy is created.

17.6 Hungary 
If Hungary is activated as a Minor Nation, place two Hungarian 
corps in or adjacent to Budapest, one per hex, on the turn it be-
comes an Active Minor Nation Ally. Its armies are placed in the 
controlling Major Power’s Force Pool. 
To build a Hungarian army to full strength in one turn, the control-
ling Major Power must add one of its own Infantry corps (there 
are only two Hungarian corps). 
If an active Axis Active Minor Nation ally to Germany, there may 
not be more than one German army OR headquarters unit in Hun-
gary until they are at war with the USSR (corps are not limited) and 
see 16.1.3.1 for restrictions on Axis Minor Nation ally movement.

17.7 Italy 
Italy is a Major Power and may be a player nation, but unlike other 
Major Powers it has a spot on the Diplomatic Track. Italy begin the 
game as an Inactive Major Power and may join either the Axis or 
Allied side (or neither), depending on how the game progresses. 
When Italy becomes an Active Major Power, place its Diplomatic 
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marker in its Force Pool… it is not “aligned” to any other Major 
Power (exception: Italian collapse, below).
Until Italy becomes an Active Major Power, it functions like a 
normal player nation controlled by the Axis with the following 
exceptions:
• It may only move units across the Mediterranean by Strategic 

Movement at the normal cost of 5 MSP per unit;
• It may not declare war;
• It may only build armies up to full-strength within Italy;
It may purchase and move units, and may build two-step armies 
and full-strength HQs inside or outside of Italy.
In the Axis Political Phase immediately following when Paris is 
first Axis controlled, if Italy is not already an Active Major Power, 
move its diplomatic marker one space in Germany’s direction. If 
it was on the G3 space, it immediately becomes an Axis Active 
Major Power.
See 16.1.3.1 for restrictions on Italian movement into Germany 
and other Axis Minor Nation ally home countries.

17.7.1 Italian Collapse
If the Allies physically occupy two MSP locations in Italy’s home 
country, Italy collapses. If Italy was made an Active Major Power 
due to a DoW on it, one of these MSP locations must be Rome.

17.7.1.2 Italian Collapse Effects
All Italian units on the map are immediately returned to Italy’s 
Force Pool and remove all its MSP markers—they are no longer 
used. If Italy had a Total Current MSP Level > zero, add that value 
to the conquering Major Power’s Total Current MSP Level.. If the 
PzA army is on the map, remove it and replace it with a single Ger-
man Infantry corps—the PzA army may never be reformed until 
Italy is liberated by Germany. Italy is from that point on an Active 
Minor Ally of the USA, or the UK if there are no USA troops in 
Italy when it collapses. Place the Italian Diplomatic marker in the 
corresponding Force Pool, along with all Italian units and any 
Minor Nation allies that were in the Italian Force Pool (units and 
Diplomacy markers). These Minor Nations now become Minor 
Nation allies of the new controlling Major Power (if the Minor 
Nation is Active, the new controlling Major Power also gains their 
per-Turn MSP Income from any MSP locations; if Inactive, the 
controlling Major Power may liberate them immediately). Italy 
receives the normal Minor Nation annual reinforcement corps 
(16.1.4), plus any that its controlling Major Power purchases 
normally. All hexes controlled by Italy and not in an uncontested 
Axis ZOC, remain controlled by Italy and are now Allied controlled 
hexes. Hexes occupied by Axis units or in their uncontested ZOC 
revert to control of those units (German player choice if multiple).
Once Italy is a Minor Nation, it follows all rules associated with 
Minor Nations (16.0).

17.7.2 German Assistance to Italy
The German player may lend aid to Italy in the form of MSP. On 
each turn during the Strategic Phase, the German player may send 
up to 5 MSP to Italy. Simply remove this amount from the Ger-
man Total Current MSP Level track and add it to the Italian Total 
Current MSP Level track.

17.7.3 Expanded Italian Militarism
At any time after Italy is made an Axis Active Major Power, the 
German player may expend 50 MSP for Expanded Italian Mili-
tarism. Immediately add the following units to the Italian Force 
Pool: one Surface fleet (2nd), one Bomber unit, one Tank corps 
(II), one Tank army (1A),
Once in the Italian Force Pool, the Italian player may purchase 
these units normally.

17.7.4 Italy as an Allied Major Power
If Italy joins the game as an Allied Major Power, only the Axis can 
cause Italian collapse; 17.7.2 and 17.7.3 require US MSPs [only 
once US is Active]; and if Italy does collapse it becomes an Inac-
tive Minor Nation ally of the US (or UK, if the US is not Active).

17.8 Luxembourg 
There are no ground units or a Diplomacy marker for Luxembourg. 
However, to move through the hex, a DoW must be issued normally.

17.9 Netherlands, Luxembourg and Belgium
If any of the Netherlands, Luxembourg or Belgium is the target of 
a DoW by the German player, then the UK, France, and the other 
two are immediately considered at war with the Axis as well. There 
is no additional DoW cost for the other two nations.

17.10 Norway and Sweden   
Subtract ten (10) MSP from the German MSP Per Turn track (rep-
resenting the loss of Swedish iron ore) for each game turn that at 
least one of Norway or Sweden starts the turn as:
• an Active Minor Nation ally on the Allied side; or
• an Inactive Minor Nation ally on the Axis side.

17.11 Poland 
At the start of the game, the UK player sets up all Polish units accord-
ing to the regular setup rules (16.1.1), except that they must all be 
setup in Western Poland (i.e., West of the Nazi-Soviet partition line 
– Eastern Poland is the portion East of the partition line). Germany 
may declare war on Poland at the beginning of the game, during the 
Strategic Phase of Turn 1 at no MSP cost. In this instance, Poland is 
under the control of the UK and all Polish units remain where they 
are. If Germany does not exercise their free first turn DoW on Poland, 
remove all the Polish units from the map until they are declared war 
upon later. In such a situation, they can setup anywhere inside Poland 
per the regular setup rules.
If Poland is conquered via this free DoW, all German units must be 
immediately moved West of the Nazi-Soviet Pact line, and the area 
in Poland East of this line becomes part of the USSR home country.
Additionally, the Danzig Corridor (hexes 1928, 2029) permanently 
becomes part of the German home country for all purposes.
If the free first turn DoW is not exercised by the German player, 
the Nazi-Soviet pact line and Danzig Corridor cease to have any 
game effect.  
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17.11.1 Poland as Soviet Ally
If the German player uses his free DoW to declare war on Poland 
but does not capture Warsaw by the end of Nov-Dec 1939 (Turn 
3), Eastern Poland immediately becomes part of the USSR as if 
Germany had conquered Poland. Any German units in that area 
are immediately moved to the closest hex in Germany (German 
player choice—subject to stacking limits).
If Poland becomes an ally of the USSR through diplomacy, place 
all Polish corps normally and the Polish air unit in the East Air 
Box. The Polish army is placed in the Soviet Force Pool.

17.12 Romania 
The Soviet player has the opportunity to annex Bessarabia from 
Romania on or after Aug-Sept 1940; Turn 10 if Romania is still a 
Neutral Minor Nation.
To do this, the Soviet player moves two corps (any type) into any 
of the marked spaces at the Romania-Soviet border. Roll d10 on 
the Soviet Annexation table for losses. 
Any surviving Soviet unit(s) must remain there until Germany 
and the USSR are at war. Immediately add five to the Soviet MSP 
Per Turn track; the Soviet player will begin to receive them on the 
following turn. Move the Romanian Diplomacy marker one space 
towards Axis (German).
When first activated as an Active Minor Nation ally, place all of 
Romania’s units (including their armies) in or adjacent to one or 
more home country cities. If an Axis Active Minor Nation ally, 
Germany may not have more than one army OR headquarters unit 
in Romania until they are at war with the USSR (corps are not 
limited), and see 16.1.3.1 for restrictions on Axis Minor Nation 
ally movement.

17.13 The USSR 
The USSR is a Major Power and a player nation. However, it 
does not begin the game at war. It also starts the game with Soviet 
Factories which act as MSP locations; see 9.1.10.
It may purchase and move units within its boundaries and according 
to the following rules. An Inactive USSR is free to declare war on 
any Active Axis or Axis Minor Nation ally it wishes according to 
the DoW rules (yes, even Germany!), which then places the USSR 
at war with Germany (making the USSR an Active Major Power). 
Once Active, they follow the normal diplomacy rules (10.4; 10.5). 
The USSR cannot conduct any other diplomacy actions or DoWs 
until it is at war with Germany, with the following exceptions: 
• Poland: Only if not already conquered by Germany after the 

Nov-Dec, 1939 (turn 3)
• Finland: Only if the limited war (17.4) was not played, and 

only after Germany makes any attempt at diplomacy with 
Finland.

• Romania, Hungary: Only after the Nov-Dec 1939 turn.
Note: A Declaration of War by an Inactive USSR while the 
above Minor Nations are Neutral Minor Nations is resolved 
per 16.1.6.  

If the Soviet player conducts diplomacy attempts with any of the 
above nations, then the German player is able to respond likewise 
during his subsequent turns and does not have to meet the other 
normal requirements of diplomatic attempts.
If the German player uses his first turn free DoW against Poland, by 
the end of 1939 (Turn 3) the USSR must have seven steps minimum 
located within Eastern Poland and they must remain there until 
Germany and the USSR are at war. If the USSR does not meet this 
requirement, then a number of steps are removed from the map by 
the Soviet player to equal the difference between the number that 
are within in Eastern Poland and seven; corps units to the Force 
Pool, armies to the Turn Record Track. 
Soviet units are not subject to the supply restrictions of Snow 
weather.
The USSR has certain annexation options that may be executed on, 
or after, particular turns; these are noted on the Turn Record Track 
and include Finland, the Baltic States and Bessarabia (Romania). 
See the appropriate section in 17.0.
The USSR has additional restrictions until it is at war with Ger-
many, as follows:
• It may only build two-step, reduced armies, however it may 

build full-strength HQs if available in its Force Pool.
• It may not purchase any new Technology.
17.13.1 Soviet Emergency Mobilization
In the Political Phase, at the end of the Allied player turn after any 
German unit enters a hex in a Soviet-controlled Eastern Poland or 
the USSR (based on 1939 setup borders) after a German DoW, or 
a hex of the USSR after a Soviet DoW, place up to nine Infantry 
corps in any non-German controlled city hexes in the USSR, one 
per hex. Remember, ports and Moscow are city hexes. Historically, 
this was on the June-July 1941 turn (turn 17).

17.13.2 Russian Winter / Siberian Reserves
On the first two snow turns after Germany and the USSR are 
at war (but not before turn 12), the USSR player receives a +1 
Combat Strength modifier per combat on attack and defense. In 
addition, the Axis player receives no Tech Level bonuses for land 
or air units (including range) when attacking a hex in the USSR 
during these turns.

Place the Russian Winter marker on the applicable turn 
as a reminder after both conditions have been met. 
Historically, these were the Nov-Dec ’41 and Jan-Feb 

’42 turns (turns 21 and 22).
Additionally, on the Nov/Dec 1941 turn (turn 21), the Soviet player 
places nineteen 1-3 Infantry corps units in the Siberian Reserves 
box, or as many as are available in the Soviet Force Pool during 
the Reinforcement Phase if fewer than nineteen. These represent 
the Siberian reserves released by Stalin. On this turn, and each 
turn thereafter until they are all received, the Soviet player rolls 
one d10 during the Allied Organization Phase and places half this 
number of Soviet corps from the Reserves, rounded up, follow-
ing the normal rules of receiving and placing units. If corps are 
needed due to combat losses and are not available in the Soviet 
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Force Pool, but are available from the Reserves, they may be taken 
from these units. 
Example: During the Organization Phase the Soviet player 
rolls a 7. They may place four corps from the reserves in ad-
dition to any purchased units, as long as they are available.
Perform this each turn until all of the reserve corps have either been 
placed, or used to replace armies for combat losses.

17.13.3 Soviet Collapse
If Moscow and two additional Victory locations within the USSR 
are captured by the Axis, the Soviet player checks for collapse at 
the beginning of every friendly Organization Phase until Moscow 
is recaptured or collapse occurs. The Soviets begin with nine Vic-
tory locations within the USSR (20.0). 

Procedure: 
• Roll one d10. If the result is higher than the total number of 

Victory locations that the Soviet player still controls (inside 
and outside of the USSR), Collapse occurs. There is no effect 
otherwise.

17.13.4 Soviet Collapse Effects
If the Soviets are not in deficit, the German player takes the number 
of MSP on the USSR Total Current MSP Level track, adding it 
to his and moving the Soviet’s back to zero. The Soviet per Turn 
Record Track is adjusted to the number of MSP locations he cur-
rently occupies, including Factories. Remove all Soviet Partisan 
markers from the map and Turn Record Track and return them to 
the Soviet Force Pool (or place them off-map if they have yet to 
enter via the Reinforcement Schedule listed in the Scenario).
The USSR is considered Neutral for a period of four turns. Place 
a Soviet Partisan unit on the Turn Record Track at the current 
game turn + 4 to reflect this; at the end of the four turns, place the 
Partisan unit back into the Soviet Force Pool (if Collapse occurred 
after the Partisan was scheduled to appear).
Example: If Collapse occurs on turn 37, place the Partisan 
on the turn 41 space.
During this time, the Soviet player may not move any units into 
German ZOCs, and vice versa (i.e., opposing, but not enemy, 
ZOC). Units that began the neutral period in this situation may 
remain in their position, but if they move out of the opposing ZOC, 
they may not move back until after the four-turn neutrality period. 
Movement outside of opposing ZOCs and placement of new units 
are not restricted.
The Soviet player may buy and build units normally as long as he 
holds a friendly city in the USSR to place them in. At the begin-
ning of the USSR player turn at the end of the neutrality period, 
Germany and the USSR are again considered At War. Collapse can 
only occur once in a given game.
If any Soviet-allied Major or Minor nation’s units enter the USSR 
during the neutrality period, this period immediately ends and the 
USSR and Germany are at war.
Example: During the Soviet Organization Phase of Turn 25, 
the Soviet player notes that he has lost Moscow and three 
other Victory locations. This leaves him controlling five Vic-

tory locations within the USSR (and none outside the USSR). 
He rolls a ‘6’, resulting in Collapse. The Germans take all of 
the USSR Current MSP, dropping the Soviet Current MSP to 
zero, then the Soviet MSP per turn is recalculated based on the 
number of MSP locations currently Soviet controlled. Lastly, 
the one active Soviet Partisan is removed from the map and 
the two Partisans scheduled for turns 28 and 37 are placed 
off-map. One of these Partisans is then placed on turn 29. At 
the beginning of the USSR player turn of turn 29, the Soviet 
Union and Germany will again be considered At War.

17.13.5 Murmansk Convoy
This works somewhat like the Lend-Lease program, but the Ger-
man player has an impact on its success.
Beginning on September-October 1941 (turn 20), the UK may 
begin giving aid to the USSR in the form of MSP after Germany 
and USSR are at war. The UK may attempt up to 10 MSP per turn 
during the Strategic Phase of each turn (or up to their Total Cur-
rent MSP Level if less than ten). When the USA enters the game 
as an Active Major Power, it may immediately begin attempting 
an additional 20 MSP in the same manner. However, if and when 
Basra (Iraq/Iran) is controlled by Axis forces, the USA maximum 
contribution is reduced to 10 MSP. 

Procedure (only once per turn, regardless of whether the 
UK and/or USA send MSPs):
• Immediately remove the number of MSP attempted from the 

UK or USA Total Current MSP Level track. If no German 
Submarines are in the North Sea, skip to last bullet.

• Refer to the Murmansk Convoy Table to see how many of 
the MSP will reach their goal, resolved per the following. 

• Subtract the number of Allied surface fleets from the number 
of Axis Sub fleets in the North Sea (only) to find the column 
to use. 

• Roll one d10 on the appropriate column of the Murmansk 
Convoy Table. Subtract the amount shown in the result from 
the amount the UK or USA attempted to send.

• Add this result to the USSR Total Current MSP Level track.
Example: The UK attempts to forward 10 MSP to the Sovi-
ets. He places three surface fleets into the North Sea naval 
box, while the German player adds three Sub Fleets. After 
the naval battle, there are two surface fleets and three Sub 
Fleets left in the box. Using the “1” column for the Murmansk 
Convoy attempt (3 subs – 2 fleets = 1), the UK player rolls a 
6; a “–2” result. The Soviet player adds 8 MSP to his Total 
Current MSP Level track. 

17.13.6 The Soviet Fleet
The Soviet fleet (and Decoys, if available) may be placed 
in any friendly port(s) adjacent to either the Black Sea 
or the Baltic Sea during the Final Mutual Phase each 

turn.  If more than one unit to place, they can be placed in different 
ports if desired. If they are ever based outside the Baltic Sea or 
Black Sea (e.g., if Turkey becomes Allied), they function like 
regular naval units in all regards until they are again based in a 
port adjacent to one of the above Seas.
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17.13.7 Soviet Annexations
If the Soviet player conducts Annexations of territory in Finland, 
Poland, and/or Bessarabia, then those territories are considered a 
permanent part of the USSR for the remainder of the game (excep-
tion: Partisan placement). Gains to the Soviet Total per Turn MSP 
track due to annexations (exception: Riga control) are permanent.

17.14 The UK 
If London falls, the UK player checks for collapse at the beginning 
of every friendly Organization Phase until London is recaptured 
or collapse occurs. 
Procedure: 
• Roll one d10. If the result is higher than the number of Victory 

locations that the UK player still controls, Collapse occurs. 
There is no effect otherwise.

17.14.1 UK Collapse Effects
If the UK is not in deficit, the German player takes the number of 
MSP on the UK Total Current MSP Level track, adding it to his and 
moving the UK’s back to zero. The UK per-turn track is adjusted to 
the number of MSP locations they currently occupy. Remove all UK 
Partisan markers from the map and Turn Record Track and return 
them to the UK Force Pool (or place them off-map if they have yet 
to enter via the Reinforcement Schedule listed in the Scenario).
The UK is considered Neutral for a period of four turns. Place a 
UK Partisan unit on the Turn Record Track at the current game 
turn + 4 to reflect this; at the end of the four turns, place the UK 
Partisan back into the UK Force Pool (if Collapse occurred after 
the Partisan was scheduled to appear).
Example: If Collapse occurs on turn 37, place the Partisan 
on the turn 41 space. 
During this time, the UK player may not move any units into Ger-
man ZOCs, and vice versa (i.e., opposing, but not enemy, ZOC). 
Units that began the neutral period in this situation may remain 
in their position, but if they move out of the opposing ZOC, they 
may not move back until after the four-turn neutrality period. 
Movement outside of opposing ZOCs and placement of new units 
are not restricted.
The UK player may buy and build units normally as long as he 
holds a friendly city in the UK to place them in. CW units may be 
purchased and placed in the Canada box or the NATB if applicable. 
At the beginning of the UK player turn at the end of the neutrality 
period, Germany and the UK are again considered At War. Collapse 
can only occur once in a given game.
If any UK-Allied nation enters the UK during the neutrality period, 
this period immediately ends and the UK and Germany are at war.

17.14.2 UK Declaration of War
If the UK declares are upon any of the following nations, see 16.1.5 
for the associative effect on the Diplomatic status of other nations:
 Belgium  Bulgaria  Denmark
 Finland  Hungary  Iraq / Iran
 Ireland  Italy  Luxembourg
 Netherlands  Norway  Portugal
 Romania  Spain  Sweden

17.15 The USA 
The USA enters the game on March-April 1942 (Turn 23) as an 
Active Allied Major Power. No player may ever declare war upon 
the USA. When they first become Active, place all USA at-start 
units into the USA Force Pool and mark the Total Current MSP 
Level at 240 MSP, minus the amount they have given to the UK 
in the form of Lend-Lease (see below). The USA may always use 
UK cities and controlled cities as air bases and vice versa.
The USA player may begin purchasing units normally; all military 
units are placed in the USA & Canada box (yes, even air units!) 
and must be shipped via Naval Transport or Overseas Strategic 
Movement from there. This is an exception to the normal place-
ment of Air units directly into their Front box; the USA player 
must transport his air units from the USA/Canada Box to a Front 
Box via Strategic Air Movement (15.1) before they can be used.

17.15.1 USA Lend-Lease
Beginning on March-April 1941 (turn 14), the USA may begin 
giving aid to the UK in the form of MSP. Up to 10 MSP per turn 
may be given to the UK during the Strategic Phase of each turn.
Immediately add this total to the UK Total Current MSP Level 
track. Also, using the markers for US Total Current MSP Level, 
track the cumulative total of MSP the US has given to the UK. 
When the USA becomes an Active Major Power, subtract the total 
amount given to the UK thus far from the USA’s initial MSP total 
(i.e., 240). From this point on, the amount given to the UK through 
Lend-Lease is simply removed from the USA Total Current MSP 
Level. At this time, the USA may also provide Murmansk Convoy 
funding to the USSR; see 17.13.5.

17.16 Unarmed Minor Nations
For game purposes, nations that have no military units, no diplo-
matic marker and a Major Power name associated with their name 
on the map are called “Possessions” (e.g., Albania, Sardinia, Libya 
and the island of Rhodes are associated with Italy, and Gibraltar, 
Malta, Egypt, etc. are associated with the UK). The listed Major 
Power controls all hexes in a Possession at the start of the game.
Syria, Morocco, Algeria and Tunisia are French Possessions and 
if Vichy is created, are considered part of Vichy territory. Any 
French Possession with Axis units occupying all MSP locations in 
the Possession’s home country when France (proper) is completely 
conquered (17.5.2) becomes conquered by the Axis nation with 
the most units in the protectorate’s home country (German choice 
if tied). Any French Possessions that are not conquered become 
a single Neutral Minor Nation (tracked by the French Diplomatic 
marker; this includes Morocco as it does not have a MSP location). 
Any units belonging to the either side in these now Neutral Minor 
Nations are moved to the closest friendly-controlled hex where 
they can legally stack (owner’s choice).
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18.0  Special Rules
18.1 Soviet Partisans

Soviet Partisans are received according to the Reinforce-
ment Schedule (see Scenarios). During a player turn, 
the Soviet player may roll for Partisan activation during 

the Organization Phase. See the Partisan Placement Table. Only 
one attempt may be made in a single player turn and they may only 
be placed inside USSR proper (not in annexed areas).

Procedure:
• Choose a Target Hex for placement. Pay 5 MSP for the 

attempt then roll on the Soviet Partisan Table, choosing the 
correct column based on how many enemy units are adjacent 
to the Target Hex.

• If successful, pay an additional 15 MSP and place the Partisan 
unit in the Target Hex inside the USSR. 

Only one Partisan may stack in a hex, though they stack for free. 
A Partisan cannot move or attack and defends with a strength of 
one. A Partisan does not have a ZOC, but does control its own 
hex; as such, a Partisan does block supply through its hex but not 
in adjacent hexes. If attacked, it acts as any other Infantry corps 
except that it may not retreat and terrain modifiers never apply. 
Partisans cannot provide a flanking bonus.

18.2 Western Allied Partisans
Western Allied Partisans are placed exactly like the So-
viet Partisans except they are rolled for during the UK 
player turn. The Target Hex must be in the home country 

of an Inactive Minor Nation ally in the UK or French Force Pool, 
or in France’s home country (if France has been conquered). If Vichy 
was installed and is not an Axis Active Minor Nation ally, Allied 
Partisans may not be placed inside Vichy France. Allied Partisans 
function in all ways like their Soviet counterparts.   

18.3 German and Soviet Static Corps
Each German and Soviet Infantry corps has, 
on its reverse, a Static corps side.

One corps per player turn may be flipped to its Static corps side. 
Its combat strength increases to two, but it can only move via 
Naval Transport (12.2) or Strategic Movement—by Rail or Over-
seas (15.1). It is prohibited from all other movement, including 
Amphibious Invasions, Amphibious Retreats and Advance after 
Combat. Once flipped, it remains as a Static corps until returned 
to the Force Pool (voluntarily or otherwise)..
Static corps are considered an Infantry corps, and may be used to 
form a Fort, army or HQ if stacked with the appropriate other corps. 
In all other ways, including stacking, it performs as an Infantry 
corps except that only one static corps may be present in a single 
hex and it may never retreat.

18.4 Forts
Forts are units that can be either formed by combining 
two Infantry corps stacked together during your Orga-
nization Phase (return the corps to your Force Pool and 

replace them with a Fort unit in the same hex), or by purchasing 
with MSPs. If purchased, place it in one of the following (max 1 
per hex):
• Any friendly capital, city or port hex; or
• Any hex that contains a unit of the Major Power (not a Minor 

Nation ally unit).
Note: The USA should not have any Fort markers. The ones 
included in the counter mix are not be available for the USA 
player to build.

Forts count as one corps equivalent for stacking purposes, do not 
contribute any combat strength on attacks and if alone in a hex 
do not provide a flanking bonus. Once placed, a Fort may never 
move by any means (though they can be voluntarily eliminated 
by the owning player).
A Fort in a hex has the following effects:
• Forts replace the Movement cost of the terrain in the hex with 

that listed under the Fort row on the TEC (12.1). In defense, 
the Fort adds +2 to the defense of the hex, cumulative with 
the other terrain in the hex. This applies even if the Fort is 
alone in the hex (i.e. the defensive strength of an unoccupied 
Fort hex is two + the other terrain modifier in the hex). This 
strength cannot be used to attack. 

• In addition, the Fort doubles the combat strength of any one 
unit it is stacked while defending only. 

• A single corps stacked with a Fort can use Technology 
bonuses as if it were an Army while defending—not if 
attacking.

• A Fort cannot retreat and if forced to retreat for any reason, 
it is eliminated.

Example: On the French Maginot Line, there is a Tank corps 
with a 2-6 strength stacked with a French Fort unit. The French 
begin the game with Tech level 1 in Armor. The defense strength 
of the hex would be nine: the tank is doubled to four, the Fort 
provides two, the Mountain terrain provides two, and the Armor 
Tech level adds one. If the units in the hex were to conduct an 
attack however, its strength would be just two for the tank corps.
A Fort may take losses in combat. The first loss replaces the Fort 
with a single Infantry corps from the same Major Power as the 
Fort (place the Fort on the Turn Record Track as indicated on the 
Unit Cost Chart – 2 turns).
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18.5 Major Power Cooperation
The following rules govern cooperation between certain Major 
Powers; these limits only apply at the end of the Movement Phase.
• Only the British BEF army or one British corps (but not both) 

may stack with any French military unit(s).
• Soviet military units may not stack with units of any other 

Major Power.
• All other stacking between Major Powers on the same side 

is permitted.
Other than the above, there are no restrictions; e.g., occupation of 
each other empty hexes is allowed, shared HQs for supply, and 
Strategic Naval Movement, which does not require actual stacking, 
etc. See also 18.6, below, for air unit effects.

18.6 Air Units Cooperating in Ground Combat
To commit a Fighter or Bomber unit as Ground Support to a combat 
hex (13.2.2), a unit of the same nation as the air unit must be par-
ticipating as either the attacker or defender in a combat. Flanking 
units do not satisfy this requirement and neither do units from a 
controlling Major Power of that Minor Nation ally.

19.0  Scenarios

19.1 Europe At War
Unless noted otherwise, all scenarios begin at Phase 1 of the indi-
cated start turn and all military units setup in any hex within their 
home country, one military unit per hex (except for air & naval; no 
special stacking restrictions for them, except air units may only be 
placed into a Front that the player has a valid Air Base in). Before 
any Major Powers setup, Poland must be setup by the player con-
trolling the U.K (17.11). Setup for the Major Powers is in the order 
listed: UK, France, USSR, Germany then Italy. Remember that East 
Prussia (including Königsberg) is considered part of German home 
country for all purposes (3.3) and that Germany has the option of 
a free DoW against Poland (16.2 and 17.11).

Duration: Sept. 1939 (turn 1) to May-June 1945 (turn 52)

VP Marker at Start: 1
Diplomatic Status:

Britain & France: At war with Germany
Baltic States: N  Belgium: A1
Bulgaria: G2  Denmark: A1
Finland: G1  Greece: A1
Hungary: G3  Iraq/Iran: A1
Ireland: A1  Italy: G2
Netherlands: A1  Norway: A1
Poland: A3  Portugal: A1
Romania: G1  Spain: G1
Sweden: G1  Turkey: A1
Yugoslavia: A1

Victory Conditions:
Victory is based on the number of Victory Locations held by 
the Axis player, as per the following chart:

 Major Allied 0
 Minor Allied 1
 Draw 2
 Minor Axis 4
 Major Axis 6

However, if both the Soviet Union and the UK have collapsed 
before the end of 1942, the Axis wins.

UK
Technology: 1 Naval
Total Current MSP Level: 0
Total MSP per Turn: 70 (including starting Base MSP Income)
Strategic Move Limit: 2
At Start:

Malta  1 Infantry corps
Gibraltar 1 Fort, 1 Infantry Corps
Egypt 1 Infantry corps
UK   2 Infantry corps, 1 Tank corps
1 Fighter, in West Air Box
1  Bomber, in West Air Box
3  Surface fleet, any friendly port
1 Decoy Naval marker

Force Pool:
3 Infantry corps
3  Tank corps
1  AAA
1 BEF Infantry Army
1  CW Infantry corps (SA)
1  Fighter

Reinforcements (add to Force Pool on indicated turn):
Turn 3: WD Infantry Army, H HQ (2-0), 1 Fort
Turn 5: 3 CW Infantry corps (NZ, Aus, IND), 1 Fighter
Turn 12: 1 Fighter, 1 Bomber
Turn 19: 8th Mech Army, 1 HQ (draw), Fighter, Bomber
Turn 21: 9th Mech Army, Allied Partisan
Turn 28: 1st Mech Army, Allied HQ* (draw), Bomber, 

Allied Partisan
Turn 32: 2 Canadian Infantry corps (I, II), surface fleet, 

Free Polish Tank Corps
Turn 34: 2nd Mech Army, HQ (last)
Turn 41: CAN Tank Corps, 1st CAN Mech Army, Allied 

HQ* (draw last), Airborne corps
* Allied HQ means one of the US/UK joint Allied HQ units (15th or 21st).

France
Technology: 1 Tank
Total MSP per turn: 55 (including starting Base MSP Income)
Strategic Move Limit: 1
At Start Start (place in France home country):

3  Infantry armies (1st, 7th, 9th) all Reduced
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5  Infantry corps
1  Tank corps
1  Fighter, West Air Box
1  Surface fleet
3  Fort (place on border with Germany. One additional 

unit may stack with each Fort.)
Force Pool:

13  Infantry corps
5  Infantry armies (all remaining)
2  HQ
1  AAA
1  Fighter
2  Bomber
1  Cavalry corps
1  Surface fleet

Reinforcements (add to USA Force Pool on indicated turn, 
unless France is not conquered by Turn 22):
Turn 30 (or Turn 22; see 17.5.5): FF Infantry Corps
Turn 41 (or Turn 22; see 17.5.5): FF Infantry Corps (if Vichy 

France was created), FF Tank Corps, FF Mech Army
USSR
Technology: 1 Tank
Total Current MSP Level: 0
Total MSP per Turn: 40 (including starting Base MSP Income) 
Base MSP Income: 40
Strategic Move Limit: 3
At Start (place in USSR home country):

10  Infantry corps
2  Tank corps
1  Cavalry corps
1  Surface fleet
1 Fighter, in East Air Box
5 Factories in Kiev, Minsk, Dnepropetrovsk, Smolensk, 

Sevastopol
Force Pool:

17  Infantry corps
8  Tank corps
5  Infantry armies 3-2
4  Fort
1 HQ (draw)

Reinforcements (add to Force Pool on indicated turn):
Turn 3: 4 Infantry armies 3-2, HQ (draw), Bomber
Turn 6: 4 Infantry armies 3-2, HQ (draw)
Turn 16: HQ (draw), Fighter
Turn 17: 3 Infantry armies 4-3, Tank army 5-4
Turn 19: Partisan
Turn 20: 4 Infantry armies 4-3 , HQ (draw), Bomber, 

Airborne corps
Turn 24: 2 Infantry armies 4-3, Tank army 5-4, HQ (draw)
Turn 28: Partisan
Turn 30: 2 Infantry armies 4-3, Tank army 5-4, HQ (draw)
Turn 34: 2 Infantry armies 4-3, Fighter
Turn 37: Partisan

Turn 41: 2 Tank armies 5-4, HQ (last), Fighter, Bomber
Germany
Technology: 1 Submarine, 2 player’s choice
Total Current MSP Level: 0
Total MSP per turn: 100 (including starting Base MSP Income 
of 90 + 10 for Swedish Ore)
Strategic Move Limit: 5
At Start (place in German home country, including East Prus-
sia):

5  Infantry Armies 3-3 (3, 5, 8, 10, 12)
1 4th Infantry Army 5-3
5  Infantry corps
3  Tank Corps
2  Fighters, East or West Air Box(es)
1  Bomber, East or West Air Box
1  HQ (draw)
1  Submarine Fleet
1  Surface fleet
1 Decoy Naval marker
* Other Decoys, depending on Tech.

Force Pool:
30  Infantry corps
7  Tank Corps
1  Airborne corps
1 1st Infantry Army
2  Submarine Fleets

Reinforcements (add to Force Pool on indicated turn):
Turn 3: 1st Tank Army, 4 Infantry armies 5-3 (2, 6, 7, 

18), 2 Fighters, Bomber, 2 HQs (draw)
Turn 6: 2 Infantry armies 5-3 (9, 16), surface fleet
Turn 12: 3 Tank armies (2, 3, 4), 3 Infantry armies 5-3 

(15, 17, 11), HQ (draw) Fighter, Bomber, 2 Flak
Turn 19: Tank army (PzA), HQ (draw) Fighter
Turn 30: 5th Tank Army, Bomber, 2 Forts, Submarine 

fleet
Turn 36: 2 Infantry armies 3-3 (19, 24), HQ (draw), 3 Flak
Turn 47: 6SS Tank Army, HQ (last)

Italy
Technology: none
Total Current MSP Level: 0
Total MSP per Turn: 30 (including starting Base MSP Income)
Strategic Move Limit: 1 in 1939-40, 2 in 1942 on
At Start:

5  Infantry corps (up to 2 in Libya)
1  Tank corps
1  Fighter, South Air Box
1  Surface fleet

Force Pool:
7 Infantry corps
1 Fort

Reinforcements (add to Force Pool on indicated turn):
Turn 3: 2 Infantry armies (1, 2)
Turn 6: 3 Infantry armies (5, 10, 11), 1 HQ
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Turn 12: 6th Infantry Army, Airborne corps, Fort
USA (after entry)
Technology: 1 Aircraft, 1 Infantry, 1 Naval
Total Current MSP Level: 0, minus any from Lend-Lease 
(17.15.1)
Total MSP per Turn (after entry): 240 
Strategic Move Limit: 3
At Start:

1 Fighter Decoy
1  Decoy Naval marker

Force Pool (add to Force Pool on Turn 23; rest as Reinforce-
ments below):

17  Infantry corps
10  Tank corps
1  Surface fleet
2  Fighters
2  Bombers

Reinforcements (add to Force Pool on indicated turn):
Turn 30: 1st Army, Airborne corps, HQ (draw), 2 

Fighters, 2 Bombers, Surface fleet
Turn 36: 2 armies (5, 7), HQ (draw), Surface fleet
Turn 42: 2 armies (3, 9), HQ (last), Fighter, Bomber
Turn 45: 15th Army, Fighter, Bomber

19.2 Barbarossa
This is a two-player scenario, the Germans vs. the Soviets. Turkey 
may not enter the game in this scenario. The play area includes all 
nations included in the setup, except Italy. The USSR player places 
first. Use the East map area: Germany, Poland, Hungary, Romania, 
Bulgaria, Baltic States, Finland and the USSR are in play. Supply 
may trace through Yugoslavia. The Axis begins the game at war 
with the USSR, but does not receive any MSP to make purchases 
on the first turn.

Duration: June-July 1941 (turn 17) to May-June, 1945 (turn 52)
Soviet Mobilization (16.6.1) occurs automatically on the June-July 
1941 Soviet Turn (i.e., the first turn of the scenario).
Murmansk Convoy (17.13.5) Roll 1d10 during the Strategic 
Phase each turn. The Soviet player receives that number of MSP 
in support.
For this scenario, Germany may purchase and build only the Italian 
units listed from his Force Pool. They are placed in a German city 
and use Strategic Movement to enter the USSR.
Diplomatic Status: (Cw: conquered Western ally. Cg: conquered 
German ally)

Britain: At war with Germany
Baltic States: Cs Belgium: Cw
Bulgaria: AXIS Denmark: Cw
Finland: AXIS France: Vichy, A1
Greece: Cw Hungary: AXIS
Iraq/Iran: ALLIED Ireland: A1
Luxembourg: Cw Netherlands: A2 
Norway: A1 Poland: Cw
Portugal: A1 Romania: AXIS
Spain: N Sweden: G1
Turkey: A1 Yugoslavia: Cw

Victory Conditions: 
The German player wins this scenario if they capture Leningrad, 
Moscow, Stalingrad and Rostov and force a Soviet Collapse. 
(17.13.3.) Any other result is a Soviet player win.

USSR
Technology: 1 Tank
Total Current MSP Level: 0
Total MSP per turn: 155 (including starting Base MSP Income)
Strategic Move Limit: 3
At Start: Up to 12 Infantry corps may setup as Static (flipped)

12  Infantry Steps (corps or reduced 3-2 Infantry armies); 
Place:

 (4) in Bessarabia
 (2) in Annexed Finland
 (4) in Baltic States
 (2) in any City hex
12  Infantry Steps (corps or reduced 3-2 Infantry armies) 

in Eastern Poland
2  Tank corps in Eastern Poland
1   Cavalry corps in USSR home country 
4  HQ, random draw. Place:
 (1) in Baltic States
 (2) within two hexes of East Poland border
 (1) within two hexes of Bessarabia Annex border
3 Forts in Sevastopol, Leningrad, Moscow
1 Fighter, in East Air Box
1  Bomber, in East Air Box
1 Surface fleet in any port
5 Factories in Kiev, Minsk, Dnepropetrovsk, Smolensk, 

Sevastopol
Force Pool:

27  Infantry corps (less those setup above)
8  Tank corps
All 3-2 Infantry armies (less those setup above)
1 Fighter
1 Fort 
The Baltic States Diplomacy marker on its Inactive Minor 

Nation ally side.
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Reinforcements (add to Force Pool on indicated turn):
Turn 17: 3 Infantry armies 4-3, Tank army 5-4
Turn 19: Partisan
Turn 20: 4 Infantry armies 4-3, HQ (draw), Bomber, 

Airborne corps
Turn 24: 2 Infantry armies 4-3, Tank army 5-4, HQ 

(draw)
Turn 28: Partisan
Turn 30: 2 Infantry armies 4-3, Tank army 5-4, HQ 

(draw)
Turn 34: 2 Infantry armies 4-3, Fighter
Turn 37: Partisan
Turn 41: 2 Tank armies 5-4, HQ (draw), Fighter, Bomber

Germany
Technology: 1 Infantry, 1 Tank, 1 Aircraft, 2 Submarine
Total Current MSP Level: 0
Total MSP per turn: 190 (including starting Base MSP Income) 
[but do not get any on first turn of the scenario]
The German Total MSP per Turn level is permanently adjusted 
as follows:

  Turn 33: –20
  Turn 45: –25
  Turn 46: –10

Strategic Move Limit: 3
At Start:
Place in Poland or East Prussia:

4 Infantry armies 5-3 (4, 9, 16, 17)
2 Infantry armies 5-3 (6th, 18th; both reduced)
3 Tank armies (1, 2, 3)
1 Tank army (4th; reduced)
3 HQ (N, C, S)
2 Fighters, in East Air Box
2 Bombers, in East Air Box
1 Fighter Decoy, in East Air Box
1 Surface fleet, friendly Baltic Sea Port
1 Naval Decoy, friendly Baltic Sea Port

Place in Berlin:
1 5-3 Infantry army (2nd; reduced) 

Place in Romania:
1 German 5-3 Infantry army (11th; reduced)
2  Romanian Infantry armies (3, 4)
1  Romanian Infantry corps in Bucharest
1 Romanian Fighter, in East Air Box

Place in Hungary, in or adjacent to Budapest:
2  Hungarian corps

Place in Bulgaria, in or adjacent to Sofia:
2  Bulgarian corps

Place in Finland, in or adjacent to Helsinki:
3 Finn Infantry corps
1  Finn Cavalry corps
1 Finn Fighter, in East Air Box

Force Pool:
10 German Infantry corps
4 German Tank corps
3 Infantry armies 3-3
1 Finnish Infantry army
2 Romanian Infantry corps
1 Romanian Cavalry corps
2 Hungarian armies (1, 2)
1 Bulgarian army (1)
1 Italian Army (6th)
3 Italian Infantry corps
1 Fighter
1 Bomber
All the Diplomatic markers for Bulgaria, Finland, 

Hungary and Romania on their Ally side.
Reinforcements (add to Force Pool on indicated turn):

Turn 19: 1 HQ (draw), 1 Fighter
Turn 30: 1 Bomber, 1 Fort
Turn 36: 2 Infantry armies (19, 24), 1 HQ (draw), 1 Flak

19.3 Barbarossa to Berlin
This scenario may be played with up to five players. Place units 
in order: UK, USSR, USA, Germany, Italy. Germany begins the 
game at war with the USSR, but do not receive any MSP to make 
purchases on the first turn.

Duration: June-July 1941 (turn 17) to May-June 1945 (turn 52)
Soviet Mobilization (17.13.1) occurs automatically on the June-
July 1941 Soviet Turn (i.e., the first turn of the scenario).

Diplomatic Status: Same as in scenario 19.2 Barbarossa (see 
note above).

Victory Conditions are based on the number of Victory Locations 
held by the Axis player, as per the following chart. The VP marker 
begins the game at 14.

 Major Allied 0
 Minor Allied 1
 Draw 2
 Minor Axis 4
 Major Axis 6

However, if both the Soviet Union and the UK have collapsed 
before the end of 1942, the Axis wins.
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UK
Technology: 1 Naval, 1 Aircraft, 1 Infantry
Total Current MSP Level: 0
Total MSP per Turn: 80 (including starting Base MSP Income)
Strategic Move Limit: 2
At Start:
In the UK:

2 Infantry corps
1 Tank corps
1 BEF Infantry Army (reduced)
1 2-0 HQ in London
1 AAA in London
1 Fighter, in West Air Box
1 Bomber, in West Air Box
2 Surface fleets
1 Naval Decoy
1 Fighter Decoy

In Egypt and Mediterranean:
1 CW Infantry Corps (Ind)
1 Tank corps
1 Fighter
1 Surface fleet (anywhere in Mediterranean Sea)
1  Infantry corps, Fort (Gibraltar; 3750)
1  Infantry corps (Malta; 4233)
1  Infantry corps (Aus)
1  Fort (Tobruk; 4724)
1 Iran/Iraq corps (Basra; 4503)

Force Pool:
4 Infantry corps
1 CW Infantry corps (NZ)
2 Tank corps
1 WD Infantry Army
2 Fighters
1 Bomber
1 CW Infantry Corps (SA)
All units and Diplomacy markers for Netherlands, Belgium, 

Denmark, Poland, Norway, Yugoslavia, Greece and 
Iran/Iraq (Diplomacy marker only)

Reinforcements (add to Force Pool on indicated turn):
Turn 19: 8th Mech Army, 1 HQ (draw), Fighter, Bomber
Turn 21: 9th Mech Army, Allied Partisan
Turn 28: 1st Army, Allied HQ* (draw), Bomber, Allied 

Partisan
Turn 32: 2 CAN Infantry corps (I, II), Surface fleet, Free 

Polish Tank Corps
Turn 34: 2nd Mech Army, HQ (last)
Turn 41: CAN Tank Corps, 1st CAN Mech Army, Allied 

HQ* (last), Airborne corps
* Allied HQ means one of the US/UK joint Allied HQ units (15th or 21st).

USSR
Technology: 1 Tank
Total Current MSP Level: 0
Total MSP per turn: 155 (including starting Base MSP Income)
Strategic Move Limit: 3
At Start: Up to 12 Infantry corps may setup as Static (flipped)

12 Infantry Steps (corps or reduced armies); place:
 (4) in Bessarabia
 (2) in Annexed Finland
 (4) in Baltic States
 (2) in any City hex
12 Infantry Steps (corps or reduced armies) in Eastern 

Poland
2  Tank corps in Eastern Poland
1   Cavalry corps in USSR home country
4  HQ, random draw; place:
 (1) in Baltic States
 (2) within two hexes of East Poland border
 (1) within two hexes of Bessarabia Annex border
3 Forts (Sevastopol, Leningrad, Moscow)
1 Fighter, in East Air Box
1  Bomber, in East Air Box
1 Surface fleet in any friendly port
5 Factories in Kiev, Minsk, Dnepropetrovsk, Smolensk, 

Sevastopol
Force Pool:

27  Infantry corps (minus those setup above)
8  Tank corps
All 3-2 Infantry armies (minus those setup above)
1 Fighter
1 Fort
The Baltic States Diplomacy marker on its Inactive Minor 

Nation ally side.
Reinforcements (add to Force Pool on indicated turn):

Turn 17: 3 Infantry armies 4-3, Tank army 5-4
Turn 19: Partisan
Turn 20: 4 Infantry armies 4-3 , HQ (draw), Bomber, 

Airborne corps
Turn 24: 2 Infantry armies 4-3, Tank army 5-4, HQ 

(draw)
Turn 28: Partisan
Turn 30: 2 Infantry armies 4-3, Tank army 5-4, HQ 

(draw)
Turn 34: 2 Infantry armies 4-3, Fighter
Turn 37: Partisan
Turn 41: 2 Tank armies 5-4, HQ (last), Fighter, Bomber
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USA (after entry)
Technology: 1 Aircraft, 1 Infantry, 1 Naval
Total Current MSP Level: 0, minus any from Lend-Lease 
(17.15.1)
Total MSP per Turn: 240 (including starting Base MSP Income)
Strategic Move Limit: 3
At Start:

1 Fighter Decoy
1 Naval Decoy

Force Pool (Enters Turn 23):
17  Infantry corps
10  Tank corps
1  Surface fleet
2  Fighters
2  Bombers

Reinforcements (add to Force Pool on indicated turn):
Turn 30: 1st Army, Airborne corps, HQ (draw),  

2 Fighters, 2 Bombers, Surface fleet
Turn 36: 2 armies (5, 7), HQ (draw), Surface fleet,
Turn 42: 2 arm armies (3, 9), HQ (last), Fighter, Bomber
Turn 45: 15th Army, Fighter, Bomber

Germany
Technology: 1 Infantry, 1 Tank, 1 Aircraft, 2 Submarine
Total Current MSP Level: 0
Total MSP per turn: 245 (including starting Base MSP Income) 
[but do not get any on the first turn of the scenario]
Strategic Move Limit: 5
In addition to units listed under “At Start” in Scenario 19.2, setup 
the following:

In Germany or East Prussia:
1 Infantry corps
1 HQ (draw)
1  Infantry corps (Posen; 2129)
1  Infantry corps (Danzig; 1928)
1 1st Infantry Army (3-3, Reduced) (Metz; 2537)
1 7th Inf. Army (5-3, reduced), 1 Tank corps (Paris; 2440)
1  Infantry corps (2240)
1  Infantry corps (Bordeaux; 2844)
1  Infantry corps (Brest; 2345)
1  Infantry corps (Le Havre; 2340)
1  Infantry corps (Cherbourg; 2242)
1 Infantry corps (Antwerp; 2239)
1 Infantry corps (Rotterdam; 21 37)
1 Infantry corps (Oslo; 1233)
1 Infantry corps (Bergen; 1134)
1  Infantry corps (Copenhagen; 1732)
1 Infantry corps (Belgrade; 3228)
1 Infantry corps (Athens; 4025)
1 Infantry corps (Khania; 4225)
3 Sub fleets, any friendly North Atlantic or North Sea port
1 Fighter, in West Air Box

In Libya:
1 Tank corps (adjacent to Tobruk)

Vichy French:
3  French Corps placed according to 17.5.1.

Force Pool:
In addition to those listed in 19.2, add:
9 Infantry corps
4 Tank corps
1 15th Infantry Army (5-3)
2 Infantry armies 3-3
1 Airborne corps
1 Fighter
2 Bomber
2 Flak
1 Surface fleet

Reinforcements (instead of those in 19.2, add to Force Pool on 
indicated turn):

Turn 19: Tank Army (PzA), HQ (draw), Fighter
Turn 30: 5th Tank Army, Bomber, 2 Forts, Submarine Fleet
Turn 36: 2 Infantry armies 3-3 (19, 24), HQ (draw), 3 Flak
Turn 47: 6SS Tank Army, HQ (last)

Italy
Technology: none
Total Current MSP Level: 0
Total MSP per Turn: 45 (including starting Base MSP Income)
Strategic Move Limit: 2
Italian units listed under Germany’s Force Pool in 19.2 are instead 
setup as shown below.

At Start:
In Italy, 1 per city hex:

5  Infantry corps
1 1st Infantry Army
1  Infantry corps (Zagreb; 3031)
1 Infantry corps (Durazzo; 3629)
1 Infantry corps (4825)
1  Tank corps (4824)
1  Infantry corps (Tripoli; 4635)
1  Infantry corps (Rhodes; 4221)
1 Fighter, in South Air Box

Force Pool:
2 Infantry corps
5 Infantry army
1 Airborne corps
1 HQ
1 Surface fleet

Reinforcements (add to Force Pool on indicated turn):
None (unless through Expanded Italian Militarism; 17.7.3)

19.4 The Great Crusade
This scenario may be played with up to four players. Place units 
in order: UK, USSR, USA, Germany.
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Duration: Turn 43, May-June 1944 to May-June, 1945 (turn 52). 
The game begins on the Allied portion of Turn 43. Current MSP 
levels are set to zero (0) for all four Major Powers.
Victory Conditions are the same as 19.1 Europe at War. The VP 
marker begins the game at 10. 
Special Rules: Italy has surrendered and the Mediterranean area 
of North Africa and the Middle-East south of Turkey is considered 
out of play. Naval moves may be made through the Med, however.
Diplomatic Status: (Cw: Conquered Western ally. Cg: Conquered 
German ally, Cs: Conquered Soviet ally)
All Soviet Factories should be considered to have been successfully 
railed prior to the start of the scenario.

Britian, US, USSR: At war with Germany
Baltic States: Cs Belgium: Cw
Bulgaria: AXIS Denmark: Cw
Finland: AXIS France: Vichy, AXIS
Greece: Cw Hungary: AXIS
Iraq/Iran: ALLIED Ireland: A1
Italy: ALLIED Luxembourg: Cw
Netherlands: Cw Norway: Cw
Poland: Cw Portugal: A1 
Romania: AXIS Spain: N
Sweden: G1 Turkey: N
Yugoslavia: Cw

Victory Conditions:
Victory is based on the number of Victory Locations held by 
the Axis player, as per the following chart:

 Major Allied 0
 Minor Allied 1
 Draw 2
 Minor Axis 4
 Major Axis 6

UK
Technology: 2 Naval, 3 Aircraft, 1 Infantry, 1 Tank
Total Current MSP Level: 0
Total MSP per Turn: 95 (including starting Base MSP Income)
Strategic Move Limit: 2
At Start:

South Air Box: 1 Fighter, 1 Bomber
West Air Box: 2 Fighters, 1 Bomber
Gibraltar: 1 Surface Fleet, 1 Fort 
3433: 5-4 Mech army (8), 1 CW Infantry corps (Ind), 

1 CAN Infantry Corps
1  Iran/Iraq corps (Basra; 4503)

In the UK:
1 2-0 HQ (H) in London (2041)
1 AAA in London (2041)
3  Infantry corps
2 Tank corps

1 CAN Infantry corps
2 Surface fleets
1 Fort

Force Pool:
2 Infantry corps
2 Tank corps
1 Airborne corps
1 Free Polish Tank corps
1 CAN Tank corps
2 Partisans
2 3-3 Infantry armies (WD, BEF)
3 5-4 armies (1, 2, 9) 
1 4-4 Mech army (CAN 1)
1 2-4 HQ (18)
1 3-3 HQ (21)
1 4-4 HQ (US/CW 21st AG)
2 Bombers
2 Fighters
1 Surface fleet
1 Fighter Decoy
1 Bomber Decoy
1 Naval Decoy

Note: Some units are no longer in the UK Force Pool to 
reflect their transfer to the Pacific.

All units and Diplomacy markers of Netherlands, Belgium, Den-
mark, Poland, Norway, Yugoslavia and Greece on the non-Ally 
side (i.e., Inactive Minor Nation allies of the UK) and Iraq/Iran 
on the Ally side are placed in the UK Force Pool.

USSR
Technology: 3 Tank, 1 Air, 1 Infantry
Total Current MSP Level: 0
Total MSP per turn: 205 (including starting Base MSP Income)
Strategic Move Limit: 3
At Start:

East Air Box: 3 Fighters, 2 Bombers
1119  3-2 Infantry army
1220  2-3 HQ (N)
Leningrad 4-3 Infantry army (By), Fort
1321  5-4 Tank army
1521  4-3 Infantry army (B2)
1620  4-3 Infantry army (Bal)
1719  4-3 Infantry army (By3)
Moscow Static, Fort
1619  3-3 HQ (B)
Smolensk Static
1818  5-4 Tank army
1919  4-3 Infantry army (By2)
2019  4-3 Infantry army (Bye)
Kiev  Static
2423  4-3 Infantry army (Ukr)
2422  5-4 Tank army
2622  4-3 Infantry army (Don)
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2621  3-3 HQ (SW)
2821  4-3 Infantry army (Uk2)
Odessa 4-3 Infantry army (Uk3)
Dnepropetrovsk Infantry corps
Rostov Static
Sevastopol Static
Batum Static
1   Fighter Decoy

Force Pool:
20  Infantry corps
10  Tank corps
2 5-4 Tank armies
12 3-2 Infantry army
3 4-3 Infantry army (Nc2, R2, Sw2)
1 Fighter
1 Bomber
1 Surface Fleet
4 2-3 HQs
1 3-3 HQ
3 Partisans
1 Airborne corps
1 1-6 Cavalry corps
2 Forts
The Baltic States Diplomacy marker on its Inactive Minor 

Nation ally side.
USA
Technology: 2 Naval, 3 Aircraft, 1 Tank, 2 Infantry
Total Current MSP Level: 0
Total MSP per Turn: 250 (including starting Base MSP Income)
Strategic Move Limit: 3
At Start:

South Air Box: 1 Fighter, 1 Bomber
West Air Box: 2 Fighter, 1 Bomber
3434 5-4 Army (5)
3533 3-4 HQ (US/CW 15th)
1 Naval Decoy
1 Fighter Decoy
1 Bomber Decoy

In the USA box:
1  Surface fleet
2 Infantry corps
1 Tank corps

In the UK:
3 Infantry corps
1 Tank corps
1 FF Infantry Corps
1 Airborne corps
2 Surface fleets

Force Pool:
Italian Diplomacy marker, “Ally” side
12  Infantry corps
8  Tank corps
1  FF Tank corps

1 FF Infantry Corps
4 5-4 army 
1 5-4 FF army
1 2-3 HQ
1 3-3 HQ
1 4-3 HQ
2  Fighters
3  Bombers
French diplomacy marker (Ally side)

Reinforcements (add to Force Pool on indicated turn):
Turn 45: 15th Army, Fighter, Bomber

Germany
Technology: 2 Infantry, 3 Tank, 3 Aircraft, 2 Submarine
Total Current MSP Level: 0
Total MSP per turn: 290 (including starting Base MSP Income)
Strategic Move Limit: 5
At Start:

South Air Box: 1 Fighter, 1 Bomber
West Air Box: 3 Fighters
East Air Box: 2 Fighters, 2 Bombers 1 Fighter (Rom),  

1 Fighter (Finland)
Rome 3-3 Infantry army (12), 1 Tank corps
3333  3-3 Infantry army (10), 1 Tank corps
3235  3-3 HQ (S)
Venice Static
Genoa Static
Marseille Static
3141  Infantry corps
Bordeaux Static
2644  Infantry corps
2542  Infantry corps
Paris  Tank corps, 3-3 HQ (B)
Brest  Static, Submarine Fleet
Cherbourg Static
Le Havre Static
2240  Static
2338  Infantry corps
Rotterdam Static
Essen  Flak
Bremen Infantry corps
Hamburg Static
Kiel  Infantry corps, Submarine fleet
Copenhagen Static
Oslo  Static
Bergen Static
Berlin Flak, Fort
Prague Tank corps
Budapest Hungarian corps
2725  Hungarian corps
Belgrade Bulgarian corps
2723  Hungarian Infantry army (1)
Athens Bulgarian corps
Sofia  Bulgarian army (reduced)
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Ploesti Romanian Infantry corps, 
  German  Infantry corps

2823  Romanian Infantry army (2)
2922  Romanian Infantry army (4, reduced)
3021  5-3 Infantry army (6, Reduced), Tank corps
2921  3-3 Infantry army (8)
3022  2-3 HQ (A)
2624  Tank army (1P, Reduced), Infantry corps
Lvov  2-3 HQ (F), 2-3 HQ (F), Infantry Corps
2424  Tank army (4P, Reduced)
Krakow Static
Warsaw Static
Konigsberg Static
Riga  Static
Minsk Static
2223  Static
2222  Infantry corps
2022  4-3 HQ (C)
2120  5-3 Infantry army (2, Reduced)
2020  5-3 Infantry army (9)
1921  5-3 Infantry army (4, Reduced)
1720  Tank army (3P, Reduced)
1622  5-3 Infantry army (16), Tank corps
1523  3-3 HQ (N)
Talinn Infantry corps
1322  5-3 Infantry army (18)
Helsinki Finn corps
1122  Finn Infantry army (reduced)
1021  2 Finn Infantry corps, Finn Cavalry corps
1   Naval Decoy
1   Fighter Decoy
1   Bomber Decoy

Force Pool:
Bulgaria, Hungary, Romania, Finland and France (Vichy) 

diplomacy markers (Ally side) 
5 Infantry corps
4 Tank corps
2 Romanian Infantry corps
1 Romanian cavalry corps
1 Hungarian Infantry army (2)
2 Tank armies (2, 5)
4 5-3 Infantry armies (7, 11, 15, 17)
5 3-3 Infantry armies (1, 3, 5, 19, 24)
3     French Infantry corps (not Free French) [these are 

Vichy]
1 Airborne corps
3 Flak
1 Fort
2 Surface fleets
2 Submarine fleets
1 Bomber

Reinforcements (add to Force Pool on indicated turn):
Turn 47: 6SS Tank Army, 2-3 HQ (D)

20.0  List of Victory Locations
MAP ERRATA: Note that Baku, Ploesti and Tunis are missing 
their Gold Stars to indicate that they are Victory Locations.

City Country
Ankara Turkey
Antwerp Belgium
Astrakhan USSR
Athens Greece
Baku  USSR
Basra Iraq/Iran
Belgrade Yugoslavia
Berlin Germany
Budapest Hungary
Cairo Egypt
Damascus Syria
Gibraltar Spain
Helsinki Finland
Istanbul Turkey
Kiev  USSR
Leningrad  USSR

City Country
London UK
Madrid Spain
Moscow  USSR
Oslo Norway
Paris France
Ploesti Romania
Rome Italy
Rostov  USSR
Rotterdam Netherlands
Sevastopol  USSR
Stalingrad  USSR
Stockholm Sweden
Tobruk Libya
Tunis Tunisia
Voronezh  USSR
Warsaw Poland

21.0  Minor Nations’ OOB

 Flag Country Army Corps Cav. Air

  Baltic States  1

  Belgium 1 1

  Bulgaria 1 2

  Denmark  1

  Finland 1 3 1 1

  Greece 2 1

  Hungary 2 2

  Iraq/Iran  1

  Ireland  1

  Netherlands 1 1

  Norway  1

  Poland 1 5  1

  Portugal  1

  Romania 2 3 1 1

  Spain 1 4

  Sweden 1 3

  Turkey 1 3 1

  Yugoslavia 1 6 1
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22.0  Example of Play
OCT 2013 Errata: Please note that the Example of Play has not been 
updated. It is still mostly correct, but some wording may be different than 
used in the rules, above. In all cases, the rules above are correct over the 
Example of Play.
Poland Setup: At the beginning of the game, the German player states 
that he will take the free declaration of war against Poland (17.11). The 
UK player sets up the Polish units as shown below (Air units have been 
flipped and identified for this example, including the Decoy):

German Setup: Next, the German player will place his at-start forces. 
(Note that units setup in the West are not pictured.)

German Movement: After all units are placed, and the Strategic and 
Organization phases are complete, the German player makes his first 
move. Note that after movement, the German VII Corps (the 1-5 unit 
coming out of the Carpathian’s) is OOS, since it is not adjacent to a rail 
hex that can trace a line of supply to a Home Country city.

Attackers always decide the order in which combats are resolved. Since 
all MSP cities must be captured to conquer Poland, the German player 
must capture both Warsaw and Krakow. If not on the first turn, then he 
wants to give himself the best chance possible on the second. Note that 
while these might be reasonable moves to achieve this goal, they may not 
be the best, and the setup of the Polish units may vary.
German Combat: The German player has planned three attacks and 
places Attack markers accordingly (see following illustration). At the start 
of the game, the German player allocated his Technology to: 1 Submarine, 
1 Aircraft, and 1 Infantry.

Attack #1: 3rd Army and II Pz 
Corps attack the Polish II 
Corps near Posen. The German 
player chooses not to use Air 
Support; the UK player does 
the same. 3 (3rd Army) +1 
(Infantry Tech) +2 (II Pz  
Corps) +1 (Flank bonus from 
the 10th Army) is an Attack 
Strength of 7. The Defense 

Strength is 2 (1 for I Corps, and +1 for the River terrain) for a +5 attack 
on the Combat Results Table (CRT) with no die roll modifiers (DRM). 
The German player rolls a 7 for a result of 0/2. The Polish I Corps is 
eliminated. The German player advances the 3rd Army and II Pz Corps 
into the hex where they must stop due to the enemy ZOC. 
See the illustration below for the situation after the first attack.
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Attack #2: Similar to the first 
attack, the German player has 3 
for the 12th Army, 2 for the Pz 
Corps, +1 for Tech level, and +1 
for VII Corps’ flank support for 
a combined strength of 7. This 
against a Polish strength of 2 (1 
for the unit and +1 for the City 
terrain). The difference is +5. 

The German player plays one Air Support marker face down. The Allied 
player declines. The Axis air unit is flipped and revealed as a Decoy, which 
has no effect. The German player rolls a 4—a “1/1” result. Both sides 
must take a hit. The German player flips the 12th Army and the Polish 
corps is eliminated. The army moves into Krakow and the Panzer corps 
advances two hexes, shown below:

Because Krakow is an MSP city (5 MSP), the German player immediately 
adds 10 MSP to his Total Current MSP Level, and 5 MSP to the MSP In-
come Per Turn track. Now, the German player moves on to the next attack.

Attack #3: This attack—with 
a 5-3 army (4th) and VII Pz 
Corps—is an overwhelming 
one. 5 for the army, +1 for 
Tech level, +2 for the tank 
corps and +1 for the flanking 
unit. 9 vs. 1 with no defensive 
terrain bonus will put this 
attack on the +7 column. A 
roll of three and a “0/1” result 

eliminates the Polish corps with no German loss. Both German units 
advance into the defender’s hex. Note that Flanking units may not advance 
after combat.
This completes the Combat Phase. However, units stacked with tank-type 
units are allowed to conduct an attack in the Follow-Up Combat Phase. 
The German player has two such Follow-up Combat opportunities—the 
stack containing the 3rd Army and II Pz Corps and the stack containing 
the 4th Army and VII Pz Corps. He declines the first opportunity, but 
does conduct the second one in order to attack Warsaw in an attempt to 
conquer Poland this turn.

The German player has saved his air resources for this fight, as has the 
Polish player.
The situation prior to the Follow-Up Combat Phase:

Final Attack, Follow-Up Combat Phase: The German player has an 
Attack Strength of 5 (4th Army), +1 (Infantry Tech), +2 (VII Pz Corps), 
and +3 for N HQ (3 hex range) = 11. The Polish unit has a defense strength 
of 3 (1st Army), +1 for the City terrain, and +1 for the River = 5. So the 
combat is conducted on the +6 column of the CRT. However, first there 
is the fight for the skies to contend with.
Both players have saved their air units for the battle for Warsaw. Both 
sides have Fighter units, so in the first round they will fight and the 
Bomber units will not participate. The German player has one Fighter 
plus 1 strength for Aircraft Tech and declares his base as Königsberg at 
Range: 3 (German fighters have a base 3 Range plus 1 for Tech). Minors 
have no Tech bonuses, so the German player rolls on the +1 column, the 
UK player on the –1 column. The German player rolls a three; No Effect. 
The UK player rolls a nine—a hit! The German fighter is eliminated and 
as this is the first turn of the game, it is placed three turns out on the Turn 
Track (Turn 4, Jan-Feb 1940), when it will be returned to the Force Pool.

Moving to the second, and final round of air com-
bat, the German Bombers are pitted against the 
Polish Fighter. The German player needs every 
advantage for this fight, however, so they stay. 
Bombers alone against Fighters only have a base 
1 for strength (no matter how many are present), 
but do add the 1 Tech level for a net two strength. 
Fighters against Bombers are doubled, so the Pol-
ish air strength is also two. Therefore, both players 

roll against the “even” column. The UK player rolls a four (“No Effect”), 
and the German player rolls a 5 (“Abort”). The Polish fighter is not elimi-
nated, but it returns to base (Warsaw).

So, the two German bombers remain 
over the combat to lend a +2 DRM to 
the ground combat. 
Rolling against the +6 Column, the 
German player rolls a 5 (+2) = 7, with 
a 0/3 result.
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If the UK player takes all three losses with the Polish army, the Germans 
will advance into the hex. If they take two losses from the army and 
retreat a hex, they will still lose Warsaw. Either way, the German army 
will conquer Poland. The Polish army is eliminated and the German 4th 
Army advances into Warsaw.  
Warsaw is a 5 MSP city, so the German player once again adds 10 MSP 
to his Total Current MSP Level and 5 MSP to his MSP Income Per Turn. 
During the Axis Political Phase, it will be found that all MSP cities in 
Poland have been captured, and so Poland is conquered. All remaining 
Polish units are removed from the map and from the Turn Track (if ap-
plicable) and placed in the UK Force Pool as a Conquered Allied Minor. 
They are subject to possible liberation later.
If the German player had not rolled as well—for example, if he had rolled 
a three, with the +2 DRM it would be a net five for a 1/2 result—the situ-
ation would be much different, as described below.
The Polish army would be placed on the Turn Track and a single corps 
from the UK Force Pool would remain in Warsaw. The German player 
would be required to eliminate the Pz Corps (a tank-type step must be 
eliminated as the attacker’s first step loss in the Follow-Up Combat Phase). 
Play would resume, and Poland would survive the turn.
The UK player would almost certainly move the nearby V Corps into 
Warsaw during his turn.

Prior to movement, Germany 
would be looking at this situ-
ation, and on a Mud weather 
turn. They would be able to 
put together a sizeable force, 
but the DRM and the lack of 
a Follow-Up Combat Phase 
could sting them. It is always 
best to study the situation and 
plan your offensives carefully 
before you start rolling dice.

Note: The German player normally begins the game with two Fighters 
and one Bomber unit on the map. For the purposes of this example, the 
opposite is represented to maximize the number of situations illustrated.

23.0  Optional Rules
23.1 Bombers and Naval Combat
Bombers may be placed in Sea Zones during Strategic Naval 
Combat. No Fighter intercept is possible. For each two bombers, 
add a +1 DRM to the owning player’s Surface fleets combat and 
convoy interception roll.

23.2 Diplomacy #1
If an Active Major Power attempts a Diplomatic effort on a Neu-
tral Minor Nation and fails, place that Major Power’s “Dip +1” 
marker on that Neutral Minor Nation’s Diplomacy track. If the 
same Neutral Minor Nation is targeted in the following turn (only) 

by the exact same Major Power, add one to the Target Number for 
that attempt (only) in addition to MSP spent to improve the odds.

23.3 Diplomacy #2
There is no limitation as far as proximity for Diplomacy actions. 
Each side is allowed to perform one Diplomacy action per turn 
selecting any nation on the map.

23.4 PBEM: Cyberboard and Vassal
Double the number of Decoy markers available when playing 
PBEM.

23.5 Swedish Iron Ore
Normally, Germany loses the 10 MSP per turn if Norway is an 
Axis Inactive Minor Nation ally. With this option, Germany loses 
this 10 MSP only during Snow turns.

23.6 Syria, Other Vichy territories
If Vichy has been declared, attacking a French Possession moves 
Vichy one diplomatic step towards Germany but doesn’t neces-
sarily activate it.

23.7 Weather
During Mud and Snow turns, the following effects occur:
• North Atlantic, North Sea, Baltic Sea: –1 DRM to Convoy 

Intercept, –1 DRM to Surface fleet combat rolls
• Mediterranean:  –1 DRM to Convoy Intercept

23.8 Alternate Air Combat System  
(Units On-Map)
Air units are placed on the map like other military units. Air Bases 
are HQs and friendly controlled cities, with a maximum of two air 
units or Decoy air units per city (one per HQ).

Air Unit Movement
Two air units of any type may stack on a city-type Air Base regard-
less of the presence of other friendly unit types.
One air unit of any type may stack on a friendly Headquarters unit 
regardless of the presence of other friendly unit types.
Instead of performing a mission during a player turn, they may 
rebase to any other Air Base within the same Front. Turn the air 
unit to its ‘revealed’ side after performing this rebase.

Air Combat
Resolved in an identical manner as the normal rules, though 
with air units flying from their on-map Air Bases.
When using this rule, at the end of combat return all air units 
to any valid air base in range, face up; 2 max per base (valid 
city) or 1 on a friendly HQ. Air units may rebase to any valid 
air base; they do not have to return to the same base. However, 
stacking rules, range and other basing limitations always apply.
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23.9 Fort Construction
Instead of Forts being placed on their face-up side, when first built 
or formed by combining two Infantry corps, they are placed on 
their Construction side. In the Organization phase of the next turn, 
before any new Forts are built or formed, flip all on-map Forts from 
their Construction side to their Fort side. Prior to being flipped 
face-up, ignore the fort for all purposes. If an enemy unit enters 
their hex, the fort is eliminated at no cost (in MPs or requirement 
to attack) to the enemy unit.

23.10 Submarine Effectiveness against 
Surface Fleets
Each Hit a Submarine fleet achieves on a Surface fleet no longer 
eliminates the Surface fleet. Instead, the Surface fleet is placed 
on the Turn Record Track as if it had a Return Time in Turns of 
‘3’, with its “Support” side face-up. When it is removed from the 
Turn Record Track in three turns, place it directly on map in any 
friendly, supplied port. Surface fleets eliminated in combat against 
other Surface fleets are placed on the Turn Record Track with the 
“Surface fleet” side face-up per the normal Return Time of ‘6’ turns.

23.11 Optional Decoys
Instead of getting a Bomber Decoy at level 3 in aircraft technology, 
a player may select either a Bomber or a second Fighter Decoy unit.
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46 Replacement Counters
Italian: 
Added two missing Decoy markers, a “Dip+1” marker and 
a replacement Airborne Corps (back now 1-4).

German: 
Added a “Dip+1” marker and the following replacement 
counters: the PzA Tank army (back now 3-3 Infantry 
army); a Flak unit (replaces one of the duplicate ‘5’ ID 
Flak units); a Surface fleet (replaces one of the duplicate 
‘1’ ID Surface fleets); and the Infantry Tech Marker (back 
now marked with “Advanced”).

UK: 
Added a “Dip+1” marker and the following replacement 
counters: 11th HQ (replaces UK 15th ID HQ to avoid 
confusion with mixed US/UK 15th HQ); ‘H’ HQ (back 
now 1-0); four UK Tech markers (backs now have correct 
symbols); two UK Forts (backs now show construction 
symbols); the UK/Free Pole Tank corps (back now shows 
correct symbol); and the ‘1 CAN’ Mech army (back now 
shows correct INF Army symbol).

Soviet: 
Added a missing Surface fleet Decoy and “Dip+1” marker 
and the following replacement counters: four USSR Forts 
(backs now show construction symbols); an air (Fighter) 
unit (replaces one of the duplicate ‘2’ ID Fighter units); 
and the Airborne Corps (back now 1-4).

USA: 
Added a “Dip+1” marker and the following replacement 
counters: an air decoy (Bomber) unit (replaces one with 
Naval anchor symbol on back). 

French: 
Added a “Dip+1” marker, an air (Fighter) decoy; and a 
naval (Surface fleet) decoy. 

Other: 
• Replacement ‘1 Sw’ Swedish Army (back now shows reduced 

stripe).
• Replacement ‘V Yu’ Yugoslavian Corps (replaces one of the du-

plicate ‘IV Yu” Corps).
• Eight additional “Out of Supply” / Bombed! Markers (can be 

used to mark which units are OoS and/or which cities have been 
subjected to strategic bombing in a given phase).

• Replacement ‘1 Ne’ Netherlands Army (unit ID corrected and 
back now shows correct 1-2 values). 

• Replacement ‘1 Ne’ Corps (unit ID corrected).
• Replacement ‘II Tu’ Corps (replaces one of the duplicate ‘1 Tu’ 

Corps).
Additional Counter Notes:
The following counters are not used in any scenario of The 
Supreme Commander and are extras: one US air (Fighter) 
Decoy [the one with the Naval anchor on back]; both US 
Forts; one USSR air (Fighter) Decoy; and one French air 
(Bomber) Decoy.
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